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ABSTRACT
Know Before Whom You Stand is a collection of 16 short stories, each an attempt to
capture the confusion, questions and comfort of being a Jew. Raised in worlds both Jewish
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and secular, these characters are constantly aspiring toward self fulfillment and
understanding. Some stories are about people in their twenties because our twenties are a
minefield of possibility. Many also deal with Jews young and old, wise and ignorant, hurting
or confident. There’s even the occasional non Jew in here, as the fate of the Jew has always
been moved by the outside world. Whatever their age, whatever their outlook, they are
Jews, humans, hoping to build for themselves a world in which they know who they are
when they look in the mirror.
The Hebrew phrase Know Before Whom You Stand is inscribed on almost every ark
in every synagogue in the world. The Whom in that case is God. In the case of these stories,
well, that’s up to the reader to decide.

GLOSSARY
BorsalinoBorsalino High end black-hat brand popular with religious Jews
BecherBecher Embellished silver goblet used for wine
BekisheBekishe- A frock coat worn by Hassidic and other religious Jews. Typically black
BentcherBentcher After-meal prayer book
ChallahChallah Braided bread eaten at the beginning of Sabbath and holiday meals after washing
one’s hands
ChazanChazan Prayer leader
GabbaiGabbai Beadle, someone who runs the prayer service
Kiddush 11 A celebratory standing-only meal after services. Like a potluck but provided by
the synagogue
Kiddush 22 The prayer over wine before a Sabbath or holiday meal
MinyanMinyan A quorum of 10 men over age 13 needed to pray. Shorthand for prayer services.
Eg. I am going to minyan
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MussafMussaf The afternoon prayer service on Sabbath and holidays
ShabbosShabbos The Sabbath, a weekly day of rest, food, God and family that begins eighteen
minutes before sundown on Friday and lasts 25 hours
Shabbos TimeTime The time at which the Sabbath begins
ShtiebelShtiebel A small synagogue and learning room, typically carpeted, musty, lined with holy
texts
ShivaShiva The seven day mourning period following a family member’s death
ShulShul Synagogue
SiddurSiddur Jewish prayerbook
TallisTallis or Tallit- Jewish prayer shawl
Tallis BagBag A small, embroidered or velvet bag in which a tallis is kept
TefillinTefillin or Phylacteries- A set of leather straps and boxes that are fitted to a man’s head
and arm when he prays in the morning. Traditionally kept in an embroidered or velvet bag
when not in use
TorahTorah The Jewish Bible, known secularly as the Old Testament
UnveilingUnveiling The public presentation of a headstone 30 days after burial
YarmulkehYarmulkeh Small leather or fabric head covering worn by men to remind them of God’s
existence
Yom KippurKippur The Day of Atonement, Judaism’s holiest day. For 25 hours, one may not eat or
drink, wear leather shoes, use perfume, shower, wash hands or greet a fellow Jew
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The Housekeeper
Helen stood in the attic staring at a mountain of hat boxes. They were Julia’s
collection of winter hats, her summer hats already stacked and dim in a far corner. She was
breathing heavily because the attic was bursting with late summer heat and she had
climbed the back stairs from the kitchen after putting out the lunch spread and accepting
an arrangement of white lilies through the mudroom door. It was the sixth day of Morris’s
shiva. He had bought all of these hats for Julia as apologies and birthday gifts, anniversary
surprises and out of a roaring, volatile love. On the rare occasion she went, Julia wore them
to synagogue.
There was no system to this annual switching of the hats. After catching her breath,
Helen hoisted four boxes into her arms and carried them down to Julia’s room. Someone
had brought a low, wooden mourning chair up from the living room and when Helen
walked in she saw Julia slouched far down on the chair’s leather seat, her legs extended in
front of her and her neck slack against the chair’s top rail worn pale and smooth from
decades of heavy, bereft heads. At the sight of her, Helen nearly dropped the plumage of
boxes. The two hadn’t said a word to each other since the funeral. It was Helen who opened
the door to the policemen with their soft hats in their hands, Helen who called Julia at
brunch in the city and told her the news, so like the gossip Julia breathed but this time it
was Morris.
Julia’s back was to the door and in her tangle of unwashed hair was a cell phone. On
the other end was Emily, Julia’s sister, who had flown back to Los Angeles that morning.
Helen had called her a Babe’s taxi to the airport, the same Babe’s taxis Helen used to go to
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Celtic dance classes before she quit because the women were old and the basement of the
church was dour and fluorescent.
Too far into the room to turn back, Helen walked silently along the wall as Julia
listened to Emily and stared at the ceiling as though considering the color of its paint. A
bottle of Singer wine stood on the floor next to her, its gold cap pinched and tossed nearby.
Morris had said that the bottle’s square design, though more expensive to produce, allowed
for more efficient shipping. He passed these savings onto his customers and they in turn
multiplied until there was a bottle of Singer wine on every Jewish table in America. Helen
could smell the table wine’s assertive sweetness from the closet, which was down a threestep hallway, past a flickering bronze sconce and a tiled bathroom with a clawfoot tub.

It’s just too much, Julia exhaled as Helen slid the boxes across the thick green carpet.
He’s flirting, Emily! It’s like Morris isn’t even gone. The money? No, no, that’s not it. The
money went to David’s head long ago. Please. Morris tried but- What about her? I haven’t
seen her shed a tear. They were close, you know. No, my god. Shame on you. Friends, I
suppose. I don’t know. And now she’s going on as if he’s still alive. Sometimes I feel like I’m
the only oneThe room suddenly went silent as though a bone caught in Julia’s throat. Then she
began to breathe heavily and soon came a slow wave of sobs defeating her try at
distraction. It wasn’t a deep, mournful sob but rather something between self-pity and a
kind of studied mania.
Finished with the boxes and wanting to remain anonymous, Helen began spacing
the hangers holding Julia’s blouses then pressed her rows of shoes into neat pairs. Outside
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the tall bedroom windows casting warm light on Julia’s breaking face, a scrim of green
summer leaves blocked the caravan of cars tilted onto the sidewalk.
Julia loved Morris madly and always told Helen as much, usually after a fight and
while Helen cooked dinner. The fights were most often about their son David or how to
spend Morris’s money. Julia wanted nice things but she desperately wanted David to have
nice things, too, a funny play at being a selfless mother. When Morris came home from
work one day, he walked in on Julia and a breeder flipping through a folio of horse pictures.
Morris had always dealt deftly with Julia, giving in when necessary and remaining firm
more often than that. This time, he turned around and drove back to the office. Leaning
against the kitchen island with a glass of prosecco, Julia once told Helen that Morris worked
harder when she was erratic.
The house had been her greatest victory and Morris’s largest acquiescence.
Rambling, stately, porticoed, elevated on a small rise above its neighbors on by far the
largest plot in town. Helen never told the Singers she came from wealth too. Wealth and
status. Her father had been a barrister and private ear to three prime ministers. Her
brothers were in high finance, her mother a biologist. As she watched it dawn on David that
he was rich, she saw the same nascent posturing her brothers occupied at his age, that
same loud, hollow drum of ego they used to leverage their way into higher and higher
circles until they were dots on the sun.
Julia was pacing the room now so Helen took a quick step across the narrow hallway
and into the bathroom. Two white towels were crumpled on the floor and a shallow pool of
water rung the bottom of the tub. Helen closed the door gently then pulled the stopper. The
water slid silently into the black hole then rose to a hollow gulp. She turned to the sink and
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with one of the towels began cleaning the dried white froths of toothpaste that arced down
toward the drain. Julia’s toothbrush lay on the sink while Morris’s stood in the holder. As
she scrubbed, she stared at it and questioned whether she should take it and throw it away
or leave it for Julia. And what about Morris’s other things. His shirts and underwear and his
robe. Would Julia remove what remained or would she. She knew Morris’s things better
than Julia. She could see her saying it easily enough; Clear the office, donate the suits, toss
the slippers, break him down and move him out until one day in a few years all you find is a
bottle of cologne in the corner of the medicine closet. She stopped scrubbing and the
enormity of Morris’s death presented itself. She let herself cry for the first time since
driving at the back of the funeral procession. Downstairs, hundreds of visitors streamed in
and out of the house.
When Helen finally stepped out of the bathroom, the room was silent and the
mourning chair empty. She was holding the two towels in a ball against her stomach and
her eyes were pink returning to white. It was evening now and the walls were white
dimming to blue. As she moved from the hallway into the bedroom, she saw the wine
bottle still on the floor, emptied within an inch of its bottom. Across the room, Julia was
lying in bed, both hers and Morris’s pillows stacked beneath her head. Helen watched
Julia’s pale, upturned face in the half light, her closed eyes and her black dress spread
darkly around her. Among the swollen white duvet she looked like death imprinting on a
cloud. Her black phone lay face down by her left hand, a tufted bowl, a miniature of its
owner. Julia’s eyes moved behind closed lids as Helen’s thin footsteps creaked across the
room to retrieve the bottle. The body in the bed let out a long, heavy breath then spoke
Helen’s name in little more than a whisper.
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Yes, Julia?
Come. Sit with me she whispered back. Helen put the bottle down, stood for a
moment, then began rubbing the heel of her palm into her eyes. Come, Julia repeated
dreamily while patting the bed. Sit.
Helen walked slowly across the room. Her feet felt suddenly tired as she stepped
onto the thick oriental rug surrounding the bed. She placed the towels on the rug by the
foot of the bed then, instinctively, as if she had just been doing the dishes, wiped her hands
on the back of her pants. She walked around to Morris’s side and sat timidly, like entering a
scalding bath, keeping one foot on the floor.

Thank you, Julia said after a moment. She blinked her eyes open and turned on her
side to face Helen, pressing her hands together beneath her cheek.
It was getting late, toward the time when Helen set the table for dinner. The wide
leaves outside the leaded windows were black now. They pressed against the glass like
curious faces.

For what? Helen asked.
For sitting with me. For taking care of us. For moving the hats.
Oh. I know it’s busy, with everything, but I thought it would be nice. Morris lovedDid you know only married women wear hats?
Helen’s eyes went wide and her mouth opened slightly but she had nothing to say.

I’ll take them upstairs she said finally but Julia put up her hand. She smiled lazily, the wine
slowing her movements.

Since we’re sharing, did you know we had a daughter?
Helen looked down at Julia’s dress. It was purple now.
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She died after six hours. Morris was inconsolable. It was two years before we had
David. The miracle baby. We tried again but that was it. Morris always wanted a daughter.
Then you showed up. A bit older than he had hoped but.
Helen stayed quiet.
There was a long pause then Julia said, Come. Lie with me. Just for a bit. Her eyes
were closed again and she turned onto her back.
Julia removed the top pillow from beneath her head and put it on Morris’s side of
the bed. Helen whispered my shoes but Julia just lay there. As deftly as she could, Helen
moved further onto the bed and lay down slowly. The duvet puffed around her and she
could barely see Julia a foot away. Helen could hear the dim shiva crowd beneath them. She
picked out David’s voice. She could feel her pulse echoing in the pillow, the feathers
murmuring and clicking. She looked at the ceiling and noticed a cobweb lolling from the
plaster, so precarious, she had never noticed it before, always looking down at the bed, at
her vacuum, at the mop. She wondered if Morris had noticed it, if he hadn’t said anything
because he didn’t want to bother her or if he just hadn’t noticed.
The living room ceiling was tall and had curved corners that careened even the
slightest sounds around the house. On Sunday mornings Helen could hear the flap and
crinkle of Morris’s newspaper from her bedroom on the third floor. The sound of laughter
led by David’s voice splashed through the doorway and onto the bed.

It sounds like we’ve opened a theater, Julia mused.
Oh, he’s a good boy.
Our good boy, she said then squeezed Helen’s hand. Our stupid, spoiled boy.
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On the side table near the mourning chair was an oriental lamp. Julia had dragged
the table from between the two wide leather chairs she and Morris never sat in. Her spent
wine glass was perched on the table’s edge and the small island of lamplight brightened as
the room went black.
Helen didn’t know how long they lay there because her eyes began to close and then
they were closed and when they opened she was alone on the bed and the lamp was
extinguished. She could hear the voices from downstairs praying the night prayer. She lay
still for another moment, her head and feet where his had been. She stood slowly and
fluffed Morris’s pillow until it was round and inviting then walked around the bed pulling
and smoothing the duvet, erasing their moment in the dark.
After setting the dining room table and laying out dinner -- a chicken and rice platter
brought by Morris’s aunt, a mixed green salad, a basket of plain bagels and a carafe of
orange juice -- Helen stood at the back of the living room and watched the Singers mourn.
Every evening for the past week, Helen had imagined herself in a mourning chair next to
them. She would be sat by the upright piano, next to David. People she didn’t know would
lean toward her and say comforting words, that they understood how she felt.
There were about sixty people seated around them now. Julia’s face hung heavily
beneath her black hair, which resembled more and more a mourning shroud. Her eyes
were sunken and distant. The come-down from the sugary alcohol gave way to what looked
identical to spent grief. She was in stark relief to David, who, despite his white shirt with its
torn placket and sweatsocks was well groomed and handsome. He was talking with two
girls with whom he would be starting NYU in the Fall. The three laughed quietly, the young
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women covering their mouths as their heads leaned together and fell back. The crowd
talked quietly among themselves.
At eight thirty, Helen wound through the field of metal folding chairs and went to
raise the family. She held her arm out and Julia grabbed hold of it and hoisted herself from
her low chair. David ended his conversation with a hand on each of the girls’ knees. A touch
of celebrity existed in these moments. The Black Parade. The visitors hushed and craned
their necks to watch the family do something as simple as walk. The first two days, there
had been over five hundred people in the house. So many the police had to direct traffic. It
was only when Julia and David were out of sight of the crowd, after Helen slid shut the
coffered wooden doors to the dining room, that any real mourning took place, the
cavernous loss of father and husband sitting wantonly in Morris’s empty chair, forcing its
family to reckon with his absence.
They took their seats and the dryer buzzed. Julia and David looked at Helen. There
was no judgment in their stares, just surprise. Laundry. During shiva. Helen was hungry but
she stood and went through the swinging door into the kitchen, through the pantry and
down the stairs to the basement. She could have waited. There was no need to remove the
laundry just now. She wasn’t going to fold it until later. It didn’t matter if it sat dry in the
machine.
Over the last week, Helen had found visitors in far corners of the house, like spilled
lentils. She moved out of time with the grave atmosphere, sprucing and deep cleaning,
running errands and receiving care packages. At the unexpected sight of her, the person
always jumped while awkwardly pausing their investigation; scrutinizing Morris’s office
shelves, fingering a bottle of scotch in the butler’s pantry, searching for a pair of scissors to
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cut a bouquet. And now, as she stepped down into the basement, she found a middle-aged
woman standing in thick, shapeless clothes among scattered wooden wine crates stamped
SINGER. The woman looked more religious than the other visitors, an old-world Jewish she
knew wasn’t native to the town. Helen asked how she could help but instead of answering
the woman began speaking quickly in a language she did not recognize. As the woman
spoke she circled from between the crates and toward the stairs. Helen asked again but the
woman only pointed at the crates and continued her frantic speech, turning up the stairs,
seemingly complaining to herself about Helen’s interruption. Helen went over to where the
woman stood but found nothing.
After pulling the laundry out of the machine and putting it on the old banker’s desk
she used for folding, Helen walked back upstairs and into the dining room. She took her
plate and piled it with food. David was busy remarking on a comment one of the boys from
his high school had made that morning. The boy had said how it was good that his father
died and not his mother because mothers are the emotional ones and this was an emotional
time. David attempted to break the comment and the boy down until he saw that his
mother wasn’t listening. After some silence, Helen mentioned the woman in the basement.
Julia lifted her eyes and said she was probably a schnorrer, a beggar, and that if Helen
found any more of them she should throw them out. Then she gripped the arms of her
chair, pushed herself upright and said houses of mourning were like a free meal to beggars.
They liked to descend on shiva houses like determined mice, milling beneath the crowds,
scrounging for charity and pocketing food. Her eyes were wide with irritation and it
seemed some of her strength had returned. David smiled at his mother’s derision but as
quickly as she had grown animated her eyes went dark. Soon, the only sound in the room
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was the scrape of Helen’s fork. David and Julia watched this small action for a few minutes
then wordlessly and separately stood and returned to the living room, leaving Helen among
their clean plates and platters of food.
After clearing the table, loading the dishwasher, packing and storing the day’s food
deliveries, folding the laundry, turning off the samovar, sweeping beneath the folding
chairs and ushering out the last few visitors, Helen wheeled the house’s two heavy, black
garbage bins down to the curb. The driveway was a meandering relic from the turn of the
century, meant to give visitors a tour of the property. Twice a week this cumbersome chore
took her past the basketball court and the tennis court, the swimming pool and the terraced
gardens where Julia painted sunflowers and fat brown wrens. The last turn took her past
the sloping formal garden at the edge of the property. It had been built by the original
owners as a place to sit and wait for expected guests or flirt beneath top hats and lace
umbrellas. Embedded in the side of the grassy slope was a small fountain, an arid cherub’s
mouth protruding from a weathered stone. Beneath it, a wide granite basin bloomed with
pale green algae and furry mosses. Opposite the fountain were two white stone benches
beneath a vine-strangled pergola. A stone path snaked from the garden into a copse of
overgrown trees. The forgotten garden had always reminded Helen of her neighbor’s
sideyard in Galway. She had never told anyone in America, not even her cousin Nelson and
his family with whom she spent every Christmas and Easter, that she had grown up in a
mansion. Hers had been brick with peeling white pediments and there was a barn in the
backyard where she used to watch her brothers throw rocks at the cats sheltering among
the rafters. She could never remember the name of her neighbor but she recalled clearly
the reflection of the grey Irish sky and the lily pads floating fatly in the fountain reservoir.
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As she passed the garden she smelled cigarette smoke. The two girls who had been
talking with David were seated on the benches. They were facing each other and Helen
paused to watch the orange tip of their cigarette wane and brighten. She had never seen
anyone sit on the benches before. They had always been hers, ever since the first night she
took the garbage to the curb and noticed their faded invitation. Throughout the shiva she
had been disturbed and curious at how visitors took ownership so quickly over someone
else’s things, using freely what the family so often overlooked. She continued down the
driveway, wheeling the bins heavy with food scraps, tissues and day-old flowers to the
curb.
Walking back up to the house, Helen knew that Julia would be sitting at the kitchen
table on the phone and that there would be a bottle of wine open in front of her. She knew
David would stay in his room all night smoking pot out his window. She would check if Julia
needed anything before showering and quickly falling asleep. In the morning, she would
put out trays of danishes and bagels for the visitors and restock the samovar. She would
sweep the entryway and make sure the folding chairs were in neat rows. And when the
shiva was over that final afternoon, she would stack the chairs by the front door for the
burial society to pick up then put the living room furniture back in its place and figure out
what to do with Julia’s hats and Morris’s toothbrush.
As she passed the girls, she heard one say to the other that Morris had been drunk
when he crashed. Helen knew this wasn’t true. Morris wouldn’t. And the police would have
told her. But maybe they hadn’t told her because she was the housekeeper. Maybe they had
told Julia. Maybe everyone in the town knew except her. She was staring at them from a
bend in the driveway and wanted to tell them that they were wrong. But they were just
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teenagers, she remembered, and anyway, the night was growing cold and she knew it was
time to leave.
The Butcher’s
Butcher’s Block
Mr. Bernstein came in for a Thanksgiving turkey and the way he told it, he and the
family were having a grand time. Mr. Bernstein was at the head of the table carving the
bird, one slice after the next, everyone laughing and happy like they had everything they
every wanted on that table. He said he even complimented my pop on his meats and
wished him success as the plates were passed around and loaded. Where things went
wrong, according to Mr. Bernstein was that night, when he and the kids and the cousins all
fell green with sick. Except for Mrs. Bernstein. She didn’t have any turkey, he shouted,
jabbing a finger into the deli counter. My pop is a nice man, a caring man, if a bit too proud,
so he stood by his product. He told Mr. Bernstein to bring in the turkey so he could have a
taste for himself and if the bird was in fact tainted he’d give him his money back and a free
bird for his troubles. But Mr. Bernstein got angry and said that his wife had thrown the
turkey out as soon as everyone started to retch. So my pop, generous but not stupid, said he
was sorry but there was no proof that the bird was the culprit. Maybe it was the stuffing or

the cranberries. Maybe you should have your pipes checked, he said. Did you consider the
pipes?
That night, when he told ma over dinner about the incident, she stayed quiet. He was
clearly looking for her nod that he’d done nothing wrong but she was aloof as he told the
story and then after a silent moment she said with a shrug while looking him in the eye,

maybe it was bad meat. My father’s face collapsed. It was like she told him she didn’t love
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him anymore. I looked at pop, at his big belly, his unshaven face and yellow undershirt and
I thought, maybe the bird really was bad.
Pretty soon we were doing less business than we had in a long time. Mr. Bernstein
was big in the community. He led prayers at the synagogue and hosted people at his house
for Friday night dinner. When ma and I went to synagogue now - pop always stayed home
for lack of faith and sleep - customers we’d known for decades wouldn’t look at us. Sitting
like a stranger among these people I’d known all my life, I thought a lot about the haves and
have nots, about how a lawyer like Mr. Bernstein could afford yeshiva for his kids and how
he could get angry and all of a sudden a family could lose what little standing they have in
the community and maybe even their livelihood.
The biggest argument my parents ever had was when I was ten. Ma wanted me to
go to yeshiva but pop said it was too expensive. One night she brought her brother the
rabbi over and had him talk to my pop like he wasn’t thinking straight, that God would give
him the money for yeshiva. In the middle of my uncle’s speech he shouted where, Moshik,

where will I find the money? He stood up and lifted his chair and turned it over again and
again looking at it from every angle. Then he stalked to the couch and flung the cushions
across the room and shoved his hands into the cracks and all the time was shouting where

Moshik, tell me where, where will I find God’s money?
A few months after everyone dropped us for the butcher in the town over, my pop
decided to remodel the shop. At first ma refused to hear it but pop said we needed a new
image to get out from under the cloud Mr. Bernstein blew over us. Eventually ma said fine

but don’t drop the prices, not even by a cent, but pop said you know I’m dropping the
prices. First they see we’re nice and clean and second a Jew can’t get enough of a good deal.
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Then he talked about our two for one sales and holiday blowouts that brought in more
business in three days than three weeks. Ma couldn’t argue with the numbers, she’d done
them herself. He took out a small business loan and installed new, shiny countertops and
changed the wood carving table to stainless steel. When it was done the shop really did
look clean and appetizing. The new lights lit the place like a hospital. My pop put up a sign
in the window.
GRAND RE-OPENING
20% OFF EVERYTHING
He also started coming to synagogue. Until he was sitting next to me I hadn’t
realized how much I wanted him there. Soon he was making friends at the kiddush after
services. I think all the neighbors felt bad about taking their business a town over.
Between the renovation, the low prices and my pop laughing it up with the
neighbors, business picked up big time. When I left for school there would be a neat little
line in front of the window. He and my ma were getting along great, too, not that they
usually didn’t, but this was better. They even went out a few times, once into the city to see
a Broadway show.
One Sunday morning I walked into the shop and saw my pop talking to a delivery
man I’d never seen before. Davie, our usual guy, had been dropping off meat three times a
week since I could remember. I asked my pop who the new guy was. He said Davie retired,
couldn’t stand the sight of chicken feet anymore. Then he put his big hand on my shoulder
and laughed and whistled as he walked away.
That night, after closing the shop, my parents sat me down at our kitchen table and
said that they’d been saving a little here and there for college and that with the new
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business they were ahead of schedule. Not only that but the way things were going they
could afford Magen David, the private Jewish college in the Catskills. It had a proper
campus with clean brick buildings and everyone wore suits. The ball field in the brochure
was mint green and the campus was surrounded by tree covered hills. It was eden
compared to the city colleges broken up into three dirty buildings and a bike rack. I
couldn’t believe what they were saying. My ma went into the cabinet and brought out a
cake she bought from Klein’s and when I asked why, she said because I felt like it, and we
looked at ourselves that night and knew we were something special.
After we took the sign down my pop bumped the prices back up but people kept
coming. They said they didn’t mind because our meat was more tender, our cuts more
generous, the wings of our chickens more plump than any other butcher. The top of it all
came when Mrs. Bernstein walked into the shop and ordered a half pound of pastrami and
a pound of coleslaw. She asked if my pop was in. He was in the walk-in doing inventory so I
called for him and as I packed her order I watched her face grow remorseful then humble
as my pop pursed his lips and acted cool and reserved, even meek. Then she slipped him a
small envelope and he made a face like ‘you shouldn’t have’ but he took it and slipped it
into his pocket. After she left I asked him what that was all about and he told me Mrs.
Bernstein apologized. She had eaten the turkey but not the casserole. He wouldn’t tell me
what was in the envelope but I assumed money, though I don’t know how much you give
someone in this type of situation.
A few weeks after Mrs. Bernstein’s apology, I walked into the shop and saw my pop
sweating behind the counter, a marbled slab of grade A slick with cold next to him. It was
the middle of winter and the shop was frigid and he was sitting off the front of a grey
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folding chair, huffing over his belly wrapped in a butcher’s smock and mopping his brow
like he’d just walked the three flights up to our apartment. His small leather yarmulkeh was
hanging off his balding head like it hated being there. What’s wrong, I asked from near the
register. Mrs. Myer had just walked out with two pounds of liver and a roast chicken. I
could hear him breathing from here. Nuh he said, waving his towel in surrender then
wiping his head.
Business was good, better than it had ever been, so I didn’t understand why he was
sweating or why later that night he and ma were fighting. The next afternoon I walked into
the freezer to get a pound and a half of giblets for Mrs. Davies and they were in there
fighting too, my pop sweating in the cold again. All that week, wherever I stepped they
were arguing, but the moment I walked in they both went silent, my ma giving him one last
look before walking out of whichever room, closet or refrigerator they happened to be in.
At night I would’ve walked the street to get out of their way, maybe stopped by the little
park on the corner of Forsyth, but it was freezing out. Everything was inert, like the world
had gone cold for good. Even the mailboxes looked more stuck in place than usual. So when
I wasn’t in school or helping in the shop I stayed in my room and tried to read or learn a
little and when I needed a break I stuck my head out the window until it turned blue
between the buildings.
My pop is a big man so his whispers are powerful but deep and my ma is this petite
little woman with close cropped hair and a voice higher than a bird, so when she whispered
it may as well have been the wind slipping in through a crack.
A few days in I said pop, why are you and ma fighting all the time and he looked at
me as if I’d just asked him to stand on his head and he said don’t ask stupid questions. I was
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older now and getting ready to move out so I pushed him. Pop, c’mon, have you seen the

receipts lately? Hannukah came early. He just sat there looking out the window, like he was
tired of contemplating the world.
Later that night, ma brought me into the kitchen and told me that I might have to go
to city college and that she was going to stay with her brother for a while. I begged why but
she wouldn’t tell me so I banged on their locked bedroom door and called for an answer. I
kept banging but he wouldn’t open up or say anything and ma started shouting at me from
the living room that my father was a bad Jew and a thief. I turned and shouted what did she
mean but she wouldn’t say a thing more so all I could do was take her suitcase downstairs
and hail her a cab. Before she got in she told me she loved me and that we would figure out
a way to get me to Magen David. She held my cheek then got into the cab and took off for
her brother’s place, which was down the highway in a different, more religious part of
Brooklyn.
Suzy, the dowdy Italian widow who worked the shop was busy making orders
inside. I needed to clear my head so I told her she could go and that I would close up. As I
wrapped Mrs. Poloner’s tongue and corned beef, three religious men in long black coats
with black hats angled over their eyes walked in. Another man dressed the same stood
outside and started putting up a big sign on the window, just about where our grand
reopening sign hung months before. Hey I shouted through the glass but he kept putting
the sign up, glazing it with paste and a mop. There were a few customers in the shop
waiting to place their orders. The men started whispering in their ears and suddenly their
faces twisted and they left before their tickets hit the floor. The lead man, an old Jew with a
thin grey beard down to his collar, asked calmly if my father was in. I said he wasn’t. He had
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cloudy grey eyes and said that he knew he was and if I could please fetch him. I asked the
man what this was all about but he said it would be best if I called my father. I told him I’m
not moving till you tell me what’s going on so he looked back at the two younger men with
him and one gave a slight nod and the other shrugged his shoulders with his hands calmly
folded in front of him, one on top of the other. The one who gave the slight nod handed the
old man a black leather folio. He opened it and twisted it around for me to see, holding it
just out of my reach so I had to strain to read it. The letter was in yiddish and it said that my
pop had been selling meat that didn’t fulfill the community standard of kosher. I said that
was ridiculous and for some reason my hand shot to my yarmulkeh but the man said to
keep reading. At the bottom it said in plain english that they knew all about our new meat
supplier and that not only was it not up to the community’s standards but it wasn’t kosher
at all. At the bottom of the page was the supplier’s product list in three neat rows. My heart
got tight and I felt acid in my throat when I saw ham hocks and thick cut bacon. My arm
dropped and my legs went numb.
The head rabbi said they had been overly considerate until now. I went up to the
apartment and found my pop hunched over an empty grey mug he used for tea. I told him
there were four men downstairs and that they said he had been selling non kosher meat.
My pop looked up at me with a knowing look and I felt my eyes go hot and red. It was for

you, for us he cried out in anger and slammed the table. I leapt backward. For me? You sell
us out, undermine the business for a few extra bucks? He smacked the mug from the table,
shattering it against the cabinet. I was going back to Davie, boychick. just needed to get us

back on our feet, to get you to the mountains. He stood up and paced, clearly tired of having
this conversation. Ma’s gone, pop! She’s in a taxi, gone to Uncle David. Don’t tell me you did
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this for me. You’ve always hated these people. He looked at me and all I saw was a tired old
man. It all made sense now. Of course they saved up so much so quick. He must have hid
the invoices from ma. Treif cost nothing compared to kosher.
I stood against the refrigerator and watched as he stood slowly and moved to the
stairs. As he descended I followed him. By the second story landing he had gained the
momentum of a train and by the time he reached the bottom he crashed through the door
and railed against the men standing calmly in front of the counter. You’ve ruined my life,

you dumb bastards! Get out of my store or I’ll make you leave. Righteous, self serving
pricks! Get out! But the men were eerily unfazed and stayed exactly where they were. I was
itchy with adrenaline and wanted to be far away from him so I shoved past them and went
outside into the freezing night. As my father continued to yell, the head rabbi dropped a
piece of paper on the counter from up high, making sure he didn’t come near the surface. I
watched them turn from him as he gesticulated for them to leave. They filed out of the shop
and as they passed the window I looked up and saw the sign they hung:
THIS BUTCHER
AND HIS SHOP
ARE UNCLEAN
As I watched the men round the corner, a cab rolled down the street. The cabbie
pulled up to my raised hand and opened the passenger side window. He leaned over the
seat and said Where to, son?
May You Be Comforted
Viesha took great pleasure in waking Hersh Wolf. Three times each week she took
the elevator up to his apartment, opened the heavy wooden door and stepped inside. Once
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the door was flush with the wall and the hinge-springs were begging for release she let go,
watching with clasped hands as it cracked into its warped metal frame. Oops she would
shout, managing to make the simple word sound foreign as she hung her coat and removed
her plain black shoes. But today she came in quietly, replacing the door with care. She
moved delicately along the parquet floor, impressive for a woman of her girth. She knocked
gingerly on Hersh’s bedroom door as she opened it, whispering for the forty five year old
man inside to wake up. Hersh lay still, his white bedspread wrapped around him like a
loose diaper, the late morning sun bleaching his face, and for the briefest moment Viesha
felt pity for him. She knocked harder and spoke as sweet as she could - he was now,
technically, her employer- but still he did not move. Not one for third chances, she closed
the door until there was a slice of light and slid back to the front closet. She procured the
vacuum, its age that of the apartment, and wheeled the giant into his room. She plugged it
in by the bedside table and flipped the switch. The blast of its engine shook the room. Hersh
jerked slightly and squeezed his eyes, feigning sleep for a minute longer, then opened them,
first one then the other.

Must you? he shouted, covering his ears and curling away from her.
Viesha ignored him and was now mowing repeatedly over a fortune cookie Hersh
had crushed into the carpet, a few crumbs of which were still between his toes. It had been
thirty days since Hersh’s father died and today was the unveiling of his tombstone. In an
earnest if furtive attempt at love, Hersh’s dying father asked the shtiebel men if, from time
to time, they would check in on his only child. Those gathered over his hospital bed
promised they would, out of respect for the dying and with the small but tangible feeling
that they too would cling to similar lies in the near future. In reality, they were content to
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let Hersh remain separate from them and their shtiebel, willing to let him roam their
pocket of downtown and slowly fade in with the buildings.
Finding nothing else to vacuum, Viesha turned off the machine and began tidying
the top of the long dresser, half filled with Hersh’s things and some yellowed undershirts
his father had left behind. Hersh remained in bed, his eyes shut against the day’s demands.
The bed was beds, really, his parents, two twins pushed together and apart based on his
mother’s menstrual cycle. He slept on his mother’s side because he was still in love with
her. She had not slept in that bed for over three decades, since the night after Hersh’s bar
mitzvah when she left for good.
Without warning, Viesha grabbed at the sheets and pulled, sending Hersh into a
tumble as she mightily unraveled him from his nest, her Polish forearms making easy work
of him.

I’m not going he said in an easy tone, as though they were mid conversation, his
striped boxer shorts twisted around his thin waist, his avian arms out to his sides as he
held tight to the mattress.

Hershele, my sweet. Wear the black suit. She looked at her watch, so small on her
meaty wrist. You have one hour.

I did the shiva. That damned Rabbi Slavitovsky. And what maid says what’s so?
This one. Dress she barked as she packed the laundry into its basket and left the
room.
Hersh sought solace outside the room’s single large window. It was humid despite
the wheezing air conditioner. A few low, grey clouds puttered down the river beneath an
achingly bright sky. He wished in that moment for a serious job or a child with an incurable
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ailment, some unavoidable distraction. Paying further respects to the man who made his
mother leave was low on his plodding list of the day’s activities, which included collecting
the rents and a visit to the massage parlor on Christopher Street. He still missed his
mother’s warm hands, her French perfumes and red lips. He had never learned why she left
and in all the silent moments since, it had never occurred to him that the small, empty
bedroom on the other side of the apartment, the one next to his childhood bedroom, the
one with the waning light and the boxes and the tilted picture frames was meant for more
children.
The thought of saying a graveside kaddish among a quorum of old Jews sent Hersh
reeling back to the shtiebel with its yellow light and low wooden ceilings sagging beneath
the tenement above. As a child he sat immune to the tunes and chants, his mind elsewhere,
back in the apartment playing with the curves and falls of her cigarette smoke as she sat
with ankles crossed, her head out the window, searching the sky for a better life. He would
often get stomach aches and she would give him an enema. His mother treated the
procedure with medical distance but for Hersh it became a private love. He found himself
missing them, thinking of them when he thought of her and the other way around. When
she left, he cried and cried and couldn’t go to the bathroom for weeks. Hersh’s father sat in
the leather chair that was faded even then, looking like a grey crow in the sharp winter
light, his stack of holy books on the small square table next to him.
A few years before, Hersh’s father had received word from her new husband that
she had died of a brain tumor. He was a French heart surgeon with a best selling novel in
which a surgeon fixes broken hearts. He thought it right to let her first love know, the
doctor indulged, his cursive swooping with empathy. In his letter he told Hersh’s father of
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her benevolent life, of their charmed home despite its lack of children. He listed the local
and national charities on whose boards she served and told of her tireless efforts in aiding
the homeless and disenfranchised youth of France. Goy putz Hersh’s father spat before
throwing the letter away. If Viesha hadn’t plucked it out of the garbage, Hersh would have
never known that his mother died or that she chose other children over him. He wondered
if she gave them enemas, if she spread their cheeks and sang her favorite Yiddish song, Zis

Tsebrakhn Engl. She had written him many times over the years, once days after she left,
saying how sorry she was. She also wrote every year around the holidays, but his father
always intercepted her correspondence and sent them unopened down the trash chute,
before Viesha could intervene.
Hersh’s refusal to attend the unveiling was his latest attempt at skipping the
mourning process altogether. Initially he had no intention of sitting shiva but inevitable,
communal forces intervened. Hersh’s father had long ago willed the building to the shtiebel
and given the rabbi a master key. It was with this key that the rabbi and nine others
entered the top floor apartment. Hersh was out so they set the low mourner’s chair next to
his father’s sunken seat and recited psalms for the deceased until Hersh arrived. While they
transformed his apartment into a mourner’s lair, covering the mirrors with sheets, placing
the small ark with its Torah in the dim living room, Hersh had been filling his mind on the
pier. With what, exactly, Hersh could never clearly identify beyond soothing memories of
his mother. The river traded the summer wind between each island of the city, doing little
to cool him but enough to distract him. When he returned and found the men he was not
surprised. He felt they might do such a thing, perhaps he wanted them to. He removed his
shoes, rolled up his white sleeves, and took his low seat. One of the men came over with a
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razor blade and cut across then down the placket of his shirt. It hung limp, more
despondent than its owner.

Eat, eat Viesha said as she shoveled yellow eggs and glistening bologna onto Hersh’s
plate. Hersh was wearing his father’s formless black suit, his own black Borsalino on the
table next to him. She tipped the rest of the eggs onto her plate then sat down opposite him
and crossed herself. Hersh’s father’s seat at the head of the table had been empty for five
years, ever since he had preemptively checked himself into a retirement home.

What will you do now, boychick Viesha asked, clearing egg from behind her teeth
with a finger.

Fine eggs said Hersh, swallowing thickly and holding his glass as he poured himself
a second serving of tomato juice.

You are an orphan now. A rich orphan.
You can’t put a price on this he said, jabbing at the eggs. And I have you.
Yes, my sweet, but not for long. The children, my real children, I must go to them
before I too end up in the ground. She and Hersh had discussed this many times.
Hersh put his fork down and absently stared at the table, not sad or angry, but as
though constructing a response. The air conditioner was blowing on him from across the
room and he kept his eyes open until they stung electric red. He looked at the dull puddle of
fat congealing at the edge of his plate. Then he looked at her, blinked his eyes clear and
smiled. Fine eggs, my dear. I will buy your ticket home. And give you ten, no, twenty

thousand dollars. And take mameh’s clock. A keepsake.
Viesha tightened her lips. You are not a child, boychick. No need to act like one. Go,

leave. I will clean.
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A family of rats had long ago mummified behind the bookcase that held Hersh’s
dusty texts and his mother’s chiming gold clock, which Viesha kept wound. During the
shiva the men said nothing about the thin, stagnant odor, opening a window instead. Had
anyone else come to visit, they might have said something.
Viesha busied herself in the kitchen, a pale pink galley lit by a long fluorescent light.
Its laminate countertops were filled with a heavy dusting of instant soup mix and toppled
skylines of takeout boxes. Hersh was in his father’s closet looking for the dead man’s tallis,
a spare he hadn’t worn in many years. After his father left for the retirement home, Hersh
took it from the bookshelf and tucked it on the floor beneath a trellis of his father’s shoes,
waiting for a proper excuse to be rid of it. When he went to the funeral he had seen a box
for discarded Judaica at the cemetery and would deposit it there. Tallis in hand, Hersh
walked out of his parents’ old bedroom and through the dining room to the front door. He
thought he might skip the unveiling and go elsewhere but could think of nowhere else to
go. He cupped the brass knob and swung the door open, its old bell clinking in its brass box.
The damp, nutty smell of the building met the must of his apartment. As he closed the door
he stopped and stood above the marble threshold. After a moment he slipped back into the
apartment. He put the tallis on the corner of the dining room table and walked into the
kitchen. Viesha’s hands were obscured in bubbles and she wore a pale red apron. Hersh
approached and gave her a stiff hug from her side, his arms unable to make it around her
bosom. Then he leaned his head into her shoulder and she placed hers below his chin. They
stood like this for no more than a few seconds, Viesha’s hands still grasping a plate, then in
silence he stepped back out of the narrow kitchen, scooped the tallis from its place and left.
Viesha wiped a tear with her wrist and cursed the stupid boy.
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Etz Chaim cemetery sat on twenty acres of abandoned potato fields along a busy
highway that fed off of two other highways. Hersh was immediately disoriented among the
cascading headstones despite being there a month before. At first he pulled his father’s
black Crown Victoria into Etz Chaim but, using a service road that linked the Jewish and
Christian cemeteries - though of opposing faiths, the owners long ago conceded the benefits
of shared labor - he ended up quickly in the Episcopal section of Holy Souls cemetery, and,
repulsed like a magnet, peeled around as soon as he saw the first cross-topped grave. Back
in Etz Chaim, he cruised the outermost road to the back corner of the humid cemetery then
turned left. His father’s grave would be in front of him, on the corner of King David and Ben
Ezra streets. As he pulled up, there were fewer cars than he had expected, only two, and for
a moment he found himself overcome with a bare sadness. He distracted himself with his
jacket and Borsalino.
Hersh and the others parked their cars up on the grass curb, inappropriately close to
the graves. There were four men standing in the freshly turned dirt including Rabbi
Slavotovsky and two of his father’s friends he knew from the shtiebel. The other was a
young man, a boy, really, no older than fifteen. This section of the cemetery was called The
Children Of Galicia Final Resting Mount. The hundred or so plots contained the remains of
those who came from the hilltown of Poland’s Galicia, which was largely abandoned before
its remaining inhabitants were disappeared in the war. Shiny bald spots of green awaiting
children and spouses threw the stony graves into bright contrast. The few trees that dotted
Etz Chaim’s terrain were crooked and low, offering shade for the few inhabitants willing to
pay for eternal comfort. As he walked beneath the black metal arch that read GALICIA,
Hersh grew nauseous at the thought of being buried in such a hot, agonized place, though
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he knew he would do nothing to change this. Behind the cemetery, no more than a few
hundred yards away, stood a three-story garbage incinerator and its double-height
smokestack. Being a Sunday, it was respectfully quiet.
Hersh shook hands with Rabbi Slavatovsky and the two old men rubbed his back,
compressing his shirt into his already moistening skin.

Good of you to come said the rabbi in a caring tone.
It’s hot Hersh said, squinting into the distance, then, seeing the rabbi’s face, stood
straighter, and silent, hands in his pockets. They did well he eventually offered as they all
looked down at the grave. Hersh thought a new tombstone was strange to behold, as
emptiness and distance always felt grey and dirty to him. By the sweat of your brow shall

you eat bread/Until you return to the ground; for from it were you taken/For you are dust,
and to dust shall you return. And below that was inscribed, A man of family, a man of faith.
Hersh’s father’s Hebrew name followed along with the dates of his birth and death. Hersh
made no comment about the quotes.

It’s simple, as he requested. He was a pious man, said Mr. Katz, a short man with
high pants and large ears. This is my grandson, Shimon. Fourth of six, thank God. The boy
gave a frowning smile and said the blessing of the mourner with a small, serious face. May

you be comforted among the mourners of Zion. May your father’s soul be elevated in
Heaven. Hersh shook the boy’s hand and felt that both of their palms were sweaty. Hersh
gave a tight smile to Mr. Podolsky, tall and sharp with dry hair, whom his father had
learned with in their apartment for many years.
Hersh bent and collected several pebbles and rested them on top of the stone. The
men backed away and allowed Hersh a moment, the rabbi whispering words of strength
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among them. A bead of sweat rolled down Hersh’s neck and caught on his collar. He stared
hard at the grave, reading the words again and again, sentences from the Torah he knew
from his youth. As if the men behind him could see what he was thinking, he tried to
summon a joyous memory of his father but could not. He thought of his mother instead.
After a few minutes Mr. Podolsky joined graveside. Your father was a good man.

Quiet, serious, a devoted Jew. He deserves more than this, he said, fanning his arms out at
the meager assembly. He put his hand on Hersh’s shoulder and shook it then coughed
loudly, using Hersh for support as he heaved in the muggy air. There was no quorum of ten
men so Hersh would not be able to say the mourner’s kaddish. Mr. Podolsky drew a
handkerchief from his pocket and hocked into it.

Should we get on with it? asked the rabbi, gathering everyone toward the grave. We
can say psalms. Shimon, please lead us. As the men swayed in the heat, repeating young
Shimon’s words, Hersh answered vaguely, out of reflex. As they jumped between psalms he
realized most everything in his life was a call and response, his father dragging him to the
shtiebel, his mother sparing him a smile, Hersh issuing a weak reply.
She once let Hersh take a few drags of her cigarette, knowing the tobacco would
loosen his bowels. But the boy began to cough irrepressibly and she had no choice but to
continue their private ritual. She would watch from the doorway as he found relief, a faint
hint of disgust in her eyes.
Rabbi Slavatovsky pulled Hersh aside and told him he was welcome at the shtiebel
for kaddish and that they should have a discussion about his future. Cornered and softened,
Hersh said he would think about it. The mourners said their goodbyes and pulled away,
leaving Hersh standing over his father’s grave. Soon Hersh began to wander among the
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graves, occasionally pulling a weed and placing a pebble. He found uncles and aunts and his
cousin Shlomo who was hit by a bus when he was ten years old. He saw his mother’s nameEdith, Daughter of Malka- and for a moment believed it was her then remembered where
she was. Perhaps he would fly to Paris, meet her husband, and they would go together to
her grave. He would leave this place and find a new father, one who might take him to a
symphony or teach him how to eat snails. He walked back to his father’s grave and stood
over it, squinting against the sparkling granite. His back was completely wet. He said
goodbye and went to the car. He took off his hat, turned up the air conditioning and pulled
away knowing he would not be back for a long time, leaving another layer of dust upon the
children of Galicia.
On his way out of the cemetery, he pulled up next to the box for discarded Judaica.
He grabbed the tallis bag from the passenger seat and tossed it at the box. It glanced off and
landed on the pavement below but he sped away before it hit the ground.
The apartment was stuffy when Hersh walked through the door. Viesha had turned
off the air conditioner before leaving. He threw his keys on the table, his jacket over a chair
and walked back downstairs, intending to stay on the river until the heat broke. Clouds
were gathering and a cool wind teased the city. But as he left the building, a need he had
not felt in a long time whispered and he began to walk west, away from the river.
Blum’s drug store thrived on a corner five blocks from Hersh’s apartment, its hand
painted signs and metallic exterior once again in fashion. Hersh walked as if led by a scent
and as he opened the door the cluster of small bells startled him. The store had the
reassuring, analeptic smell of medicines and salves and Hersh began prowling the aisles. He
was an orphan with time and money. He picked items at random, reading their promises
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and warnings, narrowing without fully knowing what he was looking for. When he reached
the section that hosted products for incontinence and its opposite he paused. He looked
around as if about to swing the saloon doors of the restricted section. They sat stacked on
the bottom shelf in a small shadow. The packaging was plain and offered nothing more than
a simple guarantee, relief for those in need. He grabbed two and as he walked to the
register he looked in his hand and felt a sexual excitement that dropped his stomach. He
padded his intentions with red herrings, throwing two packs of gum and a candy bar on the
counter as the man rang his order. The register was an old model, large and well made, and
it clicked and rolled as the man struck its keys.

May you be comforted among the mourners of Zion.
Hersh had been eagerly looking past the man to the street. Now he looked at him
and saw that it was Mr. Blum, another man from the shtiebel.

I am sorry I couldn’t come today, Hershel. My son had things, taking care, and, ach,
you know how it goes. Mr. Blum quickly bagged Hersh’s enema kits and candy without
looking away from Hersh, whose face had broken pink. He felt cold and blank as he handed
Mr. Blum a twenty dollar bill.

Thank you Hersh managed, taking the bag and turning to leave.
Your change, said Mr. Blum, holding out his hand. I suppose I will see you this
evening.
Hersh looked at him, confused and exposed.

Kaddish. Services are at six until the new year. Seven after that.
Ah, yes. Perhaps, perhaps mumbled Hersh, feeling as though he were expanding like
a balloon. He turned and walked to the door.
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A good man, your father Mr. Blum called after him. Hersh pushed the door with his
shoulder and held up the bag in place of more words before stepping into a wet wall of late
afternoon heat.
The clouds had been slow in their gathering but they had finally blotted out the sun
and were heavy with rain. Hersh walked quickly back to his building, clutching the bag in
his hand with his head down, hoping not to run into any other shtiebelmen. As he put the
key in the door, a slight breeze cooled his back and he felt the first drop of rain.
Hersh had not been in his childhood bathroom since his father moved out. He looked
in the mirror and was immediately shocked at how old he had become. He inspected his
hair, thin and beaded with sweat. His eyes were deep in his face and his skin was splotchy.
As he opened the plastic bag to retrieve the kit, the crinkling of the plastic bounced off of
the lime green tiles. A corner of the white cardboard box caught on one of the handles and
he thought he heard someone knocking on the door so he paused, the blood in his ears
pulsing, his Adam’s apple thumping. The lightbulb above the sink hummed. After hearing
nothing he continued and soon the box was open and in his hands was a small plastic bag
attached to a thin plastic tube. He put it in the sink and threw everything else onto the tiled
floor. The kit looked like a small, translucent squid awaiting compulsion. Hersh’s hands
were shaking. He turned the sink on and opened the bag, filling it slowly at first then
turning the pressure higher and soon the bag was bulbous and overflowing. He shut off the
water and tested it, holding the tube so it faced the drain. Frigid water squirted out in a
thin, reassuring line. Hersh held his hand beneath the stream and the cold water felt good
against his skin. There was no window in the bathroom but he could hear the thick summer
rain pummeling the roof. He filled it again so the bag was plump then put the device down
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and undid his pants, sliding them and his boxer briefs around his ankles, his black socks
taut around his white calves. He grasped the kit and bent himself over the toilet. He leaned
forward and after a pause began to probe. He let out a slight sigh and found himself. He
pushed and squeezed and the icy water gushed into him. He jolted then felt instantly calm
and excited and became erect. A thousand warm memories flooded his body. His face was a
tension of pleasure and sorrow. The bag was quickly emptying and with a whining shriek
he finished on the wall opposite, clenching his cheeks and slumping heavily onto the toilet,
the remains of the kit falling to the water below. After a silent pause he began to cry, at first
in low moans but quickly he built up to the wail of an orphan, the throes of his sorrow
shaking his sad, pale body. He could feel his lungs expand against his ribs and contract into
his spine.
Hersh sat on the toilet until his legs were numb and he was out of tears. He could
barely stand and eventually he cleaned the wall with a wet towel and fished the spent kit
out of the bowl, throwing it onto the pile on the floor. Exhausted and sweaty, he flung
himself onto his childhood bed and stared at the ceiling, still breathing heavily. The door to
his room was open an in the living room, the small gold clock sat on the bookshelf. It would
soon chime six times and Hersh would rise to his elbows. He would stare at the wall with
blank eyes then maneuver off of the bed and shuffle to the dining room, taking his suit
jacket from the back of the chair and placing his black Borsalino on his head.
Heart Healthy
My wife bakes cakes and cookies and I don’t eat sweets so there’s an insight already.
She bakes pies and brownies and blondies and takes them next door to the Potamkins,
where she sits on the front porch with Franklin and they eat until it’s all gone. She calls him
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Frankie, like his wife does. I’m glad she has someone to eat with, a friend to gobble down
cupcakes and muffins and her crumbly lemon tarts. Once, she left a note on the tray of
lemon tarts as they cooled, assuring me they were true to their name. When I took a bite I
felt the tangy acid in my molars. I left the rest of the little yellow square with its smile on
the counter so she knew I enjoyed it.
In our living room there is a wood and leather easy chair by the window and when
my wife is next door I like to sit in it and read a magazine about cycling or a book about
men in igloos. When I hear the house settling or my heartbeat in my ears, I’ll lift myself out
of its angle to look out the window and see if my wife’s still on the Potamkins’ porch.
Sometimes Franklin’s wife Sonia is there too, but I’ve never seen her eat any of my wife’s
baking. Sonia is thin and sinewy like the cables on the bridge that takes me into the city for
work. Franklin isn’t too fat but still he’s pretty fat. He looks like he has a life preserver
pressing against his shirt from the inside, like the ones they have hanging on the same
bridge beneath the signs that read Don’t Jump, Life Is Precious.
Occasionally I join them but mostly I let her sit and eat with Franklin undisturbed. I
don’t say anything about my wife’s weight, of course, though silence is a part of speech.
After sitting on their porch she always comes back to me and our house. When I
wake up at five for the first of my two exercise routines she is in our bed, not the
Potamkins’. And before I leave to do my routine in the living room, I make sure to kiss her
forehead, which always tastes like her honey scented moisturizer that comes in a beehive
bottle and lives on our bathroom sink.
Before we married, I indulged in her baking and in sharing desserts because I was
still in the process of making us a unit. But after a few months, feeling we had achieved
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enough commonalities in other aspects of our relationship, I began to pull back on the
sweets. ‘I just don’t think I’m a sweets person’ I finally said one day rather than tell her I
thought eating baked goods for no reason or sugary desserts after a full meal was a bland
weakness. I had participated in it only because I liked so many other things about her. She
was clever and kind and had an ageless face despite being in her late thirties. She laughed
at my jokes.
When we married I was still not eating sweets or sharing her desserts and it seemed
to me, at least, a natural part of our relationship, the way some couples orgasm at different
times or sit in separate rooms while watching different television shows. I knew she was
growing frustrated by my abdication from sugar. We no longer talked idly as she ate her
dessert and I sipped my tea but rather it became that she would sit bent over her plate,
slowly eating as though being forced, me watching her with poorly concealed judgment.
On the ride home one night from Bellosi’s, an Italian restaurant with uplit walls and
a spinning glass tower of cannolis and panna cotta, she slumped like a pile of coats against
the window and finally came out with it. You don’t understand, she said while looking
through the windshield, so I said please, explain. It was raining dramatically and she
seemed exhausted by me and said dessert is a romantic experience worth having with your
wife, is it not? I could barely see the road through the rain so I stayed silent and
concentrated on the arcing yellow lines to my left, clenching my abdominals in
concentration, and during my silence she said something like, when I didn’t eat with her
and instead sat dead eyed staring while she chewed and slurped and swallowed she felt
guilt and judgement radiating from me like I was the nun and eating a piece of death by
chocolate was the sin. I stayed silent, not knowing what to do with her thoughts or my own.
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I wanted to say that to list the ingredients of the piece of cake she had just eaten was
judgment enough.
After a few more streets she turned to me and asked what the point was. I didn’t
understand what point she was referring to so I said Sweetie, it’s not like I didn’t enjoy the
appetizer or the main. She followed this empty conciliation with chilled silence so I said
with a wide smile, what’s health or dessert anyway if you slide off the road in a rainstorm
and die in a watery ditch? She looked at me unblinking and I watched her then the road
then her as she openly contemplated whether she had married the wrong person, like I had
been a bad decision, in much the same way I look at a pint of ice cream or the person eating
the pint of ice cream.
I cried behind the shed in our backyard that night. It was still raining and I sat on my
rusted exercise bicycle with a fan for the wheel, blubbering and pedaling in the wet. I knew
I should give in and share her desserts and hug her every time she pulled a baking sheet
from the oven. She was a caretaker who had never had children, had never been married
before. I hadn’t either. She wanted to take care of me and fill our house with love in the
form of cake. I knew this but I couldn’t do it. Every time I took a bite of something sweet I
pictured it traveling down my throat and into my stomach where it swelled into a viscous
penalty. We hadn’t had sex in a few months either, though I really didn’t mind my wife’s
body. It wasn’t anything to be proud of but it wasn’t wrong. She worked at it three times a
week at the gym. As I slowly pedaled and wiped the rain and tears from my eyes, I tried to
discern if it was me or her who had denied sex to the other but I knew the blame lay solely
with me. It was I who had been denying her love all along. And now I was moaning in the
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open dark like a self obsessed creep. When I went inside to tell her my realizations and
apologize, she was pretending to sleep.
Why did I really cry? My mother’s death. That’s what my therapist surmised the next
afternoon. Food had never come up in Dr. Perlmutter’s office. Until then, he had only
complimented me on my physique and I said thank you and we left all food related matters
at that, which makes me question whether he should have known or said something, but
that’s unfair of me to put on Dr. Perlmutter. So I brought it all up with him and he asked
what would happen if I took a bite of her souffle or scooped a bubble of chocolate mousse
and I said, I’ll get fat. And what do you feel when your wife takes a bite of tira misu? he
asked. That she’s making herself fat, I said. And what’s wrong with being fat? he asked. It’s
unhealthy, I said. But what does being fat represent? he asked, shifting in his chair. I
watched him tug and adjust his shirt, as if he had become suddenly aware that it was
hugging his small but noticeable stomach. I sat not dissimilar to the night before in the car,
silent and waiting for the answer. To you, said the doctor finally while sighing out through
his nose, when someone eats dessert they aren’t restraining themselves. They have lost
control. And you, Peter, you like control because as a child you couldn’t control your
mother’s untimely death.
For three years we had kicked my mother’s death around his office until it became a
distant, unrecognizable fact. I found her lying on the kitchen floor when I was twelve. She
had had a heart attack. She hadn’t been baking during this heart attack but rather was in
the middle of scrubbing the oven clean. Sensing a new angle into this trauma, Dr.
Perlmutter asked me to repeat what he had said and maybe add my own thoughts. I control
myself around food because unlike my mother’s heart it is something I can control, I said.
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This need for control has twisted into a crude judgment of people who can’t control
themselves around food, especially dessert. Yes, said Dr. Perlmutter. Yes, although them
eating dessert isn’t a lack of control. Only for you is it a game of control. For them it is a
simple pleasure. Do you understand? Then he built on this new realization and said that
sharing something as simple as a cup of ninety nine cent pudding would do great things for
my recovery. It would also improve my marriage, bring new lust to our sex life and maybe
even open us up to children, which we were just about too old to consider and neither of us
had wanted, or maybe just I hadn’t wanted. He rounded the session out with placating
generalizations like everyone grows old, everyone wrinkles, there are many rotund men of
consequence, just look at history. Heart healthiness, he finally said. That’s what’s most
important. That and happiness, yours and your wife’s and the happiness of your marriage.
That’s three happinesses to consider, he said. I still disagreed with his comment about the
rotundity of men and health- he was a doctor of the mind, not the body- but I understood
his message.
I love my wife very much so that same night I picked her up from her workout class
and took us straight to the Thai restaurant next to the movie theater. She seemed
surprised, annoyed, delighted when she saw me idling in the parking lot. She was wearing
her leggings and a loose grey sweatshirt but the Thai culture is humble and the restaurant
had carpeted floors and a blinking neon sign in tilted yellow font. After I ordered pad thai
and curry and thom yum for the table, any anger from the previous night seemed to give
way to a simmering detente. We made it through the mains while successfully avoiding the
night before but as the old, brownish, aproned man cleared the plates, a flash of impending
conflict settled on top of us. But as the man turned his back, an equally aproned woman
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walked over with four white plates, each filled with a dessert that glowed in a red, orange
or green as incandescent as the neon sign in the window. As she placed them on the table I
began apologizing to my wife for the night before and for all preceding instances where I
had not shared in her love of baked goods and desserts. I had planned this apology on the
ride home from the therapist’s office, calling the restaurant and instructing them to bring
an array of their most popular desserts as soon as the main course was complete.
After the server left and I finished my apologies, my wife smiled at me and bent her
head like we were flirting. She slid her hand across the table and I slid my fingers between
hers. The desserts sat like jeweled embers between us. They were jellied, mangoed,
bambooed, and some sat on tuffets of rice. As my wife watched, I lifted my fork and cut into
the red one, which looked like a rectangle of fancier jello. I ate, she ate. We traded forkfuls
and laughed through full mouths. We scraped the bottom tines of our forks against all four
plates until they looked as though nothing had ever been there.
I started slowly, like a bird testing a puddle. A blueberry muffin here, a cone of ice
cream there. But soon we were sharing real desserts, the ones so cloying and rich they left
you desperate for a glass of water. As if the amuse bouche and the two courses and bread
and wine were just the prelude, the dessert menu would now appear and our evenings
would begin. Instead of waving at the menu like a fly I took the long, thin piece of flecked
paper and ordered without consequence. We scooped heartily at vanilla bean ice creams
and cheesecakes drowned in raspberry coulis. We suctioned milkshakes and ruptured
chocolate volcanoes and yes, we even fed each other. At home we had sex. And when we
watched a movie on the couch, I could see Franklin through the window while we ate our
popcorn and homemade scones with our legs twined like licorice.
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Though I never stopped checking my stomach after my showers. I had found long
ago that the best way to gauge the sturdiness of my abdominals was by smacking my
stomach several times with an open palm while flexing and concaving my naked body in
front of a full length mirror. And one day, after a meal of lo mein and egg tarts, I heard a
low, bassy thud instead of a twang. I thrust my penis upward and my shoulders down and
there in the middle of my stomach had grown a flappy, striated pouch in whose folds I
could store a fistful of Tootsie Rolls.
I didn’t tell my wife I would be ceasing all sugar consumption. I was thinking of the
three happinesses. The next time we went out, I mustered a heartfelt smile and said really,
my love, I’m simply stuffed. You eat, please, I’ll get a cup of tea so we can consume at the
same time. Remember, I always ordered appetizers and entrees and ate those dusty little
rolls. It was just desserts, it had always been just desserts.
Of course once I didn’t share that first dessert that was it. I would force two bites of
a bananas foster then tell her to finish the rest. At home, I would take cookies from her
baking tray then throw them in the garbage at work. Eventually I stopped the charade and
left with my lunch and an apple. She didn’t say anything. Instead, she baked even more
cakes and misnomered breads that were really cakes. Banana bread, zucchini bread, apple
fritters and peach tarte tatins. Chocolate explosions and frosty Harvey Wallbangers and
cinnamon buns and tumbling mountains of cookies. So many sheet trays of cookies. Black
and white, chocolate chip, almond praline, lady finger, gingerbread, chocolate chocolate
chip, shortbread, peanut butter chunk, pecan, sugar, whoopie pies. In my cubicle I would
get a whiff of egg and butter and only after nosing around my desk would I realize it was
my hair, my tie, my wrists. Cookbooks heavy as dumbbells arrived daily in the mail. I built a
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shelf for them next to the oven. I didn’t say what are all of these books about baking sweet
things and I see what you’re doing with this passive aggressive baking game. I built the
shelf and said here, please, bake until your heart pops! I really said until your heart’s
content.
Of course, because I wasn’t eating any of it and she couldn’t eat all of it she brought
her creations by the armful to the Potamkins, lingering now indefinitely. There were two
small children, a boy and a girl, and they would explode out of the front door when they
saw my wife walking up their brick path with some round or square tray or pan or plate
covered in a steaming white kitchen towel. They called her Cake Lady even though Franklin
had told them her name a dozen times, or so he bashfully asserted as he scooped them onto
his lap. I watched from the living room window as they crawled onto her lap, wrapping
their arms around her neck and dropping bits of cookie and cake on her like she was their
aunt or the nanny. Franklin would push himself out of his chair and peel them off of her but
she would shake her head as though she didn’t mind and eventually he stopped trying to
separate them.
Franklin had the idea one evening as my wife sat on his porch that we should join
his family for dinner. That Sunday night, Sonia served couscous with homemade pesto,
grilled kale with tahini dressing, brussel sprouts with shredded mint and chicken breast
confited in rosemary-infused fat. I enjoy food, just not sweet things! My wife brought
dessert, a carrot cake, but before I could accept a piece, Franklin made a comment about
my not liking desserts then clopped his hand on the table and leaned back with his mouth
orange and agape with carrot cake. My wife only smiled sheepishly at the table and Sonia
was by the sink so I couldn’t take the temperature of his comment. The children were
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sitting opposite my wife and me, spearing at their cake with no dexterity at all, their hands
wrapped around their forks in those deranged claw shapes children use for cutlery. The
cake itself had a sheen of white and dark chocolate on top in a most impressive tesselated
pattern that I assume was created by dragging something like a toothpick back and forth.
That night, my wife was abundantly talkative before bed, going on about how
pleasant the dinner was and how nice it was that I joined so willingly and nothing in
particular, humming to herself as she laid her morning outfit on the chaise. I was sitting on
the closed toilet, concentrating on cutting my toenails, trying to ignore the thin rope of fat
extending over the expandable waist of my boxer briefs, trying to listen to her blissful
chatter so I could provide a loving and well rendered response. Her talk made me forgive
Franklin’s comment, which I concluded was meant to make me feel some sort of masculine
shame for all the time they spent together. At one point, she stuck her head into the
bathroom and all I saw was her head, just her head. Her mud-honey hair was in that
relaxed fall of being released from an earlier updo. It was now puffed out to its fullest
luxury. Her face was round and red and glowing and her teeth had the smallest black
spaces between them, making each one shine like a caramelized pearl. She looked like she
had on our wedding night, flushed and smooth. As she prattled I fell more in love with her
and knew that I wanted her back in our house, on our couch, for good. I would start eating
sweets again in earnest and forever. Her sweets, the restaurant’s sweets, the bakery’s
sweets, any and all sweets and candies and baked goods and cookies and desserts, anything
confected or chocolatey or glazed or jammed. Because she loved them and I loved her. I
love you so much, I said to her, my face hovering above hers in bed.
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I came home from work the next day and found a rhubarb pie on the kitchen table
with a small jar of blueberry compote next to it. The tiniest red gingham bow was wrapped
around the little mason jar and next to it was a pale blue envelope. It had my name on it in
my wife’s delicate handwriting and next to the card sat a silver cake knife given to us as a
wedding gift by my wife’s parents, its tip glinting white.

Dear Peter,
I have gone with Frankie to the birthplace of the macaron. We are on the precipice
of love. I can no longer live with someone who refuses to find pleasure in my pleasure. If
you want to give us any chance at all, this rhubarb custard pie is a good start. Drop a dollop
of blueberry compote on top. It’s divine. Sonia has been given a similar note by Frankie.
We’ll be back in a week. The macaron was first baked in France. -H
I put the card down then stared at the pie. I could see where she had bruleed the
sugar to create crisped brown circles. I picked up the card, read it again, then put it down
and walked next door. I rang the doorbell but no children burst forth and there was no
answer at all so I walked around the house to the backyard. I had never seen it before
despite all my time as their neighbor. There was the smallest orchard of trained peach trees
at its far end and a tangle of blueberry bushes flanked both sides of the yard. It was all
struck in fading orange light. By my feet, a raised bed of rhubarb was snipped down to its
roots. It looked like bloody celery. I backed up into the grass and could see the children in
what looked like the boy’s room. They were bouncing on his bed and their hands and faces
were covered in red.
I walked up the wooden steps to the small back porch and put my face to the sliding
glass door. On the other side was the kitchen and to the left, through a narrow doorway, I
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could see the corner of the table where we had eaten dinner the night before. In front of me
on the kitchen table was an identical rhubarb pie and jar of blueberry compote. There were
messy gouges in the pie and red dimes spotting the length of the hallway. The envelope was
open on the edge of the table and the card lay face down next to it. The envelope read
“Sonia”, though not in my wife’s hand. As I strained to better see the card, though I don’t
know why since it was upside down, I heard the quick pulse of electronic music below my
feet.
I walked back down the steps, past the razed bed and crouched beneath the porch,
where I could see a small window no larger than a toaster oven. I went down on my hands
and knees among the dead leaves and surplus bricks. I crawled to the window and saw
Sonia from above. She was on her exercise bike in leggings and a beige bra, breathing
heavily and in time with the music, her heart and legs pumping away.
Know Before Whom You Stand
Every other Friday my apartment fills with a few dozen Jews. We are all in our
twenties, post college pre marriage, and occasionally men in their thirties and forties stop
in, too, but people in their twenties are really good at making people feel othered, so these
men usually leave quickly and don’t return. This is what passes for community in New
York.
The meals are free for these Jews and the booze is free and plentiful and these nights
have turned into the type of meetup that gains notoriety by way of its exclusivity, much like
the Jewish people themselves. They started when me and a few other young Jews in the
broken down synagogue on Sixth street found ourselves week after week surrounded by
soup stained men and their wives’ tiny, scarved heads. Caleb from two rows back brought
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his girlfriend Mariel from the women’s section who brought Carly from east Twelfth who
brought Isaac from west Twenty Fifth until the meals became a regular thing and word
extended beyond my apartment and into the static of potential plans that electrifies the
Thursday of every New Yorker’s calendar.
Rabbi Tendler from the synagogue is young for his post, maybe ten years older than
us. He is married with three children but arrives consistently around ten thirty eleven,
when the meal is long over and those less interested in the Sabbath and more in the scene
and the opposite sex filter in. Aside from the casual rectitude he brings to our disorder, I
think the rabbi likes flashing his benevolent smile that says I relish a roomful of twenty
somethings, you want something you can’t quite see and I’m here to show it to you. He
wears a suit and a black hat and his tie is cinched despite the hour. People are seated and
standing and everyone is drinking with their conversations tripping over one another. I
don’t play music because it’s the Sabbath so silence occasionally finds its place in a
momentary lull, when everyone has their noses in their cups. A few people are always
hanging out the front window overlooking the street, clandestinely smoking cigarettes with
one leg on the floor. Spurred by the camaraderie endemic to good house parties, they invite
even more distant strangers in from the sidewalk and soon there’s a crush in the two
hundred square feet that is the living dining room and a run on my poor bathroom.
When the rabbi enters, the air in the apartment shifts like an approaching spring
rain. The people at the windows stub their cigarettes on the sill and as they close the
windows the room drains of sound and the din heaves expectantly in the fragile silence. I
give him my chair and pour a silver goblet of whiskey. He makes a loud blessing over the
cup and everyone answers Amen. I believe. Though I don’t think they do. He follows this
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with a word on the Torah portion and a religious lesson that doesn’t require much change;
respect your parents, pause to consider God’s splendor, toss the occasional coin in a hungry
lap. Drinks hover beneath chins, everyone hanging on his words. They are thirsty for
counsel. They miss their college professors. They miss their parents. Even the ones who
have no interest in Judaism and are there to mock or fuck or because a friend texted them
that it was better than they thought, you should come by, even they are suspended like
Pompeii because that’s the power of composure.
When he finishes his speech, he sings a Sabbath tune that no one knows but
everyone sings and it seems in that moment that everyone in my apartment aside from me
feels this is as Jewish as one can be. A few Jewish songs, some scotch, a Hebrew saying
remembered from Sunday school. What else can there be? They look up to the tin ceiling
and instead of cobwebs see fruits lolling on vines, each a glinting gem of religious
fulfillment and spiritual rotundity. They grab whatever they like and are happy with
whatever they bring down, for on this night, in this room, their religion is all intent. Intent
is all there is to this ancient, soulful dance. They’ve done the deed, achieved enlightenment
simply by being in that room with those people. If they utter a single Hebrew word, aim at a
Judaic thought through their drunken crosshairs, it’s as though they’ve learned the entire
Talmud. On these nights, for these people, showing up is the full battle.
I don’t know if any of the regulars in synagogue feel intent the way these people do.
Glimpses, maybe. The occasional speck of gold out of a running faucet. Maybe. I haven’t felt
intent in a long time. Law and ritual and tradition. Those, I always feel.
The talking resumes and Rabbi Tendler engages the people around him in important
conversation, elbows on knees, volleying back whatever query they can think to impress
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upon this Rabbi, whom, as children picking their noses through Yom Kippur, never could
have imagined would be so up close, in such an available state. The lucky few in his circle
form a religious coterie while the rest of the party eddies around them. After some amount
of time which the rabbi calculates to reflect both congeniality and modesty, he finishes his
whiskey in a large, operatic movement, clops his hand on the table and announces to the
room that he hopes to see them in synagogue the next morning. This last part for me has
become a glum joke. Those who have heard it before chuckle and everyone who’s new
laughs open faced because here is this religious man at the head of the table with no beard
but a hat and a suit, at the head of this muggy roomful of sexual and social (isn’t it the same
thing?) young adults, telling them to wake up early and go to synagogue for the first time in
ten years, when in an hour most of them will be at the bars on the avenue until dawn. The
rabbi winks and smiles but he’s serious and sometimes one or two do show up. Without a
yarmulke, dressed in jeans, but there they are, their eyes hollow from drink and their
bodies sunken into the pew holding the prayer book like a regretful weight. They exhibit
none of the confidence or elation of the previous night as they flip resignedly through the

siddur while thinking what the correct amount of time is before they can leave. Just as they
start to fidget, the rabbi breaks from his elevated place on the stage, walks over, tallis
billowing like wind itself, and helps them find the place, points out the aron and maybe the
ceiling that is beautiful like a morning sky over the ocean with flakes of old paint as rain.
Then they sit for another fifteen, twenty minutes and disappear from the synagogue and
my apartment never to be seen again. It becomes too real once they face the religion
without the crowd. It’s just prayer, with none of the religious epiphany they conjured so
easily in their nighttime daydream.
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The dinners always begins in composition. I stand at the head of the table and speak
to the singular and historical holiness of the Sabbath, repeating Ahad Ha’am’s epigram that
the Jews don’t keep the Sabbath, the Sabbath keeps the Jews. I proceed with the blessings
then replicate as best I can the meals I grew up with because that’s all I know really.
Without my parents and my sister, without other Jews who know the long rhythms of these
meals and how the Sabbath and a bagel are nowhere near one another, the meal feels like a
facsimile, all window shades, specters around a spectral moment. I don’t have enough in
my yiddishe gas tank to power the funicular up the mountainside, so the meal usually stalls
out for me halfway through the chicken. I lose my excitement and no longer want to corral
everyone around the central themes of spirituality and connection and how the Sabbath is
a palace in time, the third direction in this flat and binary life. But the people around the
table don’t know that, can’t identify my dispirit, so they continue being thrilled to be along
for the ride, going wide eyed at my fluent, rolling Hebrew as I recite the kiddush and quote
from the parsha, bewitched by the silver cups and bone china, the two loaves of woven
bread covered by the cloth, the careful ablutions, one two, one two, the simmering soups
and meats warm on the hot plate awaiting their anointed forks and clean mouths. The meal

is the Judaism, all three thousand years of it. What’s with all the complications, shmuck.
How jealous I am of their confidence in that moment.
On a week when I wasn’t hosting, the rabbi showed up at my door. I don’t do much
those Friday nights. After synagogue, I eat leftover chicken or fish from the week before,
drink a large glass of wine, read a book and fall asleep on the couch. He knocked as I was
slipping into sleep and when I opened the door I didn’t hide my state. Ah, he said with the
subtlety good rabbis employ in the face of existential angst. I must have been mistaken, he
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said while peering into the empty apartment. It was around ten o’clock. He sat himself at
the dining room table which took up half the apartment and had to be circumnavigated to
get anywhere. The two of us had carried the table piecemeal from the synagogue to my
apartment six months before when the rabbi got wind of my dinners. As we lugged each
leaf, he decided that I would be the youth liaison to the synagogue. They would pay for the
food and alcohol and give me a small stipend and in return I would boost their numbers.
But I had yet to bring a single paying member. I thought this was why he stopped by. To
end the charade and put me out of my misery.
He loosened his tie as I brought out a bottle of whiskey and two silver bechers. We
said L’chaim and sipped for a few seconds before swallowing the rest. Then he started
humming a tune I hadn’t heard since middle school. I never sing, not even during during the
meals, not even while the candles lit by the visiting women burn warmly on the mantel of
the bricked over fireplace. We didn’t sing in my house on the Sabbath so singing and
Sabbath don’t go together for me. We were perfunctory in our practice. Practiced in our
practice. Good grades on our Talmud and Torah exams. On time for prayer, clear
enunciation of the text, discussion of the rabbi’s speech over lunch point by exegetical
point. If the rabbi didn’t come during the meals, there would be no singing. As he sang he
looked at me with a small disappointment and expectant eyes so I sang from a place in my
chest that was not my lungs, from that Jewish gland where anxiety and anticipation mix to
form acid.
At the end of the song I expected him to tell me that I would be spending my
Sabbaths alone from now on, that he would be by to cart the table off that week and that
my payment for last week’s meal would come through, don’t worry, but that was it. Instead
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he poured another goblet for us both. Unable to stand the tension, I began the conversation
with a question meant to spur abnegation. I asked why, when these Jews took cabs and
subways to get to my apartment, smoked cigarettes and used their cellphones during the
meal, when they broke so many Sabbath laws, why did the synagogue fund these meals. If
anything, I said, we were promoting breaking the Sabbath and doesn’t the Talmud say you
can’t break a commandment to fulfill a commandment? My head grewer lighter as I spoke,
maybe from the alcohol but more from having the rabbi’s full attention in an empty room.
And what about me, I continued. Can’t you tell I’m a fraud? How did I end up leading a
group of wayward Jews? I’m like them. I am them. Most of the time I don’t even believe in
God. Sometimes I even have sex with one of our potential new members! When you’re not
here, rabbi, I’m the expert, isn’t that funny? Guiding the meal, answering questions I forgot
the answers to the day after I learned them. Me, presiding over a Jewish event just like you,
rabbi, standing in for a holier body.
He took the bottle and poured another full cup. He was smiling and his mind was
clearly far away as he lifted his cup and waited for me to do the same. We said L’chaim. I
could feel the heat in my face. A good rabbi sees what’s not there. He smiled and smiled
then his gaze returned to the room. He clopped his hand on the table as though he had just
confirmed a suspicion. He released a long breath through his nose and said Would they not

break the Sabbath anyway?
I skipped prayers the next morning and the following Friday night but still held the
meal. Only this time, as I sat at the head of the table, I thought maybe a wife would help. A
united, coordinate effort. It’s no simple affair putting on these meals, setting the table,
washing my parents’ wedding china, picking up the food from the butcher and the grocer. I
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don’t make it but I heat it, store it, carry it, take out the trash, eat the leftovers. The Sabbath
meal implies stability. Bounty. I possess neither.
I hunched in my pew the next morning, watching the rabbi look righteous and clean
behind his podium. He had been at the dinner the night before and acted as though nothing
had happened between us. He wasn’t looking at me now, at least no more than the casual,
all consuming gaze of a rabbi weighing individually the innards of his flock. As we stood for

Mussaf, I asked myself if what I did every other Friday night was good for my guests, good
for me, good for the Jewish people. I reasoned no, it wasn’t, that the meals and nights
mostly devolved into a roomful of loosely connected but entirely lost people filling
themselves with the religious equivalent of junk food. That the fruits above their heads
were hollow. But the rabbi hadn’t taken the task away so I had to continue because he’s the
rabbi and we do this in our religion, follow them, not blindly but with a faith that they are
right. He made it so I had to take the stipend and buy the food and set the table and prop
the door to the building with a small wooden wedge and buy my neighbors gift cards to
assuage their ire, because these young Jews wanted a taste of something holy maybe and
no wind is weak in the desert. Because every other Friday night a crowd of young Jews has
a place to go and for however long they might get a sense that they are doing something
holy and good.
Not Even A Crumb
Late in the morning on the sanctified day of Yom Kippur, a holy Jew was walking
quickly to shul. As he rounded the corner, he came upon a Jew hunched on the stoop of a
brick building. Between his legs sat a loaf of bread. Blasphemer! cried the holy Jew as he
pointed to the seated man and looked around for witnesses. But the street was empty and
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the holy Jew in his black coat and hat stood alone, finger trembling as he demanded an
explanation beneath the bright autumn sky.

I am no such thing said the sitting Jew as he tore the first hunk from the half-moon
loaf. I am as religious as you.

Religious as me? blurted the indignant Jew. How can a man who eats on this holy
day even call himself a Jew?
But look at you said the sitting Jew, swallowing and pulling another piece. You are
late to prayer. Who are you to judge?
A pittance retorted the holy Jew. You are selfishly withheld, blatantly in the wrong,
baldly defying God. I am merely late.
And this is merely a loaf smiled the sitting Jew. On the step in front of him he had
laid out a ragged piece of blue silk on which the loaf now sat. I have quite an appetite.

Yesterday or tomorrow, I could eat a whole bakery. But this? This is a crumb. Not even a
crumb. And we have more in common than you think.
Aside from our mothers being Jewish, I don’t see it.
You are late and so am I. We are but two late Jews! Allow me to finish my loaf and
we can make it there in time for the ‘Oh Redeemer’.
Ah! the holy Jew shot back, his finger to the Holy One. But I am late because I was
caring for my sick mother, may that holy woman recover quickly.
And I assume your mother is not praying in her sickbed.
Of course not. The woman is gravely ill.
Then it seems you understand that one cannot pray without their strength and thus
my need for the loaf.
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The holy Jew flared in impatience. The Talmud tells if a Jew were to fulfill just one

commandment on Yom Kippur it is to fast. Yet here you sit in defiance of this law that even
a child knows.
Compared to what I usually eat, this is fasting!
And you eat for all to see! cried the holy Jew. This is no generic sin. You wish to
spread your heresy, to embroil others in your schemes and tempt them from the righteous
path on the holiest of days.
Is there another Jew here? asked the sitting Jew, looking up and down the deserted
street.
A fresh wind churned the fallen leaves and a grey pigeon cooed in zigzags near the
men, eyeing the loaf. The shul was three blocks down, on the other side of the street. There
was a sentry guarding the front door whom they could barely make out let alone claim to
bear witness.

I am here said the holy Jew as he struck his own chest with his fist. Then, his anger
parted and he said, Though better me than another poor soul. Today is a day of forgiveness,

of correction. I can help you.
Help me? repeated the sitting Jew. You are merely a self appointed judge. When you
appeared I saw nothing but a holy Jew rushing to praise God, a man hungry to pray for his
own redemption, and, if you are as righteous as you imply, the rest of Israel- which is me!
Either way, my head is clear.
So you have mind games for me? Feh! I deal in fact. A Jew who eats on Yom Kippur
must be excised from the community. A Jew who was caring for his sick mother? He is
righteous.
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A man who boasts of his piety is furthest from it. The sitting Jew waved his hand at
the holy Jew then picked up the bread again and tore what remained in half.

A man who openly flouts God’s law is cancer for the body and must be removedAt this point, a pitiful old woman appeared from behind the corner. She was
shrunken and her feet dragged. She was stooped heavily over her cane and misshapen
shoes. Her hair was covered in the fashion of a married woman and one could only hope
her husband was alive and healthy. The men stopped their exchange and the sitting Jew
bowed slightly to her with the bread in his hand while the other stood like a pillar of salt. As
she passed, she gave them a small smile which seemed to take all of her strength. The
sitting Jew wished her a good holiday while the other remained silent as she plodded down
the street.

Surely you know too that it is forbidden to greet a fellow Jew on Yom Kippur. Now
you are just fooling with me. But it is good I have come across you. I have straightened the
bent before.
The sitting Jew finally straightened his back to reveal his full stature. He was as wide
as he was tall, a golem in the flesh. His eyes were clear and calm despite the brewing
exasperation on his lips.

Have you realized, my good friend, that while you have stood with me, tried to press
your guilt into me, you have missed much of the prayers? Perhaps you woke today hoping
for a distraction. Perhaps you have turned every corner in this town looking for a
stumbling block and when you saw me you secretly cried out in joy that you found one.
Perhaps your mother asked hours ago for you to leave her bedside but you insisted on
staying under the guise of solicitude.
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A shadow overtook the holy Jew’s face and he put his hand over his eyes, pulled on
his hat and stalked in a circle. He thrust his fists toward the ground and began walking in
the direction of the shul before turning around.

You are no Jew he shouted from a fast-closing distance, his finger pointing at the
center of the sitting Jew’s chest. You are an instigator, weak, the devil’s apprentice, twisting

my good deeds into malevolence. The rabbi must hear of this!
Here I am! cried the sitting Jew, spreading his bear arms. He had finished most of the
loaf by now and the remaining bread lay on the step between the two men like a mauled
animal, its insides exposed, ready to be finished. I am here in the full light of the sun for all

to find, confident in my deed. At this moment the shuls are filled with praying Jews except
one who can rightly make it there. Perhaps the matriarch who walked by, currently praying
for what sins I cannot imagine. Perhaps you believe her to have gotten in your way, too?
Suddenly, a young Jew came flying around the corner holding his hat to his head. He
looked quickly at them as he passed, halted abruptly and turned back. Pointing between
them to the bread on the stoop he cried out.

Blasphemers!
The Touchstone
In the town of Bloomfield everyone does this with their arms. Can you see it? It’s
quite a funny series of motions that make many swooping angles and shapes. If you were to
shop the aisles of the supermarket or walk down busy Thorpe Street or glance through an
apartment window at a woman mending socks, you would see arms flailing like a popular
disease.
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Recently married, Wyatt and Za moved from Bloomfield a few hours north to
Hillsdale, a small town at the base of a mountain wreathed in stick pines. Their new
neighbors were generally kind and homogenous and the houses were old and reliable.
Wyatt found work as a claims adjuster and Za became an aid at the middle school. Though
Wyatt and Za took immediately to Hillsdale’s slow sunsets and remote charm, Bloomfield’s
rhythm was still theirs, so they flailed their arms in this new place, too. This was America
and everyone was respectful of their pinwheeling arms, mostly because they were not
dangerous or intimidating.
But soon, in their new home or on a pensive hike, Za began to mention how she felt
strange moving her arms without anyone else moving them, too. It is, she said while
pouring tea, an empty gesture without the Bloomfield community, don’t you feel? It had
been Wyatt’s idea to move to Hillsdale so he said No, not empty. Just different. We moved

here to make our lives a little different. Inside, though, Wyatt knew he felt similar to Za.
Eventually Za stopped moving her arms at work then at home. Wyatt didn’t say
anything about her decision or how he felt stuck between the promise of Hillsdale and the
traditions of Bloomfield. A few times people asked politely why he moved his arms like an
upturned bug and after these interactions, when he arrived home, he would say, See, Za,

that’s why I move my arms, so people know that Bloomfield exists. Za thought this a bad
reason to move one’s arms but she didn’t say anything. Over the next year they made close
friends even with Wyatt’s arms, which he no longer knew if he liked moving or kept up
because he was too afraid to stop.
Very Little Like Alan
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There was no offer to pick me up from the station so I walked the two miles to Alan’s
beach house. I had not been to the Hamptons since college and as I passed each blonde
mansion hiding behind its green hedge, I was reminded of their empty significance and why
I had not returned. Alan’s house was at the end of Dune Road, where the street meets the
ocean. A grey box of shiplap and glass tilting toward the sea, I remember when his parents
bought it. We were in ninth grade and his father had just made partner at Booth Capital. I
knocked three times and after a moment Alan’s small form grew behind the pebbled glass.
He gave me a vacant hug which brought me back to the hollow of our shared childhood. He
was stockier and had balded fully. His eyes were small and sharp like a beach lizard. He
turned inside as if we had seen each other that morning. I kept my breath in my throat and
felt I shouldn’t have come. I dropped my bag by the door and followed guardedly as he
showed me the house, pointing to signed baseball jerseys hanging next to photos of him
and his father holding too tightly to celebrities looking to get out of frame.
Simone came in from the den at the back of the house, by the ocean. She was fatter
than I remembered and for some reason this made me happy. She was clutching a braid of
dry brown hair and a distressed cotton shirt hung designedly off her shoulder. She had a
dark, round face and green eyes that weren’t Jewish. We had met once, when I visited Alan
in college six years before. It was the last time I had seen him. As she hugged me she held
my neck and whispered how thankful she was that I came. Then she held my hand and
looked into my eyes for too long a moment. Alan watched as he twisted the caps off two
beers. He looked haggard, as though years of the wrong choices had finally stepped out of
his skin. We had used him, our small group of friends, at first for his toys and late bedtimes
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then for his money and apartment on 83rd and Park. I suppose that is why I agreed to
come, to atone.
Simone showed me to the guest room. A fastidiously made bed, clearly unused for
many seasons, sat opposite the door. The room was decorated in shades of tan and grey
beneath a low white ceiling and was clean bordering on sterile. My window looked out over
the driveway, a cobblestoned circle. In the center stood a sculpture of a dolphin jumping
over expensive rocks. Across the street was a golden marsh that stretched inland, ending at
a row of small, colorful houses. The sky was bright and the distant homes looked inviting.
Black wetsuits dried on bleached porch railings. Their wind chimes pinged off the closed
window. I tried to gain a sense of why Simone had called me here, something to do with
Alan’s depressive moods or his space-filling drug habit, both of which I ignored, we had
ignored. Or just as often benefited from. When we were seniors in high school, Alan would
carry a roll of cash and offer to pay for us.
I showered and returned downstairs. Despite the view, Alan and Simone were in the
den facing the television. Simone was looking at her phone while Alan’s back formed a
mound as he bent over the coffee table. I took my beer from the island in the kitchen and
walked past them to the porch. The beach was crowded with visitors, some on bright
blankets only feet from the house. The wind was warm and I tasted seaweed. Alan knocked
on the window and waved me inside. The air in the house was freezer burned and I wanted
to go back outside but I was theirs now. I could feel it as I watched them sit there. I had
entered their world and there was only one way to be in it. He had rolled a joint and offered
it to me but to retain some sense of myself I declined. He stood and went outside. After he
left the room, Simone told me while looking at her phone that Alan had finally begun
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leaving the house to smoke. When I didn’t respond she looked up and said again how
thankful she was that I came. When I asked why she had called and was so insistent on my
coming, she was evasive which irritated me. “He needs friends,” she said. “It gets lonely out
here, just us, ourselves.” As though they were forced to remain at the beach. She spoke with
a childish lilt despite being twenty four or twenty five. I could tell by how she sat on the
sofa that she hadn’t grown up with money, that maintaining this indolent lifestyle was a
priority and possibly, though I could not see the angle currently, one reason for her calling
me here. I could blow it up, I thought with some pleasure. A few words and I could put us in
Alan’s BMW and send us all back to the city. I had that power over him, we all did.
Last I heard, Alan was working for his father but that seemed improbable since it
was early Monday afternoon. I asked Simone what Alan did for work but before she
answered she asked if she could take a photo with me. She had wedged into our brief phone
call that she had a large following on Instagram. It’s not difficult with white walls and beach
views to trick people into believing your life was pretty, you were pretty. I said maybe later.
“He talked his way into managing Beach Bar. To stay busy.” Stay busy. As though Alan
didn’t have to work. He didn’t, few people from our lives did, but they did. Wealth as a tool,
not a crutch. She muted the television and turned toward me. “In the beginning he was
good at it. I think he liked being around people, but like all his jobs he got bored and quit.
That was three months ago.” She said this with no judgment, as though it happened weekly,
and until that moment I hadn’t realized Alan was living full time at the beach. That was the
sort of thing one heard about after synagogue or over brunch. “What do you do for work?” I
asked, trying to assemble a day in her life. She turned toward the television and lay back
down, stacking two throw pillows beneath her head. “Online classes.” She turned the
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volume back up and continued with her phone. I went outside to Alan who was leaning on
the railing and looking toward the ocean.
“Beautiful,” I said, coming up next to him.
“She’s pregnant. That’s why she called.”
“Congratulations,” I said too quickly, unsure of the right tone.
“She wants me to shape up or stay the same, I honestly can’t tell.”
“Don’t you speak to each other?”
“Of course we do.” He left it there.
“Was it planned?”
A large cloud had passed in front of the sun cooling the day. People were leaching
out of the water and back onto the sand waiting for it to pass.
“Shit. You know it wasn’t. We’re keeping it though.” He was serious, or at least his
face was. He turned back toward the house. He took a long drag and offered me some but I
waved it away.
“Do your parents know?”
“They know,” he said meekly, as though I were Marcy or Donald. He was rolling a
pebble beneath his sandal and blew an impressive cloud of smoke. The sunbathers nearest
the deck turned at the sour smell.
“When’s she due?”
“December.” He stretched upward revealing his belly. For the first time since I
arrived we made eye contact. “I’ve been feeling lately like I have a calling to be a father. I
can give the baby everything it needs. I’ve got my fuck ups but-”
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“Fuck ups? You’re a good person, Alan. You know that, right? I wouldn’t be out here
if you weren’t.” I immediately regretted saying this. It shone, in my mind, and I’m sure in
his, a bright light on all the years I was not there, not me or any of the others. And when we
were there, we weren’t really. Alan and I stood in silence and I felt a great chasm between
us. If he asked me to leave in that moment I would have.
“You sweet asshole,” he finally said, breaking into a smile. He was shorter than me
by half a foot. “Look at Jack, look at Goldberg and Steven and Danny. All you guys have shit
going on and I’m in my parents’ beach house.”
“So you live in a beach house. Everyone would love this,” I lied. “Look at this view.
And I hear you had a job. Fuck ups don’t get jobs.”
“It wasn’t even the alcohol,” he said, heading off my assumption. “AA solved that. It’s
these locals. I couldn’t stand them talking about nothing anymore. The city’s two hours
away. Get on a fucking train.” He had never been able to control his temper. My chest
tightened but instead of his face going blood red as it always had he relaxed his shoulders
and smiled. “But you’re here now. Richie Geft, in my house. Let’s celebrate. Please, for me.”
He held up the joint and I took it.
The rest of the day passed in surprising camaraderie. Alan and I went into the ocean
while Simone stayed inside. We took a drive around town and he showed me a small
storefront just off the main drag he was considering buying. He told me about all of his
failed ventures over the past few years, each an attempt at fulfillment without doing any
work. That evening all three of us sat on the porch, Alan and I drinking beer and recalling
our time together as children and teenagers. In the romance of the waning light, it felt to
have been a genuine friendship. Occasionally, Simone would look at me over the candles,
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thankful and eager. When Alan went to the bathroom, she took my hand and held it in her
lap. I was drunk and I let her. When Alan walked out I quickly moved my hand and Simone
relaxed back into her seat. I felt like he had walked in on us. I knew he saw but he stayed
silent.
The next morning was overcast and wet. I came downstairs and Alan was sitting on
the porch. I had plans to walk the beach and do some writing. That is also why I came, to
write. In our community, one cannot be a teacher alone. The sound of the sliding glass door
made him turn.
“Fun night” I said as I took the chair next to him. The sun was behind the grey
ceiling. A wind blew off the ocean, snapping the flags on the property next door. Alan had a
beach towel draped over him.
“Very fun,” he said. Without taking his arms out from beneath the towel he turned in
his chair to face me. “She likes to do that.”
“Do what?”
“Hold other guys’ hands in front of me. Kiss other guys. I don’t mind. She’s not
fucking them or anything.”
“Are you sure?”
“Where would she do it?” he laughed. “She’s with me all the time. She called you out
here to help me with this baby, didn’t she?” I didn’t know if that was why she called me but
I couldn’t argue nor did I want to. Before he mentioned it, I hadn’t remembered her taking
my hand. It soured the night in my mind and I thought this was the moment of
confrontation but Alan sat calmly and stared, lost in thought beyond the black line of the
horizon. We sat on the porch for a while before Alan said he had a meeting with a local real
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estate developer. I spent the rest of the morning trying to write in my room. The air
conditioning was on high and the carpet was plush and still had vacuum tracks in it and
now my footprints. Despite the gloomy day the light was generous from the large
rectangular window. Simone stuck her head in twice to ask if I was hungry. Without turning
I said I wasn’t. The second time she came in I realized she hadn’t moved from behind the
door after she closed it. I stopped breathing and we were both suspended on either side of
the wall, listening for the other.
Over the next few days, Simone was aloof and sometimes flirtatious and Alan and I
held easy conversation. In the mornings I would walk along the beach by myself and in the
afternoons I split up my writing by taking a swim in the ocean. Alan sometimes joined.
Aside from a night out at Beach Bar, Simone didn’t leave the house other than to accept
food deliveries on the front porch. My impression of her shrunk as my feelings for Alan
grew. An introspection lit our conversations and I felt small because I had been too harsh in
my view of him. While we walked with our feet in the green ocean I apologized for our
friendship but he wouldn’t hear it. By the fifth evening, I found myself coming around to
their way of life.
On Saturday, when Alan was out of the house, Simone knocked on my door and
came in without waiting for a reply. She came over and leaned against the laminate desk.
She had yet to tell me she was pregnant and I hadn’t brought it up at Alan’s request. After a
brief, confusing silence she kissed me. I kissed her back more out of shock than desire then
quickly pulled away. She looked at me with what I think she believed were searching eyes
then said in a rush, “I’m pregnant.” I said I know and felt that if I did not move we would go
further so I stood and walked over to the bed. She remained leaning against the desk
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looking very young and I sat on the bed with my hands tucked beneath my legs. Watching
her, I grew to detest everything about her, about Alan and myself and that house. I felt
venomous and empty. After a few minutes of expectant silence she left. I booked a ticket for
the morning train.
Alan came into the room about an hour later with his hands held up. “It’s okay” he
said. “Please don’t leave.” I was impressed that he made the leap to my leaving and knew as
soon as he said it that he would never become more than he was, not for this baby or ever. I
realized how many times over the past week he had excused what should have been
confronted. He kept putting himself after Simone, after me and the few people who had
watched him stay in one place all his life, as if he were hoping to become so small that
nobody would pay him any attention or expect anything at all.
“I didn’t even have time to react,” I said, not knowing if this was true.
“It’s the hormones, right? Isn’t that what they say? Let’s hit the beach.” He smacked
my thigh and stood from the bed.
“It’s not fine, Alan. Not for me or you or her. I never asked to be involved in your
relationship.”
He quickly looked hurt. I remembered in class how he would feign shame when the
teacher yelled at him. Then, when she had moved on, he would smile a devious little smile,
but a few minutes would passed and his smile would disappear and there would be the
shame. At that age it was some great trick but now it was terrible to witness.
“She’s carrying my kid.”
“She can’t go around kissing your friends. You need to talk to her.”
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“We do talk. All the time.” They had barely spoken during my stay. “You haven’t
been through what we have. You wouldn’t understand.”
I wanted to ask what they had been through but didn’t. It seemed that neither had
been through very much, that even their hard times, whatever they might have been, were
beige.
When I came downstairs the next morning with my bag hanging from my shoulder,
Alan jumped from his chair.
“Not yet, Rich. You just got here.”
“It’s been almost a week.”
“One more day. A few more days,” he pleaded, forcing a smile and going from foot to
foot.
Simone came down the stairs clutching her braid. She had just come out of the
shower and smelled warm and floral. After I spoke with Alan the night before, he had called
Simone into my room and they apologized together. It was surreal, this pregnant girl and
her boyfriend, my old friend whom I had for so long treated so poorly, both apologizing for
her having kissed me. To rid us of the discomfort I suggested we walk the beach. It was a
clear night with enough stars and a warm breeze to soften the preceding few hours. The
three of us walked in silence for a long time. Eventually Simone jumped on Alan’s back and
we began to laugh. We ran in and out of the surf. We ground our elbows into the sand and
stared silent at the constellations. We felt we had gone through something. I fell asleep to
the sound of their laughter from the master bedroom.
“You can’t go” said Simone, holding my arm. Their pleading embarrassed me. I had
booked my ticket and said so but they rebutted that a ticket was good for any day of the
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week. That I could at least stay through dinner. That we hadn’t even been to any
restaurants. When he said this, Alan smacked his head as though he had forgotten about
restaurants. He looked like one of my students searching frantically for an answer. As I
stood watching them press me to stay, I recognized what I had been feeling throughout my
time there. It was not easy creating a full life, not in the Hamptons or in New York City or
anywhere. They wanted to feed off my efforts, my life, my working reality. Not that I or Jack
or Goldberg or Steven or Danny had our lives perfectly together. But Alan didn’t have his
life together enough to even look like he didn’t have it together. His life didn’t register
outside of this house. There was a poisonous malaise that colored everything they did. My
other friends’ beach houses were empty.
Whether in anger or ignorance, neither offered a ride to the station. As I walked, I
realized that the guilt I felt was the result of a manipulation they were not even aware of
committing. Pulling into the shimmering, muggy city, I held nothing against them.
A few days later, Alan called to thank me for coming. I encouraged him to find a job
and move back to the city. I told him he should call when he did. Soon the school year
started and I had no time to think about Alan. During winter vacation he called me but I
ignored it. He left a voicemail saying how he had moved back to the city and he was looking
for work. He said his father had offered him a job but he turned it down. He ended the
message asking if I would get a drink to celebrate his new baby, Charlotte. When Steven
and I went to dinner that night, he told me he bumped into Alan, his girlfriend and their
baby on the Upper East Side. I said his girlfriend’s name was Simone and his baby’s name
was Charlotte. Steven said Charlotte looked very little like Alan.
That Good Lean
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It’s the second time Eric’s stood me up and the waitress is asking what else because
The Red Fez is wall to wall tonight. Even if he does show, we’ll have maybe ten pressurized
minutes to swallow whatever drink we’ve stamped de rigueur. It’s not okay treating a
friend like this but I get it, I’m not thick. We’ve been on each other lately, too much time
together, our movements and thoughts, layer upon layer, congealing into a codependent,
symbiotic body. Our laughs rise and fall in the same cadence, our calls bump into each other
mid air, bounce back as busy signals. When we hug hello, we separate and look and see that
we match, my shirt to his pants, his boots to my belt. Without romance, how close can two
men grow before friendship and emulation curdle to irritant?
Clocks are everywhere in here, mostly mantel clocks, striated brass, Tiffany’s. It’s a
theme, I suppose, certainly bald in its passive aggression, telling us it’s time to go before we
even sit down. You get forty five minutes, see? It says so right there and there and there.
There’s a certain abuse in it but that’s what we like, young, sophomoric city people, a pinch
of abuse keeps us wanting, so I order another dirty martini in a highball glass and keep
stewing and looking out the window. It’s Thursday, there’s nothing special about today
except that it’s Thursday and Eric and I go out on Saturdays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays, first to dinner then to a bar then somewhere else until we can’t remember what or
who or where.
It’s snowing, coming down in big alpine flakes. Every gusty barrage brings more
white, bigger, like someone’s smashed the nob on the snow machine. Eric hates an
inclement night so maybe he stayed home but he would have called and my phone’s blank.
But I’m not one of those people to leave it on the table, pining for an audience. If you’re
alone, be alone. Don’t be lonely.
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The waitress drops off the check with my dirty and I’m huffy now so I say I’m not

done yet but she’s already turned around. My face flushes and I say My friend’s on his way.
As she turns toward me she barely gets her eyes back down to the upper quadrant of their
sockets. She puts on the smile. I worked in the industry for three years, they give you the
smile with your first black apron. No rush she says with that acerbic pleasance and I feel
instantly abhorrent because I’ve worked in the industry and once you’ve done that it’s
patience, only patience, waiting for a table, appetizer, drink, even forever, you never say
anything because you know how shit it is even on a good day. I’m one of you! I want to cry
but instead I dribble Usually he’s- but it’s loud with silverware and gossip and I’m feeling
sheepish now and she’s at another table a foot away trying not to look at me, her neck and
jaw locked like a statue and I get that itchy sting of abuse, everyone saying one thing and
doing another, it’s like cocaine.
It’s also Eric’s turn to pay. We don’t keep any official count, but we’re like those
people who work on commission, getting paid in lump sums. Only we pay for each other in
lump sums. He pays for a month, I pay for a month. He pays for the flights, I pay for the
hotels. We pass that feeling back and forth and it feels incredible because there’s a trust
there, we know we’ll square up in the end, which is so far down the road it’s past a
thousand dips and climbs and not even worth thinking about.
$64.40 for the three drinks and a side of brie-stuffed olives. I drop a hundred into
the little black folio because I feel bad then walk out into the snow. I don’t have a hat and
my hair mattes on contact. The night’s fucked. Nobody’s out except maybe at Iggy’s, but it
gets too steamy in there when it’s cold out and not the good kind. This feels like you’re
wearing a scarf around your mouth. Maybe the rye and bourbon place on sixth with
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Constance behind the bar. Or Sandra. Marnie. It’s quiet before ten and I need a fourth or I’m
going home.
East two avenues and I’m feathered in snow. I stamp my feet and slap my coat
before opening the door. It’s a tiny glowing place and there are five people cradling the zinc
bar. Eric’s leaning into this girl I swiveled him to about a month ago and that’s when I
remember he canceled our plans tonight because he likes this girl. He can’t see me, his back
is to me and his foot’s up on it’s toe. He’s leaning that good lean. It’s Marnie, I remember
now, the bartender. She looks up at me blankly but I’m already turning back outside
thinking what am I going to do now.
Deborah’s Match
Deborah stands before her polished oak buffet. Its cavernous insides are stuffed
with tablecloths, napkins, dishes, bentchers and a slew of other set changes. On its gleaming
top lies a silver tray holding silver candle holders, two tall, two less so. The gold sequins on
Deborah’s dress, stitched in elegant swoops, are eager to reflect the flames of the Shabbos
candles onto the challahs and the bone china and the silverware, the delicate chandelier
and the six dining chairs, each a pale blue velvet throne.
Her husband, her boys, are at synagogue, beckoning the Shabbos. Her home is empty
and quiet as it always is at this hour. It is large and tastefully arranged, centered on the
block with neatly trimmed hedges. No toys are strewn across the lawn and tulips bloom in
tight bouquets along the walkway. Its intricate perfections cast the rest of the houses on the
block into dishevelment. Deborah loves her home and it is good that she does for she is
alone in it almost always. Before she married, her older sister Rachel told her, You must

find the most comfort in yourself. Even if you are with someone, you are alone. Her sister’s
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husband is Rabbi Samuelson, a rabbi of some repute and many good deeds among the
orphans of Israel. He is often far from home, soliciting donations. And while Deborah’s
husband is a property lawyer who responds to the occasional pro bono plea, she is still
most often alone.
Deborah looks into the beveled mirror behind the candles and sees her face
shrouded in white, a silk white scarf for the Shabbos bride. She regards her brow, smooth
and without creases. She takes in her slender nose set between hungry green eyes. She
looks not a day older than twenty though she is a decade and two children past. More than
once she has been compared to Queen Esther of the Purim story. To be locked in a harem!
is her usual demur. To her right is a window. She looks out at the street, at the inverse of
her dining room in the falling dusk and smiles at the newly painted walls, a moment darker
than mint, at the table slippery with polish and the glinting china bowls awaiting little lakes
of chicken soup slick with fat. As she stares, she flirts with what it would be like to be one of
the men soon walking home from synagogue, to look through the window at her glowing
Shabbos table, at the room, at her. From the kitchen she hears the hot plate creaking under
its own heat. She hears the slight bubble of the soup and the tinkling of the hot water pot.
She moves mentally from room to room. Each has been scrubbed and cleaned by the maid
who is out for the night and they now sparkle in their desire to host the holiest of days.
A small gold clock she inherited from her aunt who moved to France when she was
two sits on the corner of the buffet. It reads four minutes to the Shabbos time. Deborah
bows her head and recites a psalm for those without a table and those who have gone
astray. She prays for healthy children for all the women of Israel. She slides the matchbox
from its silver holder and removes a match. She drags it across the striking surface and
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brings it toward the candle but the match is unlit. She strikes it again, harder this time but
the match head breaks and her right eye narrows slightly. With the back of her hand she
swipes the broken match across the buffet and strikes a new match but it too does not light.
Two minutes to the Shabbos time. She strikes the match again and in her haste loses her
grip. The match bounces off of her slipper and under the buffet.
On her knees and bowing now, she sees the match. It looks instantly old in the small
dark among the dust and hair and crumbs, a forgotten relic of a Shabbos long ago. A
bentcher is wedged between the buffet and the wall. She lowers herself onto her stomach
and her foot makes contact with the wall beneath the window. She pushes against it and
reaches toward the bentcher until her face is pressed against the buffet doors. She grunts
and her right cheek takes for a moment the shape of the fluted buffet doors. With her index
and middle fingers she pinches a corner of the bentcher and frees it with a sharp pull,
sending dust into a small frenzy. She picks the match from among the detritus, rises, swipes
at the dust on her sleeve and watches it sink to the floor. She holds the bentcher with both
hands, kisses it and puts it to the side. One minute to the Shabbos time.
In her repetition, she has scraped away much of the matchbox’s brown striking
surface to reveal a white, waxy strip devoid of the necessary friction. She drops the
matchbox onto the buffet, opens the drawer and roots around like a mother looking for an
epipen after their child has just eaten a peanut. She pulls at small papers, candies, felt bags
with trinkets, finger puppets, curling photographs, a small silver fork. She piles all of it onto
the buffet while looking at the clock. With her forearms she swipes the rest of the contents
toward the drawer’s front and sees among the remaining tokens a small book of matches. It
is dark blue and reminds her of a moment when she felt she was on the precipice of
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unending fulfillment. She picks it up, turns it over and reads the date of her wedding above
her and her husband’s names. The row of matches is neat and the striking surface is clean.
She hesitates in the grip of its order then tears two matches and strikes them. They ignite in
unison and cast a glowing orange flame. She puts them to the candles and they light
hungrily.

For The Boys
I sometimes wonder whether I should have just kissed him. It wasn’t for Marco or
Gabriel close by, that wasn’t it. We were all drunk and shirtless and it was three in the
morning. If there were ever a time to kiss your best friend, it was on the porch of the
apartment on the North Fork, at his bachelor party.
Everything changed so quickly, so completely. We had started the day at the beach,
had brought towels and grapes and hard cheeses, an expensive bottle of rum and a
collection of shot glasses. We were twenty eight and took the blank time of Eric’s bachelor
weekend to act like we were twenty three. We wrestled in the sand and whipped towels.
Our throats were scoured with ocean salt and we went hoarse with thirst. The longer we
danced and drank in the sun the wider became the divide between who we were and who
we were growing into. Gabriel hadn’t been away from his wife in over a year, their first
year of marriage, and Marco had shuttered and opened two restaurants. He had grown fat.
Eric had grown gaunt beneath the lights of the architecture firm. I had started to bald.
Gabriel looked the same, though his eyes were distracted and he grabbed at his bathing suit
as though his phone were always ringing.
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When we gathered our things, we held and pinched our foreheads to quell our
headaches. We had eaten nothing all day, drank little aside from rum and beer and a few
melted ice cubes from Gabriel’s small cooler. Though we didn’t acknowledge our headaches
to the group for fear of ruining the levity and showing our age. We hid our discomforts like
weaknesses, even though we had all cried with each other, smelled each other’s farts,
cuddled on a couch after a long night. It was three in the afternoon. We had passed five
hours on the beach. We were red and dizzy. The top of my head itched terribly.
As we stepped into the shade of the apartment, we silently broke to different rooms.
We all wanted the main bathroom but we wordlessly let Eric take it. Marco took the half
bath, Gabriel went to the outdoor shower and I went to the kitchen, where I put my head
beneath the faucet and drank until I felt bloated. I went out to the balcony where Gabriel
was naked beneath the water. The balcony’s perimeter was lined with bamboo matting so
visiting tourists from the main streets couldn’t see. Gabriel’s bathing suit was in a pile at his
feet. He moved aside and I went beneath the water, too. This was nothing strange for us.
Marco and I shared Eric’s couch for a month. Gabriel stepped out from the shower and took
one of the towels hanging over the bamboo. He tucked it beneath his small belly. He had
changed.
Someone turned on good music and I could hear the suck of the refrigerator door
opening and closing. When I stepped out from the water, Marco and Gabriel were setting up
a small feast to tide us over until dinner. Eric had found a seasonal restaurant that turned
into a nightclub at eleven. Over drinks before this weekend, we all alluded to the draw of a
one night stand. We had examined every angle of this weekend for months, so excited to
have uninterrupted time with each other, so aware how much we wanted this cavity of
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time. Inevitably, among the discussion, women came up, and how they would be in this
small vacation town, and how we were all still good looking and how we all had wives or
girlfriends. And the more we talked about it the more we knew that we wanted one of us to
cheat on our spouse because we all wanted to but didn’t want to be the one to do it.
Gabriel handed me the towel he used as I stood at the edge of the tile floor. He had
changed into a post beach outfit and so had Marco. They looked beautiful, Marco in flowy
linen pants and no shirt with an egregious gold chain heavy and loose around his neck. And
Gabriel had fully embraced the look of having just come from a gym. His shirt and shorts
shouted their logos in bold, bright font and were as pressed as a wedding suit.
Eric and I were sharing a room. His suitcase was on the only chair in the room. It
was gaping open and was a mass of half grabbed clothing, serums and scents. Mine was in
the closet but it was not much more orderly, only I had hung most of the clothing I brought,
which took up most of the hangers in the closet. I removed my wet bathing suit, hung it off
the chair and chose out the thin cotton robe covered with hummingbirds dipping their
beaks into floating clouds of pink and yellow zinnias. As I left the room, I noticed the
bathing suit dripping on the floor so I tossed the towel beneath it to soak up the wet.
There were a line of four shot glasses on the counter next to the spread of fruits,
cheeses, olives and crackers. Gabriel was sucking butter off his finger. Then Marco called
for us and we walked to the bathroom. Eric was passed out on the toilet, his head back on
the mirror, his mouth wide and lips chapped. He looked like he had just been exhumed
from a pile of salt. Marco was already running a cold bath and I went over and lifted Eric’s
eyelids. His eyes were unfocused but as I prodded him a small smile began. Gabriel and I
lifted him and put him in the bath while Marco went to get ice cubes.
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The bath was massive, big enough for three of us and Eric kept slipping beneath the
surface, so Gabriel climbed in in his clothing and they sat there together, Gabriel pouring
water over Eric’s head like a baby. He started to push Gabriel’s hand away in slow motion.
We were all still drunk and I hadn’t realized how much until I watched Eric move at half
speed. He dipped beneath the surface and came up spitting water. Then his eyes shot open
and he shouted to Marco to make the music louder. Then he went beneath the water and
Gabriel, Marco and I watched as he closed and opened his eyes. He breached violently
through the water and shouted fuck, cold, give me a drink. Marco had brought the shot
glasses into the bathroom with him. They were filled with mezcal, Eric’s favorite type of
tequila. It was smokey and acidic and as we all took them they brought us back to life,
especially Eric who was now alone in the bathtub and swinging his bathing suit around by
its string. He pushed up from the tub as we all ran from the bathroom.
When Eric came out of our room, he was wearing a gold track suit with a silver
stripe down the side. Marco and Gabriel were in the middle of a discussion about the
commodification of happiness. Marco had come from Cuba when he was six years old, on a
small liferaft with his family. He had little time for what he called the excesses of modern
feeling. He was the only non Jew of the four of us and addressing this gulf had been a long
and storied part of our friendship. We had settled in our early twenties, after many nights
of returning to our apartments, in overlapping conversations in pairs or threes, that our
preconceptions about one another were the only matter to overcome. Once we accepted
that we were products of our upbringings, all input with little choice in the matter, it
opened us up as friends and we moved quickly forward into a place of mutual exploration.
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Eric poured four more shots. We took them without wincing this time and I told Eric
he had to drink more water and eat something. It had been over a year since we had drank
this much either alone or together. Eric disappeared for a moment and returned with a
small glass vile with a few hundred dollars of cocaine inside. Cocaine was his drug of choice
while mine and Gabriels was weed. Marco rarely joined in either, choosing to see it as a
frivolity of the generation that came from great wealth. This too resulted in fights early in
our friendship, the swift and clear judgment as Eric cut a line on his coffee table and the
unspoken shame Marco projected on us. But that too was a thing of the past, a footnote of
difference that had disappeared with the years. Marco took the first line and we followed
suit. Then we took another shot of mezcal, went out onto the porch where we discussed the
fleeting happiness of drugs while taking them, eventually each of us peeling off one at a
time to shower and change for dinner.
By the time we stepped onto the busy sidewalk, the coke was half gone and our eyes
were shot through with red river delta veins. We were magnificent. It was always our
clothing that most delighted and confused the world. We dressed in bright colors, wore
high pants and tight pants, opened our shirts to our navels and smelled of tea rose,
lavender, bergamot, musk, brandy, sandalwood. We were fiercely independent when it
came to style but had at some point agreed that we lived somewhere in the tapestry of
Nathan Lane in The Birdcage and Stanley Tucci in anything. As we walked down the street,
men and women turned at their tables and followed us with their eyes. We flounced and
bickered, we shoved each other into open shop doors and bit the air at pretty women. In
the city, Gabriel and Eric had explored holding hands. It was a few years ago, after Eric read
an article about young Japanese men holding hands. Then he went to Japan to see, because
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that is how Eric is, and he confirmed its authenticity. They tried it and then I did, too, with
Eric and Marco and Gabriel, we all tried it separately and together, and it lasted a few
weeks but ultimately felt hollow and unnecessary. It felt romantic and I never grew used to
the sweat of a man’s hand, the size, that it was attached to my friend. That is what holding
hands is in this country and as we concluded so many years before we cannot escape our
environment or its imprints upon us.
Dinner was four blocks down Main Street then through an alley between elegant,
sun faded clapboard buildings, between smokestacks and garbage bins. The Shore Club
read Gabriel with more judgment than expectation as we came up to the door. The large
brass handle was like a rolling pin and the glass of the door was blocked by a bolt of
sumptuous blue velvet. Once inside, the smell of browned butter and flakey white fish
enveloped us like shvitz steam. The wooden floors were like brown butter, too, and there
were only eight tables, seven of them already occupied. Ours sat in the middle of the
restaurant. Seeing this, I was embarrassed and didn’t want us to ruin everyone else’s
dinners. We had already been the scene of Main Street and now we entered this designedly
quiet hole in the wall as though blown in by a storm, deposited in the doorway like four
Alices drunk and drugged. The people here were that mix of wealthy and citified who all
look like the same person at different points in their lives. I approached the hostess and
asked if there was a back room but she said no, already wary of our temperament, and
brought us to the table. It sat beneath its own large, domed spotlight that was too hot. We
all immediately removed our outer layers and rolled up our sleeves. Our shirts, already
opened wide, were essentially two pieces of fabric joined by a button. It was the type of
table a restaurant owner knew would command the most money because it was meant to
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be in the back room but instead was in the middle of everything. It was a very cosmopolitan
decision. And we were the type of patrons restaurants love. The table was meant for those
who wish to be seen and to arouse in the other diners a whiff of acrimony and longing at
the unrestrained good time of young, wealthy people. Though none of us was particularly
wealthy, we knew what wealth looked and felt like and we mimed it well. Eric pushed his
chair back and spread his legs like he was in an easy chair. Then he shifted, stood up and
went to the bathroom, no doubt to do another line. Gabriel had arranged before the dinner
for a bottle of dry, bubbly Lambrusco and the waiter, a crisply dressed local with a surfer’s
tan, was pouring us our first round. Then, whether to drown us out or signal to the rest of
the diners that it was time to leave and make room for the later crowd, the volume of the
music was raised.
Over the course of the appetizers and the second round of drinks, the tables around
us cleared and filled with younger New Yorkers, all red and bronze from the sun and ready
to make expensive, muddled memories. When Marco and I stepped outside for a cigarette, a
small line of people had formed down the side of the building. A grease stained chef from
the year-round chinese restaurant next door was squatting against the wall on the other
side of the alley, a few feet behind and opposite the last person in line. He was smoking so
we went over and asked him for a light and after we gave him back his lighter we leaned on
the wall next to him, trying to project benignity and accessibility, like this was a natural
assemblage and we were bounded by bad habit. Within a minute of us standing over him,
he stubbed out his unfinished cigarette and walked back inside.
With a last sip of smoke, we walked past the line toward the door and were ushered
in without wait. This is one of the many traits of a good bouncer, a big white man who
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appeared since we sat down from the big black sky. Inside, Eric was dancing on his chair
and Gabriel was hunched over his phone. The music was blistering now and all across the
tables were half eaten or untouched entrees of fish, clams and oysters, so many dead
animals made to watch. Everyone was drinking, milling between the tables, up on their
own chairs. Marco and I had always felt a bit of shame at these grand displays, Marco
making me see their inanity. A round of beers had been ordered to the table and I
contented myself to drink one while watching Gabriel make eyes at a woman who looked
exactly like his wife. At Eric’s urging, we danced on the chairs with him. Then he took his
shirt off and swung it around not unlike his bathing suit from a few hours before. In an
instant the hostess was over and looking up at him, asking to put it back on with that mix of
deference and irritation. A final bottle of champagne was brought to the table, this time
with a sparkler. Eric grabbed it out of the waiter’s hand and pretended to put it to his
mouth but instead poured it over his head. Gabriel, who was leaning over his wife’s
lookalike saw this and also saw the hostess stalking over again. He broke from the
doppelganger and cut through the small crowd to the hostess before she could get to Eric,
Gabriel’s credit card extended with a promise to leave. Marco had wrapped Eric in a bear
hug and sat him down and managed to button his shirt halfway and put his jacket on.
Gabriel was back with the woman, kissing her now with one eye on the table. When the
waiter brought back the check, he broke it off with her and we all exited the restaurant.
I held Eric up on one side and Marco had him on the other. Gabriel stopped to talk to
the bouncer, whom it turned out he knew from the city, and we propped Eric between us as
we smoked another cigarette. It was then, as Marco and I stood holding Eric, his head
lolling between us, that he asked for my cigarette. I gave it to him and he threw it to the
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ground and grabbed my face. Joshy, he said, his eyes crossing and uncrossing as he tried to
focus. His breath was hot and wet and sticky and his lips were dry. We had been friends the
longest of all of us. I was drunk, too, and everything was happening in slow motion as it had
in the bath. With Marco looking at the line outside, Eric kissed the side of my mouth,
somewhere between my nose and cheek. Marco inhaled deeply and tossed his cigarette to
the side before taking Eric by the shoulders and pulling him back. It was an aggressive
gesture that threw Eric’s head forward. Eric stumbled into me and we fell down together.
The bouncer leaned from his place at the head of the line and shouted to us that we needed
to leave so Marco and Gabriel pulled us up, covered in back alley stink and ready to drink
more.
The walk home is a blur but the night comes back into view at the apartment, which
was thankfully the only apartment in the building. The only other tenant was below us, a
breakfast spot that we would stumble into the following morning, where none of us would
say much to each other. Marco fished the rest of the coke out of Eric’s pocket and he and
Gabriel were cutting lines on the kitchen table. Gabriel wanted to go back to the restaurant
to find the girl but also told us that he had given her our address. That’s when Eric called
out from the couch that it was bullshit he had invited her back. The rest of us were seated
around the small kitchen table. Marco turned the music on and Eric perked up. He walked
over and sat on my lap and draped himself over me. He was sweating, we were all sweating
and wishing we had a pool. The beach was too much effort. Instead, we went onto the
balcony and took turns beneath the shower head in various states of undress. Eric seemed
to regain some of his equilibrium and was drinking beer with the rest of us now.
It was approaching three in the morning and we were all starting to list downward
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off the chairs and onto the balcony’s cement floor. Gabriel had disappeared downstairs to
be with the lookalike. The cigarettes ran out. Marco crushed the pack, threw it onto the
street and kissed us both on the cheek before going to bed. My nose felt like it had been
hollowed out by a melon baller and the grey drip of cocaine stained the back of my throat.
We had all been here many times before. No drink or drug held any potency once this point
in a night was reached. Our bodies accepted no new stimuli and wanted only for water and
sleep. Our largest wisdom this weekend was to tell our girlfriends and spouses we wouldn’t
be home until late Sunday night, giving us the time to pull the crusted and husky pieces of
ourselves together again, to rehydrate and reconstitute ourselves before going back to our
regular programming. But this time of night, when nothing from the outside world can
move us, no drug or event, it invites a small euphoric puddle of adrenaline that looks
backwards, at the night, picking out shards and examining them beneath a mind’s eye
cleaned with bleachy cocaine. Eric stood from his chair and leaned his chest on the top of
the bamboo matting, looking out toward the ocean, a faint blue mirage beneath the clouded
sky. The matting was sharp and thin but he stayed pressed against it, his bare chest taking
the brunt of the force. Eric. He flipped his head toward me, leaning it against his folded arm.
His eyes were contented and he had a small, tired smile. This was good he said. Then he
stood and revealed across his chest a small line of blood, tiny dots in a row, some of which
started to flow toward his stomach. Tsk, tsk I said as I went in and out of focus. No tattoo

for the Jew. He looked down and slowly lifted his hand to his chest. He dragged a finger
across the dozen little wounds, carrying the blood across his nipple and dropping his hand.

Touch it he said as he moved toward me but instead I went for the warm beer next to me.
Then he took me by the hair and said Touch it, dick and I swiped at his arm. I weighed more
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than him. He grabbed my head again but this time pulled me toward him. I felt the blood
from his stomach on my face and this time I pushed him harder. He fell backward into the
chair, grabbing the top of the matting and cutting his hand. He pulled himself from the chair
and went to the shower. I went over, too, and as I approached he pushed me against the
wall and kissed me, but only for a moment before I locked his head between my armpit and
the side of my body. I held him there and he was laughing and hitting me so I let him go and
he fell to the floor. The water was running, he was bleeding. He looked at me and his laugh
changed to a disappointment I had never imagined on a friend. I went back to the chair, sat
down and took the beer again. He walked inside and left the shower running. I washed the
blood off my face and passed out on the couch.
I woke to the light flooding in through the open door. A cloud of gnats hovered
above the empty bottles and congealed cheese plate on the kitchen table. I could hear the
hiss of shoes in the building stairwell. The door clicked open and Gabriel came in holding
his jacket in his hand. He did not see me and pulled a glass of water and drank deeply, then
another. I stuck my head above the couch and he walked over to the easy chair across the
living room. He pinched his eyes with his fingers then opened them and said Is that blood? I
touched my face. There. He pointed at the couch. I pulled back from the couch then stood.
There was blood everywhere. I looked at my body but couldn’t find it until I checked my
elbow. I must have rubbed my arm against the stucco siding of the building as I wrestled
Eric to the ground. The wound was still open and I had been rubbing it against the white
couch all night. Eric tried to kiss me last night. Gabriel looked up as he finished the glass of
water. Did kiss me. He shrugged as he finished the glass as though to say what of it. Good he

got one more time in. I thought how if anyone shouldn’t be saying that it was Gabriel. He
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stood and walked to the freezer. I sat back down on the couch. He reached in but seemed to
be struggling until he produced a small bottle of tequila. Hair of the dog he said and unstuck
two of the shot glasses from the countertop. He brought one to me. Did you kiss him back? I
shook my head. You should’ve. He read my surprise. You thought you were just friends, that

this was all just friendship. I mean, it is, but also, it isn’t? He searched his pocket for his
wedding ring, patting and sliding. Nothing’s as it appears. Then he removed his shirt and
walked over to the bottle and held it up as an offer but I declined. He poured two more for
himself. Was he upset? Was he upset. I couldn’t remember, not at that moment. I don’t see

myself kissing him back so I would assume so. I would assume I slept on the couch for a
reason. At this point, Marco came out of his room. He was in a towel. His eyeliner was
smudged. You’ve got something, mijo said Gabriel. Marco gave Gabriel a weak middle finger
then looked at the couch. Did you get into a fight? he asked. The blood really was bad. It
was in random, dribbling arcs. It was brown. It seems so I said.
Gabriel kept drinking, Marco went into the bathroom and I went into my room.
Eric’s white noise machine enveloped the air and the blackout shades were down. It was
cold, too. Eric would be asleep for another few hours. My head was split and I wanted to
crawl into my bed but I gathered my things and brought them outside in a stupid and
inefficient pile. I tossed them in the middle of the living room, grabbed my towel and
waited for Marco to come out of the bathroom. By now my stomach was all waves of my
own making, sour as bad pickles, ready to empty itself into the nearest toilet. The shower
was off but Marco was still inside but I couldn’t hold it any longer so I opened the door,
pushed him aside and sat on the toilet. This is love he said, unperturbed, watching me
through the heavy steam as he flossed his teeth. You and Eric fuck last night or what? A gas
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bubble passed through my stomach and into my small intestine, making my toes curl in
pain. Why does everyone keep asking that.
Marco left and I showered for twenty minutes, until the hot water ran cold. I
remembered the cold of the shower only a few hours before, Eric trying to kiss me and then
he was on the floor. I tried to focus my thoughts on our past, if I had ever done anything to
make him think I was interested. If he had ever done anything to make me think he would
be interested. Yes and no. It was love, lust, time.
When I got out of the shower, Eric was sitting on the couch in pants and no shirt.
Across his chest was the line of dried red dots. They looked like pink brail. He had a shot in
his hand and so did the rest of them so I took one with them. We all got dressed and
showered. Everything was normal through breakfast, which was really lunch. We talked
about the night but no one brought up the kiss, not the one in the alley and Eric didn’t bring
up the one on the balcony. There was a tension in the air but it was only between Eric and
me. We had been in every possible situation two friends could be in together until last
night.
Gabriel drove us all back to the city. Eric sat in the front seat. Slowly, the night came
back to us. Gabriel told us about the girl and Marco told us that he hadn’t really lost the rest
of the coke but that he did it throughout the night without us. We weren’t taking turns or
anything but neither Eric nor I said anything about the night that wasn’t about the group. I
couldn't see his eyes because I was sitting in the seat behind him. I felt bad for what
happened but didn’t know why. When we all got back to the city, Gabriel dropped us at the
subway but I made up an excuse to stay uptown. I went to a diner and sat there, looking at
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pictures as they popped up from the weekend. The car ride there, the apartment, the beach,
drinks, dinner, the alley, the bouncer, and then there was a gap until that morning.

Names
Nanny and my mother are setting the Sabbath table with the china whose red and
gold pattern looks like penises and swords, penises and swords. They cinched the frilly
white napkins in the gold napkin rings that I’m always playing with, which my parents ry to
wrestle from me after I drop them on the floor but they can’t reach because the table’s too
wide. Sometimes I’ll open the napkin ring drawer when they’re not home but Nanny’s
home and she’ll hear the clicking: dogs on wheels, wooden rings with fake jewels, gold
rings, silver rings, yellow taxis with their doors blown off, forks twisted into circles- and I’ll
hear her shout from upstairs or my father’s office, Your parents say stop that. Her powers
over me are vast but so is the house. It’s easy for me to make my own small troubles.
The table comfortably seats twelve fat men but tonight we’ll have eight regular
people. Though I don’t know what Rabbi Voorhand looks like but he’s a rabbi so I have a
good guess. The candles are burning on their silver plate and the kitchen air is wet with
soup and meat so I’ve put myself behind the living room couch next to the wall, where I can
listen to the clicking of the automatic timers, small countdown clocks that plug into the wall
that turn off the lamps at a designated time. It’s one of the many workarounds Jews employ
on the Sabbath, this one for the pleasures of steady light.
I am eight years old, that sudden age when thoughts start to hold weight but still
young enough that my parents see me as unaware and in this way I am in training to catch
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the gossip as it falls from their mouths. My father’s partner in his surgery practice is broke
and he is considering a takeover. Also, this from last Friday night when it was just the three
of us, Rabbi Voorhand is famously captivating, he draws a spell upon the witting. He knows
people’s salaries, their family trees like they are outside his window. He knows what bank
they use and can summon donations like waiters. My mother said this and to this my father
leaned back in his chair and drained the last of his glass of wine. I look forward to being

wooed by a professional.
Also coming to the meal tonight are my cousins, the Cohens. We are the Klappers
and I only recently dissected the maternal-paternal surname mystery. Uncle Abe is my
mother’s brother. His wife is Aunt Barbara and their two daughters are Leena and Deena.
Leena is ten and Deena is fourteen. We’re close because we see each other at synagogue but
they don’t come over very often. I think my mother is embarrassed of them, I know she is.
This also gleaned from the discussion around the Sabbath table. And if I’m not there I’m in
the living room, behind the couch, playing with the Sabbath timers, out of sight but within
earshot. My cousins have lived in this town a lot longer than most people, in a small house
surrounded by newer, larger houses. They drive older cars, don’t dress in the latest
fashions. There’s always a stack of cake and cookie boxes from Butterflake Bakery on their
counter and liters of orange and green soda in their fridge. They have a snack drawer. We
have a napkin ring drawer.
It always starts as a single voice, excited to be finished with the week then another
excoriating the rabbi, because that is what one does when out of his earshot. Another voice
responds and then like raindrops the voices of the men walking home from synagogue fill
the streets of Copperfield. Their voices are haughty, sincere, incredulous, and their patent
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leather shoes fall like kings on the pavement laid for Wall Street scions a hundred years
before. Kings marching toward their mansions, some of which still stand today, but most
have been razed, spliced into smaller pieces of land for smaller houses decades ago only to
be purchased two or three at a time now for new mansions, like grabbing a bunch of carrot
stems and yanking them up at once. Cycles. We are in the boom times, when it’s good to be
a Jew. Children run ahead of their fathers making plans for Saturday afternoon. I’m not old
enough yet, or my mother likes to keep me home because I’m the only child after what I
assume were other attempts, since everyone here has at least three children and
Copperfield is a place where all are one politically, economically, socially. My father’s voice
I can pick out from the crowd. It is like an oboe, sweet and high, as measured and still as his
magic hands that pick through the grey and pink matter of Copperfield’s brains. If it worked
that way, my father would know everyone’s thoughts.
I stop my slithering and prop my head on the sill. On the street in front of our home
are six still figures. My father, Abe and Barbara, Deena and Leena. They are backlit by the
sodium light the whole block wants removed. Its ochre glow clashes with their uplit trees.
Boom times.
The sixth must be Rabbi Voorhand. I strain my eyes but can’t see much. Everyone
seems to be gathered around him, arrested in the silence of an anticipated punchline. Then
the scene breaks into movement, mouths gape with laughter, my father’s hand finds the
rabbi’s shoulder, leading him up the path to where my mother waits in the open doorway.
Both the rabbi and my mother are now backlit, he by the streetlamp, she by the house
lamps. Then all is visible as the crowd gathers in the foyer which is double height with
black and white marble floors and a flirty staircase that leads to the upstairs, so inviting but
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so restricted, its curved wood coiling out of sight into the darkness. Downstairs is where
this night will unfold, this joyous, rare night of company in our large and almost empty
home, and the famous Rabbi Voorhand, master of solicitation, bequeather of praise,
sequesterer of funds for the downtrodden. What better place to make a Jew feel badly
about not giving enough charity than in their own palace, while they sit in their own
throne?
I poke out from the living room, my clothing in disarray from rubbing around on the
carpet. I look like I’ve been electrocuted. When Deena and Leena scoop me up I shock them
with static. We all reel back from one another, a great bright pop between us. We look at
each other and they come back to me slowly then scoop me up again and we hug because
unlike my mother and father I am not ashamed of them. They have a snack drawer. Yet still
I know at this tender age that for no effort of my own I am up here and they are down
there, somewhere darker, cozier, like a rabbit’s warren. My mother takes me by the arm
and leads me to the rabbi, who would probably still be heaping tin praise on her if she
hadn’t come to get me.

This is Joel my mother says, placing me in front of her. I am even more disheveled
now. My shirt is untucked from my Sabbath pants and my small sweater vest is pinching
my throat. I can only see the rabbi’s hands as they reach down and smooth my hair,
straighten my vest, do everything but tuck in my shirt.

A little mitzvah man says a voice from above.
I haven’t been able to see anything since my mother pulled me over because Rabbi
Voorhand is wearing a gold bekishe coat. The cloth is gold and it is laced with tangles of
shiny gold thread. He is blinding. He smells spicy and clean at the same time, like ten
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showers going at once and all the soap in the world. He straightens up and my father asks

Rabbi, may I take your coat? I have never seen my father take someone’s coat. The Cohens
have moved into the living room, where Nanny has put out a small collection of appetizers.
Nanny typically does not work on Shabbos but Mommy has asked her to stay.
Like an English valet I have seen on Mommy’s dramas, my father places his hands on
the rabbi’s shoulders as the rabbi unties his belt. The bekishe coat is removed in one
balletic motion and my father continues to hold it by the shoulders like there’s still a person
inside. Revealed is a plain black suit with a white shirt and an expensive looking yet muted
tie. I can see now that he has blue eyes that make summer look like rain. His skin is golden
going on pancake brown and he has the hard paunch of a confident man. What remains like
a live peacock is his hat. It is like nothing I have seen, though neither was the bekishe coat.
It is blue velvet or something of the sort. It catches the light and turns from black to inky
blue to green to sun white. It puts me in a small trance. He is speaking over me to my
mother, the Cohens are indulging in the food in the living room, my father is now over at
the closet, holding the bekishe coat with one hand, pushing all of our coats to one side as
though if they touched it would sap the rabbi’s coat of its power. He closes the door and
with it goes half the room’s light.

This hat, it is a very special hat. My father is back and he and my mother are forming
a right angle around the rabbi with me in the middle. No one asked him about the hat but
here it comes. It comes from the hattier who has made the hats for many great Hassidic

dynasties. The Maggid of Mezritch wore a hat just like this one, though he was a bit more
reserved, this was around the time of the great pogroms, you understand. I myself had the
great fortune to run into the Bialeh Rebbe’s great grandson while purchasing this very hat.
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A hattier. One might think it is a menial task, not like a, a, a surgeon of the brain. Surely a
hattier cannot afford such a beautiful home as this. But he is, in my humble opinion, on the
same level as the scribe who crafts our tefillin. For do they not both go on ones head? Do
they not both remind us of God’s presence?
Then you would put a yarmulkeh on the same spiritual level as tefillin? My father. It
is his curiosity that I have inherited. He puts it to someone immediately and always. He
works through the question and hooks the other party so they have no way of escape until
he supplies his answer.

Surely some poetic license is allowed, Dr. Klapper. Most certainly in the presence of
a young boy such as Joel.
My father smiles, clearly disappointed with the response. The rabbi had removed his
hat during his monologue about the hat and my father takes it now and walks it down the
hall to his office, where all important things are stored.
Mommy excuses herself but not before showing the rabbi the living room. She puts
her hand on my head and leaves without a word to help tend to the needs of the kitchen.
The rabbi is clearly not used to standing alone, as well as with an eight year old boy. He
looks toward the living room then into the dining room which has been to our left this
whole time, and seems to nod in approval, as though that is where battle occurs and the
living room is not in his plan. Then he looks at me and his face is no longer lit by excitement
but dark and for a moment he looks very tired. But he spreads a smile and cups my chin
then pats my cheek then pinches my cheek then twists then pinches and smacks my cheek.
I flinch at the sudden pain and push his hand away at which the rabbi chuckles. After a beat,
the rabbi turns and walks the three steps into the living room. I watch him sit in one of the
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uncomfortable chairs whose straight back is needlepointed with red, yellow and blue
flamingoes lost in a bramble.
The rabbi’s singular purpose becomes more apparent the longer he sits with my
cousins. I have positioned myself on the floor between Deena and Leena, who are sitting on
the deep green loveseat that is the perfect size and my favorite spot for napping. The rabbi
is seated nearer to Uncle Abe and Aunt Barbara and Uncle Abe is talking about the political
upheaval in Israel, gesticulating with a radish whose tip he has just bitten off. There is a
gouge in the hummus from the radish, which has also deposited itself in the elbow of Abe’s
lips. The rabbi is a good listener. He nods and says names of people I don’t know, seems to
toe the political line, assuaging Uncle Abe and the occasional comment from Aunt Barbara,
to whom he is much more receptive and cordial, though the whole interaction lacks the
cloying fawn of the one in the foyer.
Strictly speaking, a Jew isn’t allowed to solicit money on Shabbos, to speak of money
in any real way, so the rabbi must make an impression without impressing upon anyone to
fetch a checkbook. I know this because we have many seasoned beggars in Copperfield.
Half the time I open the door, it’s a beggar asking if my father or mother are home. They
lack all tact and have one plainspoken goal- to raise money for this family whose father is ill
or that child who’s come down with this or that. They are abrasive and disheveled but
honest. Yet I can’t imagine just by their clothes alone that they raise anywhere near what
the rabbi raises for, I’m actually not sure what he raises money for. But he clearly does a
better job at it. Beggars don’t stroke egos. A person’s favorite word is their own name.
Rabbi Voorhand has said my father’s name, Henry, twelve times, my mother’s name
nineteen times and mine four. He hasn’t said Abe or Barbara’s name more than once, to say
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nothing of Leena and Deena, who are now playing a card game behind me. They ask if I
want to join but I wave them away as though I’m watching a good movie.
Then the conversation turns toward the rabbi’s work and he says that he raises
money for orphanages, hospitals, yeshivas and women’s seminaries, mostly in Israel,
Russia, Poland and sometimes the US, though the US has plenty of advocates so he much
prefers to use his time advocating for the more isolated, forgotten Jewish communities of
‘the Levant’ and ‘the homeland where us Landsmen were incubated’. When he says they
have advocates, is he talking about the beggars? Are there more than just those here in
Copperfield? Are there thousands of them across America? How many of them equal one
Rabbi Voorhand?
My father returns with his jacket removed and invites us into the dining room. The
rabbi is seated next to my father with my mother on his other side opposite the rabbi. After
some polite chatter, the rabbi leads us in a meandering kiddush. We wash, we sit, my father
cuts the challah which is passed in silence around the table. As soon as she bites into her
slice, Aunt Barbara asks from a mile away, so far down the table the Cohens may as well
still be in the living room, And your wife, she doesn’t mind you being gone so long, so often?

I miss my wife every moment of every day. Almost as much as I miss my eight
beautiful children.
All the more so, a husband should be home with their family. Eight children under
the care of one woman.
The life of a traveling rabbi is one of constant sacrifice. Though I would never
engage in it without the Bialeh Rabbi’s full support.
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Barbara was compressing the crumbs from her plate with her finger and sucking
them off, seemingly unhappy with the rabbi’s answer, mumbling and sucking crumbs.

What are their names? I asked. I was seated to his right, though still with maybe four
feet between us because the table is so large. We were all about four feet away from each
other. It really is an absurd table.

My children’s names? he said as he accepted his soup bowl from Nanny. You want to
know my children’s names? Facing the table with a finger in the air, he said We must
remember, it is the questions of children that build our future. You want to know their
names. There’s Chava and Max, Shloimi and Raizel. Then the rabbi paused for a moment
and looked into his soup, the oddest expression coming over his face, as though he just felt
something in his pants or, just maybe, possibly that he realized in front of seven people
(and one potential donor, no less) that he couldn’t remember the rest of his children’s
names.
Ever the reader of people, my father said Let’s let the rabbi eat his soup before it

gets cold, Joely.
Joely? He hadn’t called me that since I was a toddler. Maybe the rabbi’s quaking
moment made my father love me a little more, that he had his family with him and that the
long hours at the hospital were nothing when you could come home to them every night. Or
maybe he was distracting my mother from the miscarriages she had or maybe he was
showing that he had only one name to remember, such a short, monosyllabic name he
could add a whole other syllable and not even think anything of it because there was only
one of me, so much air around me in this big house, in this big town with all of its people,
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but here I was, crystal clear to him as his eight year old son and there was nothing
confusing about it. Me, Mommy, Nanny. Everything orderly and accounted for.
My mother called Leena and Deena into the kitchen to help bring out the food.
Cornish game hens lolling in apricot sauced platters with bowls of steaming wild rice. Rich
brown brisket marinating in green peppers and fingerling potatoes simmering in rosemary
oil. A kale, spinach and beet salad singeing the air with vinegar. The rabbi and my father
were in quiet discussion and Aunt Barbara and Uncle Abe were busy with their soup,
though they had been whispering, seemingly Uncle Abe assuaging Aunt Barbara about the
rabbi’s travel schedule or how they were all the way at the other end of the table or how
my mother hadn’t kissed her hello. Assumptions all assumptions, but how else can we
infer?
I typically nap on the loveseat at the start of the mains but Mommy shoots me a look
as she sees me get up so instead I sink beneath the table as everyone is talking and eating.
In the dimness, I can see that the rabbi’s foot is close to my mother’s. Hers are extended
surprisingly far in front of her, as are the rabbi’s, with my father’s tucked in and accounted
for. I’m surprised at this display by my mother, who is sort of like a duck now, all society
above but really just like her brother below. The rabbi’s legs are extended in what looks
like a position of ownership, a wide extension with the soles of his shoes still touching the
floor. He is wearing neon pink socks. There it is, his foot touches my mother’s foot. It stays
there. Does he think it’s a part of the table? But there it is, he tests it, and my mother’s shoe
is pliable, her leg gives to the pressure. She pulls back. It could be my father’s foot she
thinks she’s feeling. I turn around and crawl toward the Cohens. Uncle Abe’s practical shoes
are hooked around the legs of his chair and Aunt Barbara’s are swept to one side like she’s
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still upset about being snubbed. And there are Deena’s underpants in front of me. I didn’t
expect to see them but there they are, looking yellow in the dark. I stare for a few seconds
before she moves her legs, closing them and getting up and walking in the direction of the
bathroom. Leena’s feet are dancing.
I spend another few minutes below the table then surface to a busy scene and a full
plate of food. The rabbi looks at me as I rise. I am once again disheveled and he smiles
widely now, no strangeness in his face, nothing there but a sense of delight at seeing me
emerge from a place reserved for children and crumbs. He lifts his napkin off of his lap,
turns to the side and leans over to straightening my yarmulkeh. He slides his knuckles
down my cheek then moves back to his chair. My mother has moved to the far end of the
table, engaged in easy conversation with her brother and sister in law while Deena and
Leena are in the living room lounging on the loveseat. My father returns from the kitchen
with a bottle of scotch. As the door swings back and forth I see Nanny hunched over a plate
of food, shifting it around with her fork then eating it. She looks contented as opposed to
eager to leave. Though she lives elsewhere, getting into her car and going home every night
to a town somewhere, this is her home, too. I suspect she feels that way and it never
seemed that she approached this as a job but rather simply as her life.
After their first drink, the rabbi puts his hand up when my father offers another. The
table has broken up in a way I hadn’t expected. There are empty bottles of wine on the
table and now a bottle of scotch but this wasn’t camaraderie by way of drink, rather a
common sense of challenges and placations, good conversations and points made and met,
countered and respected, miniature battles in good will that led to comfortable quiet. The
rabbi begins a Shabbos song and my father, rarely the singer, joins in. It reaches Uncle Abe,
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who had been only half listening to the conversation between my mother and Aunt Barbara
while working a third piece of orange cake. He stands up from his seat and walks around
the table to my mother’s seat and as he does he touches my head. A lot of touching tonight.
Maybe that’s what a rabbi does. Lowers the guard of everyone involved. Then the rabbi
clopped on the table. It seemed the rabbi had done what is expected of a visiting rabbiincited, recited, cited, all tied in a bow of good cheer and good hope for the future of the
Jews. I do have to admit, there is something singular in the image of a well fed rabbi, like a
big smooth bag of good deeds.
He was drinking another scotch at my father’s insistence, though it didn’t take very
much. As I watched him, I could see a small sweat building around his collar and on his
forehead. Was his shine that of a rich person or a rabbi? Light is light but the source is the
concern. And what if you can’t discern what the source is? That’s Rabbi Voorhand. He
doesn’t look like Rabbi Pupko at synagogue, handing kids their siddurs for bar mitzvahs.
Rabbi Pupko smells like crackers, his hands are papery smooth, he is almost translucent
and his shoes are scuffed and his socks are black. My teachers at school are younger
versions of him. This is the first rabbi I’ve met who looks like a celebrity, who smells like a
rich person, whose shoes look like airplanes flying to Paris, who I can discern something in
his inner workings, a fly plinking around inside this bright bulb.
My father is bright with drink now and leaning toward the rabbi. The mood of the
night has twisted like a corkscrew and is now wholly boisterous. The rabbi has brought this
mood. My parents drink wine and hold dinners occasionally but this was a levity as though
we were on a comforting and ancient Jewish breeze blown halfway around the earth. He
leaned into the rabbi and the rabbi put his hands up and my father persisted, asking him to
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take his money, no doubt. The rabbi said he would be happy to discuss this matter after
Shabbos but for now let us enjoy. They sang one last tune and at the end of the tune
bentchers were passed around, the girls were roused from their full bellied slumber in the
living room and together we prayed, this time uncle Abe leading at my father’s long
overdue insistence.
With only spent tea glasses and stained wineglasses left, Nanny swept a silver
crumb catcher across the white tablecloth. This too was kept in the napkin ring drawer in a
small velvet sheath and inscribed on the inside were the hebrew words for Eat, Be Sated

and Give Thanks. It was my favorite next to the dogs with wheels on them, so nonsensical,
high and low art.
Mommy walked the cousins to the door and hugged each of them. She was also in
high but constrained spirits, as though the rabbi had taken something out of her. My father
was continuing with the rabbi but the rabbi broke off from my father and was saying
goodbye to the cousins as though he had been having meaningful discussion with them all
night.
My mother’s hands were resting on my shoulders now. After my father closed the
door, the rabbi excused himself to the bathroom and my mother went to fetch his hat. My
father was looking through the mail on the parlor table, flipping seriously like he wanted to
leave on a serious note, that he was embarrassed he had become undone from the alcohol,
sorting it into piles that he would open after Shabbos. As the rabbi returned, my father
opened the closet and revealed again the rabbi’s golden coat, which I had somehow
forgotten was in our house. Its light hadn’t diminished during its tenure in the closet. Just
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then, my mother returned with the hat and for a moment he looked like their child,
dressing him for a costume party or a play.

Well he said with a large intake of breath. This has been a beautiful night.
Copperfield is lucky to have such a beautiful family in its quorum. My father shook the
rabbi’s hand fervently which was followed by a bow from the rabbi to my mother.

Walk the rabbi home, Joel.
My mother was looking at me now.

A walk home with the curious little yid. What a wonderful idea.
I felt like a small wave had thrown me over. I had been sitting next to the rabbi all
night and suddenly all of my thoughts felt like they were outside my head. The rabbi
slapped my cheek again and my face went red, though my father was digging a coat out of
the closet for me and my mother was tidying my clothes.

Go, go. He’s staying at the Bergs.
The beginning of Fall seems to match Ashkenazi food best. Expensive cuts of meat
and potatoes in rosemary oil but meat and potatoes nonetheless. Salads heavy as stews,
dark wines and brown liquors. The rabbi looked out of place in the slight cold of the night,
his golden coat reflective and exciting but without much function in the elements. If I were
to ask him why he chose a golden coat, I’m sure he would tell me that it was part of a long
tradition, that it was meant to elevate God’s name, that it was reminiscent of the gold
vessels of the holy temple, anything but the real answer that it along with the hat were
meant to be the brightest light of all. Once, at summer camp, I was holding a flashlight,
spraying my bunkmates with light. Mikey Taub said stop, I can’t see you, who is that? The
guy holding the flashlight can see everyone else but no one can see him.
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The rabbi was strangely silent as we walked. I felt more in control than he did.
Maybe it was because I knew the quiet street so well and felt as comfortable here as if it
were my own backyard. I could knock on any door and would be given a warm meal and a
bed, for the night or a week. Only after two blocks did the rabbi speak.

You have a very nice family.
You never finished your children’s names.
You want to know my children’s names?
I know four- Chava and Max, Shloimi and Raizel.
Do you want siblings?
Do I have a choice in the matter?
You don’t talk like you’re seven.
I’m eight.
Ah. I have an eight year old.
As we passed beneath a street lamp, his face was cast in half shade, his electric eyes
dimmed and the pits beneath them little chalks of black. He looked wrung out before
turning his face to me, catching the light, and once again looking every bit the Rabbi
Voorhand who gets along so well with rich Jews, who does not shame them of their wealth
with torn clothing and slouched back, whose hands aren’t paper dry and whose hair isn’t
threadbare. He looks like them, dresses more flamboyantly than them because it allows
them to give money to someone who looks like them. Like me. I’m part of it, too, my flop of
soft, boyish hair, my little leather tasseled loafers, my pea coat with the loops and clasps
made to look like whale’s bone.
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We reached the Bergs in another few minutes. Their driveway was long, perfect for
sledding in a few months. The rabbi thanked me for walking him, pinched my cheek again,
patted my head. He turned to walk up the driveway and was swallowed by the darkness
while I stood on the street wondering about the rest of his children’s names.
Scandals
He walked the reservoir twice daily, each morning and night inspecting the changing
trees like half remembered faces. When he first arrived in Carbonne, the city’s boulevards
and alleys were almost stifling in their greenery. He missed Greenpointe’s bare tans and
browns and even the community who exiled him.
Some of the locals who sat on the reservoir’s benches took bets on and crafted
stories for the man in the dark coat, black hat and silver beard split like a lizard’s tongue. A

tourist who fell in love with our city but never found his place, offered the most pessimistic
of the three. He was a retired city servant who had lost an eye to a cat when he was
inspecting apartments for lead paint. The one who sat in the middle was bald with large
ears and had been coddled by his mother until her death a few years before. He wagered
the man was homeless and that he had finally come upon a shower and some found clothes,
at which point the one eyed man launched into a rant about social equity. The third, a
woman with arms like bread and a desire for friendship more than intelligent
companionship leaned her chin on her cane and said he was a zealot who had lost his
leader. That he was now fluttering in the wind and had landed in Carbonne by no more
design than the tune of the rustling leaves above their heads. The two men turned and
rather than berating her gave a thoughtful pause in which she expanded her guess. Duped
into a life of servitude by twenty three, fundraising for some svengali or such, and then the
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leader is found out to be a fraud, takes this poor man’s wife for himself, or worse, his
daughter, and absconds with his soul, too. Now, he walks in circles, each a layer of hell, the
trees his only friends. At least he has a judge, said the man in the middle. A panel, said the
other man. The three then settled back into the hard wooden bench and craned toward the
man in black coat and hat to see if by further inspection they could test her hypothesis.
In fact the man’s story was more despicable than anything they could come up with
as, despite their confidences and wisdoms, theirs were local wisdoms and their
imaginations narrow. They along with the rest of the people seated around the reservoir, in
most of Carbonne, had little context outside of the city and its local customs, except when
they, along with thousands of other city dwelling Spaniards, made their way to the coast,
which, after so many trips, proved too hot and onerous and so many stayed put and waited,
as they did now, for autumn to come.
The man’s name was Isaac Lebwhol and for forty years he had been the head rabbi
of a well respected yeshiva in Greenpointe, Brooklyn. While the bench people would have
been curious at his being a Jew, they would have dined for a year on the story of his ousting,
a swift and orchestrated play for power and money that would lead in many ways to his
death.
One Friday afternoon, three men from the community, all relatives of junior rabbis,
levied against Isaac accounts of abuse of all kinds and all decades and all without a witness.
That is, no abusers wanted to step forward and no witnesses either as they all respected
the rabbi too much, feared his power, though as he listened, Isaac thought, What power?
Then he did what he always did, detaching and floating above the conversation, listening
for the truth, which presented itself as a delicate melody which sounded like the men’s only
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means of nullifying the contract he signed years before allowing him control over the
financial and staffing decisions of the yeshiva and in turn control over many families’ lives.
The yeshiva had been founded by a core group of families who in the past decades had
grown quite large and now wanted their due. They had asked three times for his
resignation but he had never seen a reason to stray from his ways or his chair. Enrollment
was high, the coffers under his leadership were full and the building had been paid off only
the year before. What the rabbi did not know, a point against him and his age, was that
Greenpointe’s buildings had become bricks of gold. In truth, it was the community who had
always held the power. They could see him however they pleased. And now they saw him
as a guard against much needed and long prayed for riches. He was not nearly the first
person to be dethroned under the pretense of guilt in hopes of gain, not nearly the first to
decamp to a small town overseas where nobody knew his face. How many planes cut across
how many oceans depositing the wrongly deposed in alien lands?
His face did not help. His split silver beard made him look like so many things to the
students and even the rabbis but mostly it looked intentional and too purposeful, as though
he cared too much about his looks and not enough about them. And despite his plain
clothing he was beautiful, the kind of beauty that does not know itself and avoids mirrors,
that of an actor who retires early to pursue a quiet life while everyone hates him for all the
coin left on the table. It was this beauty and a long habit of stroking his beard with both
hands, such silly chances, that allowed the community to believe he may have done the
things of which he was accused. The mist of time and desire clotted into gossip, leading to a
plan whose origins seemed by then inexorable. There was a vote that Sunday and he was
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finally cast out, though the vote need not have happened. He had decided over the course of
that Sabbath, the first in which he did not attend prayer, to leave Greenpointe forever.
He chose Carbonne because his grandfather had been a Spaniard and as a child he
once accompanied him on a trip there. His grandfather’s family were all dead now and
many were dead then but the small shtiebel where they prayed remained standing, if
slouching, and was shouldered by a skeleton crew of Jews who made the occasional
minyan, whose schedule Isaac still could not penetrate after two months, all for his poor
Spanish, the Spaniards’ ancient, frenetic Hebrew, and their local and religious customs,
which were fevered and foreign versions of what he had practiced his seventy eight years
back home.
With nothing to occupy his days aside from the reservoir and the guess of when the
shtiebel would be open, Isaac walked the local markets where he bought produce and
bread. He read what few texts he brought with him and felt ancient and invisible in his
asceticism. His wife had been the cook and after she died he was able to procure from the
local kosher markets as much prepared food as he pleased, but here he ate only what he
could carry and cut. His apartment was small and well furnished but on the other side of
the reservoir from the shtiebel, as he did not know the city yet when he took the apartment.
The street on which it was situated, in fact all of the side streets of Carbonne, reminded him
of the narrow streets of Jerusalem, where he intended to fly after some amount of time
when the stench of false conviction wore off and he could reconnect with a retired old
colleague or two.
Today, on his walk around the reservoir, he began speaking to himself, outloud in
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Hebrew and English, and the three on the bench took note. His gait was faster and his
posture more erect.

Not the posture of a madman, said the woman, and he smells of bergamot. Some
rabbis could cite the Talmud by heart, some the Torah. Rabbi Lebwhol could do much of
both but he could also remember every name of every student who went through his
yeshiva. And since he had just that morning come out of the depths of his depression after
looking at just the right sunrise, after repeatedly entreating his beloved Evie for help, he
decided to build back up his life and put together the pieces of his defense. Thousands of
boys had come through his yeshiva and now each name was on his lips as sure as a prayer.
He started in 1972 and moved forward face by face, year by year, through each class of fifty
or sixty bochers. And as he circled the water he thought about each boy and how he had
done nothing of which he was accused. Yes, he touched them but with a loving hand or
embrace, a pat on the shoulder. And yes, he had been harsh, but his methods were nothing
compared to those of his rabbis. As he continued into 1991, his mind became cloudy as he
grew more angry with himself, at how he had folded so quickly in front of the accusers.
Then he remembered the moment in which he entered his house that Friday of the
accusations, in the middle of the school day, well before the Sabbath, and Evie was not
there again, the stove was still cold, the garbage full, his mind in disarray and finally his life
empty of children, of Evie, of his students, of life. Then he smiled at the idea of her grabbing
her coat and storming into the yeshiva. And if the men were not there she would have
stalked the whole town until she found them. She would have held a meeting in the
synagogue and asked the accusers to stand and state their claim. Someone would have
shouted that this was unfair to the victims to make them replay their traumas but Evie
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would have risen higher and said what fairness was there in killing her husband’s
reputation and confidence and purpose if there was no evidence for which to apologize. He
had learned nothing from her confidence and so he stooped his shoulders once more and
stopped recounting the names and for the first time sat on a bench just two away from the
two men and the woman, apologizing to Evie and wanting to go somewhere to think and to
cry, to the shtiebel where he could clear his mind and lose himself in Torah and thoughts of
the good past.
He rose and walked within inches of the three on their bench and after twenty
minutes along the main boulevard and then a few turns into the small streets where Jews
once lived in great numbers, occupying grand apartments and commanding fleets of ships
that crossed oceans, Isaac reached the shtiebel and was prepared to pound the door but it
fell easily beneath his fist. Inside were a dozen women in all types of clothing, some clearly
religious and others clearly now and they were being lectured to in a rolling and easy
Spanish by a dark, middle aged woman with strong, gesticulating hands, short fingernails,
large brown eyes and a hereditary confidence that did not rely on language but presence
alone. Isaac was caught short at the full room but she saw him and waved him to sit down
in the back. Isaac made to turn into the street but she motioned him over again, this time
with a smile, and so he took a seat in the back of the small room in one of the pews that
shook on the stone floor as he sat down. His shoes hissed and one woman turned around to
look at him but that was it. For an hour he sat there trying to understand what she was
discussing but could make out no more than a few biblical names and possibly some
ancient towns. She was a dynamic teacher, thought Isaac, moving around the room, raising
and lowering her voice, putting her hands on theirs, touching their hands to her heart. Her
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words and her movements were perfume, burnt offerings to God, and soon Isaac found
himself mesmerized and when she came close to him, to the young woman sitting in front
him, he wanted her to touch him. She smelled of tea rose and warm ocean wind and he
closed his eyes and whispered Evie and when he opened them she was back at the front of
the class behind the lectern.
When the class was over, he stayed seated in the back corner of the back row and
was ignored by the women though not in an aggressive way. The teacher passed him within
the throng of the class, and with the last swing of the door, the room which had been
swirling was now silent, its breath settling to the floor around his black leather shoes and
he was alone. After the sound of their voices moved down the street and all he could hear
were the mosquito engines of scooters, he took a Talmud from the shelf in the back but
kept it closed on his lap and instead began reciting the names of the class of 1992. As head
rabbi, he chose to teach a class each year, typically the second highest track, as he always
wanted the junior rabbis to know there was a higher place for them there. He knew he had
never touched any of them inappropriately. Though he also knew the community made
assumptions about his childless family, his looks, his style of teaching, which was warmth
and kindness and intensity that could border on anger. He had been snapped with piano
wire by his rabbis and had never brought as much as a pencil down on a boy’s hand, though
he had grabbed them and shoved them from class, had railed against parents who allowed
their children to roam the street, had kicked out more boys than he had realized. As he
moved through 1992 and into 1993, he began questioning himself but there was nothing to
question, at least this is what he heard Evie say. He was the head of something, period, she
would have said. That was all one needed to invite calumny.
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Soon he fell asleep in the quiet and stuffy room and awoke what felt like a minute
later to a rough shaking. He recognized the face as that of the gabbai. No sleeping here he
said in a rough Hebrew. The rabbi started answering but nodded instead. It was six pm by
his watch and afternoon services should start in a few minutes, though if they all exited the
room it wouldn’t have surprised him either. He had a suspicion there was another minyan
at someone’s apartment but could never manage to find where. He could not help thinking
they knew about him and his story and that was why they had never warmed to him. Isaac
opened the Talmud more out of habit than intent when a man in his fifties said his name.

Rabbi Lebwohl. The man’s voice was as astonished as his eyes. Isaac looked up to see a face
grown old and full. As the man said his name, the rabbi made the connection. Alex Graber.
Isaac suddenly realized how long it had been since he spoke English to someone knowing
they would not only understand but reply. Alex extended his hand and the rabbi could feel
in it a cold restraint. Isaac felt walked in on, ridiculous for hiding in this shtiebel, feeling
more guilty than ever. It’s been some time was all he could manage. Alex was dressed in a
tan suit, a button down shirt with the top two buttons open and his brown hair was
combed back and ended in glinting ringlets above his starched collar. His skin was rich with
sun and he had the heft in his cheeks of good alcohol and food. What brings you here Alex
asked with some ill concealed agitation. He had been class of 1987, a decent student, Isaac
remembered, in one of the lower tracks, almost forgettable, though clearly successful now,
at least in business. The rabbi smiled a heavy smile, one brought out by a mourner to make
a visitor more comfortable. Family he offered. And you? asked the rabbi. Work said Alex
quickly and began flipping through the siddur, whose prompts and pages were vastly
different from their prayer books in Brooklyn. There’s business in Carbonne? the rabbi
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asked with sincerity, suddenly feeling light at the prospect of such casual conversation. It
was a city that offered little in the way of investment or business. It was landlocked and,
though populous, there was not much there beyond the cattle fields on the outskirts and
the necessities of a city and its citizens. On my way to Madrid said Alex as he shifted away
from the rabbi and looked toward the front. The gabbai clopped on the bima and the
chazzan began the prayer. As they began, Isaac pulled Alex’s shoulder and asked How did

you find this shtiebel? How did you know when minyan was? but Alex only rolled his finger
that they would speak after.
But Alex walked out before prayers were finished. At the end of the afternoon
prayer are the Eighteen Blessings, during which time one’s shoes are pressed together as
though their shoelaces are tied. Only after reciting these blessings can one separate their
feet and pursue an old student out of a shtiebel. Isaac enjoyed thoroughly the eighteen
blessings, they being the heart of all prayer and the rest serving as the limbs. When he
opened his eyes, he saw Alex’s linen suit flash past him and toward the door. The rabbi
rushed through the ending prayer and went out after Alex. Seeing the woman teach, going
through each name, knowing he had never done what he was accused, listening for Evie’s
words in the misty Carbonne air, seeing Alex’s face that hid none of his shock or derision at
the rabbi’s misdeeds, it all provided him a surge of confidence to go back home to Brooklyn
and not to Israel, to death, but to Brooklyn and life, away from this place that had been a
memory even for his grandfather.
Out on the cobbled street the windows of the airy apartments pressed above Isaac.
He saw Alex turning the corner with a cell phone to his ear, his head now bare of a
yarmulke. He was speaking quickly and walking fast. He turned to look back but did not
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see Isaac walking after him. Isaac had not spoken to anyone from home in months, had left
without a word to anyone. Most people probably thought he was exactly where he was- in a
small town somewhere, hiding with the rest of the old pedophiles. An innocent man does
not flee. And now here was Alex, calling the community to tell them where the rabbi has
chosen to hide in shame. He walked toward the corner now in a flurry of echoing footsteps
and when he turned he saw Alex walking faster still. He followed him at a small distance
and after ten minutes and a maze of turns came upon him leaning with his forearms along a
railing overlooking the Plaza de Colonels. From behind a corner, the rabbi began to close
the gap with the same purpose he felt walking the halls of the yeshiva. Here was his student
and between them lingered a difficult discussion about truth and gossip, power and money,
history and morality. Alex stood up straight and revealed a young woman. The rabbi
stopped and ducked behind a vendor selling cheap silver jewelry. Alex and the young
woman kissed then walked away slowly, as though the whole of Carbonne was theirs. She
wore a white sundress and had the look of a local. Her arm was around Alex’s waist, her
hand hidden beneath his suit jacket. She looked so small next to him, Isaac hadn’t realized
how big Alex had grown. Isaac knew in some absolute way that Alex really did have
business in Madrid but that he was married with children. What Isaac could not figure as he
watched them walk away, as the people of Carbonne swirled around him, was why Alex
went to afternoon prayer. He thought of what Evie would say and what the texts said and of
course no person was purely this or that. Not Alex or himself, nor the men who falsely
accused him. Everyone was everything, there was no such thing as purity, not even angels,
only time and God.
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Isaac walked in distraction back to the shtiebel to retrieve his hat but when he
arrived the doors were already locked. So he walked toward the market and bought an
apple then walked the long boulevard, crowded now with locals commuting home or
disappearing into restaurants then turning out again onto woven tables lining the
sidewalks. Women shook cigarettes from bright little boxes and men flagged waiters with
white aprons. Suddenly the city of his ancestors was full in Isaac’s eyes and he was a
stranger inside the city’s steady rhythm. He walked quickly to the reservoir only to cut in
front of the three on the bench who could not tell where he was going and what was on his
mind.
He was heading back to his small apartment, where he would gather his things and
take a taxi to the airport, where he would catch a connecting flight to Madrid and then
home, where he would clear his name. But it was too late. When he arrived home, the town
remained frozen against him. With the flow of funds already on their way to the families, it
was best to cast him as what they accused him of being, whether for a lawsuit or simply
their own peace of mind. After a few disheartening weeks during which even Evie’s
example from beyond failed him, he sold his apartment and booked a flight to Israel, where
he milled about Jerusalem, visited an old colleague or two, and sat by Evie’s grave, waiting
to be remembered forever by no one.
The Bungalow
The first time I saw them across the lake the sun was noon high. I was tired of
Sabbath prayer in the dry old playhouse and had snuck out to go to the little beach on the
bungalow colony’s lake. One moment the far shore was blank with trees trailing daylight
and the next there were two forms flashing blue and red. Local girls. Upstate girls. I don’t
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know what type of trees are on the far shore. Deciduous or coniferous. Oaks, pines, birch,
maybe. I don’t know. But the girls came in their bathing suits from somewhere in the forest
and I’ve concluded since that they must have a house or a shack, a hut or a cave within
walking distance because they don’t seem to have shoes on and how far can someone walk
in the forest without shoes? Or at least, in the half dozen times I have seen them since, they
don’t make any bending motions down to their feet when they arrive or place anything
next to them before they dive in. I have terrible vision but thick glasses. I can see their
motions clearly, know what bending down to undo a shoe looks like. But the girls are still
too far away to make out their faces, always in the shadows of their trees, even at noon.
And how they dive, it’s like nothing I’ve seen. Just like that. No looking or leaning over the
water, just appear from the shadows, leap, disappear, reappear. I can just see their bodies
in bright patches of color and the shine off their faces and that they don’t bring towels
either. Backwoods madonnas, Amazons who crawl from somewhere within the bramble
and emerge onto this sleepy pond owned but never used by me, Eddie or the hundred other
people that make up Sid Seidelberg’s Holiday Bungalow Colony.
At some point during the week, when my father, Eddie and I were home in New
Jersey, they tied a thick white rope to a high tree branch. It hung a few feet above the water,
the same distance from the shore. But how did they climb all that way? Surely they couldn’t
throw that high. Is it sexist to assume a woman can’t throw a rope thirty feet in the air,
clearing a tree limb with enough slack that they could grab it from the ground on the other
side? I can imagine a rope feels light when spooled on the ground, but what happens when
you lift it? It drags the weight of the rest of the rope with it and the more you lift the more
weight you make. You may as well toss an anchor chain over that branch. No, this isn’t
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sexist. It’s awe. There they are, these masters of bird height, endemic to the backwoods life
like the slick muck that surrounds our sad old dock. Eddie, of course Eddie could throw the
rope that high. He could clear the branch full on when he was eight years old, take one end
of the rope, toss it skyward and watch as the rest of the rope followed with the sparkling
thrust of a Chinese dragon.
And then there were their expert swings and their slight splashes in the water, the
sound of their bodies in water careening across the lake until they died at the foot of our
weedy little beach. Their corkscrews were balletic, their flips like the circus. Nobody goes
into the pond on our side, not since I’ve been old enough to remember. The mucky, neon
overgrowth spreads a few inches farther from shore every year. What came first, the muck
or us abandoning the lake for the less dangerous, less chaotic pastime of the scrubbed and
oxidized communal pool and its dozens of parental and grandparental eyes scanning the
clear waters like security cameras.
After my mother died, we started coming to the bungalow every weekend during
the summer. Before that we came maybe twice a summer. She hated it here, not her inlaws,
she swore over her shoulder as we drove, just how the whole thing reminded her of the
fake towns the Nazis erected at the front of concentration camps to fool the human rights
inspectors. I was fourteen and Eddie was eleven then and we would sit in the back seat and
my father would tell her it was absurdity, plain absurdity, and how could that make any
sense, he would continue, a man named Sid Seidelman built the whole place in the fifties.
How could you say that about such a sweet place of rest? Sid was a survivor! he said.
Exactly, she say. You don’t wash off trauma with a jump in the lake. It emerges in
everything. For all we know, this could be an exact replica of that little Nazi town. Doesn’t
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that make more sense than none of that town showing up in Sid Seidelman’s Holiday
Bungalow Colony? She was stronger than him but he liked to be a little scared. He laughed
away her intensities, put his hand on her shoulder like the new friend of a wolf.
Eddie and I never minded the bungalow, we even liked it. And though losing a
mother is no fair trade for more time there, I accepted the small victory with the guilt one
feels of good things coming to them after tragedy. Sabbath was Sabbath wherever you were
so you may as well spend it in what amounted to a summer camp with few rules and little
schedule beyond meals and prayer. Our suburbs were probably built around the same time
but they offered none of the undulation or freedom of the ten fenced acres we knew as the
wilds of upstate. Plus, it was and is good for Pop. It’s been four years and he still can’t take
it she’s gone. Our house is a shrine so coming here is better than twenty five quiet hours
among her things and the two ticking clocks in the living room, one on the wall, the other
on a side table. Those clocks are inexorable. I’ve never seen them wound or their batteries
changed yet they go on ticking. They unnerve me.
What is there to say about a bungalow colony? If you've been to one you know them
all. And if you haven't they look like a summer camp or a commune or a Nazi propaganda
town where they secretly burn up Jews. Vast central field horseshoed by small white
bungalows trimmed in brown. Some with porches added on, additions approved by the
board. Sports courts by the road with rivulets of grass snaking across their surface. A low
storm fence surrounding the property, well maintained in the front and falling down in
places where passersby won’t see so it doesn’t need to be repaired. Enough land to watch a
thundercloud roll by. A large single-story playhouse behind bungalows twelve and thirteen
that triples as synagogue, meeting room and bingo palace. Nobody smokes cigarettes
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anymore except Craig Davis when he was down by the lake. But they do peek out from
between fingers in the annual colony photos lining the playhouse, adding that nostalgic lick
that makes older people croon and young people curious. I smoke now too, though nobody
knows, not even Eddie. Only during the summer. I have little plastic baggy stashes around
the colony, beneath rocks, in abandoned groundhog holes. My mother smoked until she had
me.
One Sabbath afternoon when everyone was inside because it was too hot, not even
at the pool, the sun was like a grill, I sat by myself down by the beach beneath an umbrella I
had mounted in the sand before the Sabbath. The lake and pool were on their own on other
side of the road from the courts and the bungalows. The pool was high above the lake on a
fake bluff surrounded by a stone retaining wall. The lifeguard, a local kid, was deflated
beneath his own umbrella when the girls appeared eagerly from the distance, as though my
wishes had weight. They were on on a sunfish, slicing their bit of lake against the smallest
wind. The small boat had leapt from behind some tall reeds on their end. The hull was the
same bleach blue as the communal pool behind me and the sail was a yellow candy stripe.
As they glided they glinted toward me their bodies and I glinted to them my glasses,
projecting myself into a vision of a Jew from a Philip Roth novel, perhaps Roth himself sat
on a lake just like this one. But my nose was slender and my hair was thick like a
broomhead. I was lean, like my mother. That evening, on my grandparents’ three season
porch, incandescent sun lighting dust motes like filaments, Gretta Munck reminisced to my
grandparents, my father, me and Eddie, about the sunfish that went missing four, or was it
five summers before. She swore she saw it that afternoon from her bungalow. On my plate,
a viscous outline of mayonaissy white fish held the crumbs of my challah and I slid my
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silver knife through it creating slicing lines of my own, tepidly violating the Sabbath and the
boredom of these long afternoons. Sabbath doesn’t end until about nine pm at this point in
the calendar so morning, afternoon, evening, it is all the same. Mrs. Munck’s comment was
gently surprising. I perked up a bit and felt my pelvis stir. The shiksas had entered the
bungalow from a most surprising source. I could tell Mrs. Munck was excited because she
hadn’t blinked in a few minutes. This was rare fodder for Sabbath table. We never spoke
about our neighbors outside of the colony. They may as well have not existed. In her voice,
there was the alien sound of worry and intrigue borne from the outside world. This was no
failing septic tank or update on a nephew’s graduate thesis. This was about the people
outside of our upstate bubble, the ones who pumped our gas and bagged our groceries,
who may have stolen our boat. Townies, locals, blue collars, not Jewish in the gravest sense
of the idea. I decided to break the long silence of the children at the table. What did it look
like, I asked. The languor of the afternoon was pushed ever so slightly by my question. Mrs.
Munck looked toward the far corner and thought. Blue and yellow, she said, or red. Maybe
white. It was difficult to tell because it was far away. I felt icy, as though someone had found
me with my pants down. I had never considered that others could see the girls but then
again they were right there, on the other side of the road, just past the pool, across the
water but nobody ever looked that way.
I wanted them to have stolen it. When she said yellow, my heart leaped for the
daring feats I would never attempt, bound up in their townie exuberance, like stealing a
steaming apple pie from an open country window. I had never seen a sunfish lashed to our
greying dock. I have no memory of riding in it or watching others ride in it. I had never
heard it mentioned before, and if this place is anything, it is a bowl into which all topic of
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discussion falls and settles at the bottom until everyone knows it. So it was strange that
Mrs. Munck would bring this up out of nowhere. Every topic of bungalow life had passed
over my and Eddie’s ears as we slumped in our chairs and played with our cutlery. Years of
gossip, lies, speculation, criticism floated above us as we dug our chins into the pits of our
elbows. It could have disappeared ten, twenty years before or it could have been there
yesterday or not at all. Time was a non entity in the bungalow, a vapor over which
everyone tried to cast a net. Truth and fact, too. Sometimes a lunch would be filled with full
histories of bungalow tenants who never existed at all. After the gossiper left, my
grandmother would turn to us and say They only have so many words left, let them use
them as they please.
That is why we come here so often now. Because there is no time. My father gets to
be a child again, sleep in his childhood room, accept the comfort of his parents, live in an
alternate reality where his wife never died, where she is still alive, where he never met her.
I think this is why they ignore the smell of cigarettes on me. I can’t possibly wash it out of
my mouth and off of my hands well enough before I enter the bungalow. They must have
smelled it but said nothing, not because it is a clear outlet for my grief, one they will
address at a later date, but because he likes the smell, he can feel like she’s still alive. So our
grandparents act like parents and our father acts like a child, leaving Eddie and me unacted
upon.
Eddie can throw a ball like nobody I’ve seen, not even in a baseball stadium. Inside
those stadiums, balls are meant to move toward their destination as efficiently as possible
but Eddie is thirteen and his throws have nowhere to be in a hurry. They follow a great,
youthful trajectory that has nothing in its arc but time. His talent isn’t suited to the quarter
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acres of our suburb so when we get up to the bungalow, to the overgrown baseball field on
the far edge of the property, the farthest point away from the lake, he lets his restless arm
trebuchet anything we can find, mostly smaller and smaller rocks as we have been doing
this for years. Their destination is the field that lies past the sparse treeline separating us
from our neighbors’ anemic farms and rundown houses. This weekend he finally cleared
the low rock wall on the other side of the field. It was assumed by us to be the line across
which nothing flew but then it happened and suddenly there was nothing to strive toward.
At first we watched and heard the rocks crack off the wall like weak firecrackers but with
his body like a rubber whip and me in his ear goading him like a racehorse he finally
cleared it. We once went out to that wall, measured it in footsteps at night. But we lost
count by the time we got there so I just timed it by my watch. It took us six minutes to walk
there. Covering six minutes of walking with a single toss. It’s miraculous and useless except
for its entertainment.
I’ve never seen anyone else at the pond except for Craig Davis. Even when I was ten
and he was sixteen, Craig Davis looked like he could use a friend. He wore second hand
clothing as a statement and hung out at the lake’s edge for hours, wading for turtles and
frogs. People up at the pool would glance toward him then look back. His parents sat at the
other end of the pool. He didn’t come to synagogue, didn’t sit and play hours of casino or
gin rummy or swat basketballs out of the younger kids’ hands. He was our kosher pariah.
Then, one day, when I was thirteen , I entered Craig’s scope of vision. It was on a Sabbath
where I had walked every inch of the colony and was so overcome by boredom and
loneliness that for the the first time I looked at the lake not as foreboding like the energy all
the adults put upon it, but inviting and clandestine, a large piece of privacy in a very
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unprivate place, a new frontier to explore. That first time, I was walking along the shore
tentatively, like I was in a museum, when he came out of the woods. His hair was long and
up in a small bun at the top. He was lanky and his clothing hung off of him as though in
protest. He had only grown more gaunt and unlike us. He was tan and there was dirt on his
face and clothing. The sky was growing dark, like ink working its way through water, and
when it grew dark enough above our heads, three stars would appear in the black and the
Sabbath would be over. In the half light I could see he was cradling something in his hand.
Behind us, across the road, we could hear kids shouting in late evening summer games. I
watched him, staying as still as I could, and he walked over to me. You’re David he said. I
nodded. Want to see what’s in my hand? His voice was goading and hands were cupped in
front of him like he was holding a flame. He gave off the energy of someone who might hug
you or punch you. Sure, I said, taking a step backwards. The sodium light by the pool
clicked on with buzz. He sat down on the sand and motioned with his head for me to sit
down next to him. He brought his hands close to his face then put them between us. He
opened them slightly and a small, wet pebble peered out. He opened his hands a little more
and a pink triangle and another pebble began to form a baby bunny chewing on clover.
Touch it, he said and opened his hands fully. The animal was shivering. Nervous, I said. Its
heart, beating, up to three hundred times per minute, he said. How many is that a second,
he asked to the bunny. Five I said without looking away. The bunny’s eyes had no more life
in them than the black water in front of us. The sky was black too but there were three
stars clearly visible now. The buzz of the light was soon drowned by the tree frogs. He saw
me looking up at the sky. Sabbath is over, he said. He put the bunny down on the sand and
it skittered toward the woods. I started to get up as he began to talk. Did you know there
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are more universes than people on earth? His voice was all curiosity. I didn’t realize at the
time that he was only a few years older than me. To me he was an adult, a professor, a
burnout, a stranger who didn’t like us so we didn’t like him. He had two younger sisters
around Eddie’s age. His Adam’s apple moved beneath the fragile beginnings of a beard.
Each universe contains more stars than there are grains of sand in a wheelbarrow. He lifted
a handful of sand and threw it toward the lake, each grain gleaming for a bright second. It
begs a question, David. Do you know what question it begs? Here, he began speaking with a
Talmudic lilt, the same as the rabbis in my school. Do aliens exist? I asked, more statement
than question. He turned his head to me. Yes, they do. But this question is more important
than that. If the Big Bang happened some fifteen billion years ago, and our sun is four and a
half billion years old, and Earth is younger than that, and there are billions of universes
containing billions of stars and planets, the question is, David, is this whole setup, Earth,
humans, is it so crazy as to be singular in its possibility or is it so crazy that it has to have
happened before, is happening now?
Before what? I asked.
Before the Big Bang. Was there another Big Bang before this one?
I had walked a few steps away by this point. He was following me, turning his head and
pivoting his torso with his hands. Was this the first Big Bang or wasn’t it?
I haven’t seen Greg in a few years. I asked my grandmother about him. She waved
her hand at the thought then dredged up the answer as if from a forgotten folio at the
bottom of a large stack. In Colorado, I think. Maybe Idaho. What do you want with him?
Nothing, Grammy, nothing. He used to help Gustav, the colony groundskeeper, fix his riding
mower. He’d get picked up after Sabbath on the road separating the bungalows from the
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water, and there would be a few people hanging out of the car. He’s probably happy, like I
think he was then. Maybe happier now that he can talk to anyone he likes, hang out in the
woods for as long as he likes, without such neutral acts flashing like a saber at the whole
bungalow, the whole Jewish establishment.
After death, you say yes a lot more to whatever your parent says. My father and
grandparents shooed me and Eddie from the bungalow as though they were doing us a
favor by putting us in the sun with the rest of the grandchildren. In reality, I probably
reminded them of my mother and they could only take so much. We shared the same sharp
cheekbones and soft chins. We both had green eyes that went buggy at the right angle
behind our glasses.
They were back. I saw the black dots of their eyes and the bright batons of their
arms and when any part of them looked toward me my stomach tightened and I adjusted
myself on the sand along with whatever book I had with me into a shape that seemed
casual and well read. My guess is they never noticed me. That’s how it was when you stared
at the person you wanted. I don’t even know if I wanted them. I didn’t want them. I didn’t
know them. I wanted what they were. If they were boys my age I might have been even
more taken by them. Eddie didn’t have this emotion. He tackled people to the ground both
literally and otherwise. He would surely end up in finance. He had the dead emotional pulse
needed to make money out of nothing, to stand only for himself. At thirteen he sauntered.
Hopped onto the bima to sing out the prayer, loud and barely looking at the prayer book,
sidling off. People offered their hands to him and he shook them like a dog’s paw. He was
my father’s energy without the compassion. He was his electric eyes and all the sunshine
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you can fit in a mouth. But then the cloud passed over and he was just like my father, too,
and I never knew when it would lift.
I heard Eddie bushwacking through the overgrown grass down to the pond. He was
sweaty and on his right leg was a fresh gash. He went to the edge of the water and started
splashing the wound, watching close mouthed as the blood and dirt slid down into his shoe,
picking off bits of pond muck. Then he sat next to me and began throwing then drawing
lines in the sand. He drew a tic tac toe board and looked at me. I shook my head without
taking my eyes off the far shore.
That’s why you’re always down here, he said, nodding to the far shore. I’m put off by
his presence. You want me to get their attention? Hey, he shouted. Hey! He waved his arms.
The girls don’t turn. They are busy in the water and too far away. I threw my book at him.
Fucking idiot, I said. He picked up the book, a genre western I found in my grandfather’s
armoire. He was up in an instant and pretending to throw it in the pond. Since her death, I
abided him more coolly and was already looking back across the water. They were slipping
beneath the surface now for interminable moments, surfacing like seals and back down
again. They looked to be placing items on the far bank. I tried not to think of the fish in the
pond, to be scared by its black surface and its overgrowth, leeches and snapping turtles and
sharp rocks that most likely weren’t there. To jump in and swim over and say Hi, I’m David,
nice day, no?
Eddie dropped the book next to him, exchanging it for a rock. Without sound, with
barely a movement of his body, he let if fly. The arc is tremendous, so much that it cleared
the lake and landed silently, deep in the forest behind them.
Eddie, I say lazily. Stop.
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But I didn’t move, I was more nervous they had seen Eddie throw it so I just
watched, hoping they kept diving. But they didn’t. As Eddie searched the bank for another
rock, they climbed onto shore and lay beneath the sun, passing back and forth whatever it
was they brought up from the bottom of the pond. Eddie found another rock, smaller this
time. I got up to grab at him but he released just as I reach him. The arc seemed the same to
me but it started falling quickly and made a tiny splash in the water a few feet in front of
the girls. One of them sat up and with one hand shielding my eyes from the sun I pushed
Eddie into the water. But he caught himself before he went all the way in and said it’s
happening and I heard the smallest grunt and just lost the the next rock as it sailed into the
sun. The impact was silent, just like the splash of the rock a moment before, and it took a a
long second for her friend’s voice to reach us. Eddie was standing with a smile that faded
quickly as he heard her voice. I froze in place and watched for them but they didn’t even
look at us. Her friend was holding her up now and I saw the girl’s arm move toward her
head. She wasn’t dead.
I ran up the small hill, past the pool, then did what I had never done before. I ran down the
road in front of the bungalow toward Route 14B, the two lane highway that took you to the
gas station and the town market. Eddie was tailing me now, his leg dripping more blood
into his sock. Usually so confident, he looked nervous. He caught up to me as I reached the
highway. Shit, shit, he said. I grabbed his hair and put him in a headlock. You fucking idiot.
We need to find them.
No we don’t.
Yes we do.
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I threw him into the bushes on the side of the road and started running up the small
shoulder of the highway. Eddie was shouting my name. He was scared. It was the same tone
after she died, before he buried it, moved past it. I slowed down and let him catch up and
together we jogged about a quarter mile, sweaty from the nerves more than the heat. It was
our first time down the road on foot. It was a very sad road. Beer cans and fast food
wrappers, dusty gravel. It was depressing. My sweat became sandy from the cars flinging
up dust. I thought every passing car was a police car or an angry father. Images of me and
Eddie sitting in lock up, on the Sabbath. Going in a car for the first time on the Sabbath. The
police were cartoonish in my mind. Fresh meat, said the fat one with the stubble and thick
mustache. Kike for dinner, said the tall one with the pigeon chest. They were ludicrous,
these thoughts, not of this world, the fantasies of total seclusion.
We finally came upon a dirt road to our left and turned down it. Eddie was in front
now. We were tired from running so we walk quickly, at a distance from each other. The
houses on either side were derelict, weedy, peeling. I realized then that our bungalows
looked similar, only smaller. Our paint was peeling too. Our porches sagged too. We do
country things too, Eddie and me, throw rocks, poke things with sticks, but our country life
had always had quotation marks around it. Everything we covered was an outward gesture
of our suburban selves, convening with a 1950s Jewish version of the country. I wanted
Craig to be there. To pop out from behind a tree, as native as a shadow, cigarette in his
teeth, gesturing for us to come with him, he knew where they were, who they were and
what we should say to them. Their names are Marla and May, he would say. Lizzy and
Tizzy. Is this so crazy as to have happened before or is it so crazy as to have only happened
this one time? He was a Jew with a goy brain. He’d know exactly what to do.
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I could hear both our breaths. We were transfixed by the clotheslines and rusted,
lifted trucks. I could hear my pulse in my ears and I became immediately aware of my
kippah on my head. I put it in my pocket. Eddie didn’t wear one as his own portentous
rebellion. We walked in the middle of the road. Then Eddie turned and said that we should
go back. Shut up, I said. He looked at me and spit on the ground. You can’t just hit someone
in the head and not do anything, I said. That’s not why we’re here, he said. You want to talk
to them. You’re a pussy. You’ve been staring at them all summer and you never did
anything about it. At least I tried.
After a few minutes, the dirt road changed in one line into clean black pavement,
bumped two inches off the ground, the dust of the dirt road coming to a halt like water at a
dam. At the start of the paved road, the houses grew larger, ticky tacky ornaments of minor
wealth with wide, square yards. The divide between the dirt road and the paved one was
like walking from one movie set to another. Some houses had boats in the driveway. Eddie
walked onto one of the lawns to inspect the boat. He was comfortable again. So was I. As I
kept walking, he ran back to me, looking over his shoulder at the boat. It’s huge. Why don’t
we have boats? It felt like the lake should be to our left. Because we pay yeshiva tuition, I
said. Keep up.
The road ended. A green sign staked into the lawn on the right read Don’t Back Over
Our Poodle. The forest was in front of us, behind a gate that ran the length of the woods. I
thought about being pinned here by a police car, Eddie taking to the forest. Helicopters,
hounds, poodles. On Sabbath of all days. Over there, Eddie said, pointing toward the house
on the left. It was light grey, large and flimsy, like it could be punctured with an unfurled
paperclip. It was the biggest house on the block. Instead of a boat in the driveway there
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were three polished white cars of varying luxury. I took a step onto the property and Eddie
was the one hanging back now. I had no plan in this moment, no idea what I would say to
them when I saw them. I half hoped the cops would come so I wouldn’t have to speak to
them. What if they recognized me? The shame of being dragged back to the bungalow. Sir,
maam, he had his penis out in front of these young women. The lake was through the trees,
I could see its small glimmers, like flashlights. I suddenly had to shit. I turned back to see
Eddie standing at the curb looking up at the house. He was spinning around on one foot,
careless but clearly uneasy. I looked up and just made out a figure in one of the upper
windows. I walked along the side of the house and emerged into a backyard smaller than I
thought it would be, backed up against the forest. The air changed and I could smell the
water. As I walked into a cloud of gnats, I heard a sliding door open. I was swatting them
from my face as a bald, good looking man walked onto the porch. He was tall and had the
elongated head of someone who had played professional basketball.
It’s polite to knock he said, staring at me from above. I had to squint as he was
standing in the line of the sun. He split the sunshine.
Hi, I managed. I’m David.
Many missionaries take the back entrance?
I had no idea what he was talking about and he seemed to sense it. I looked down at
my clothes. I was wearing blue pants and a white button up shirt. I’m David, I said again. I
live on the other side of the lake.
If you’re not a missionary, what are you selling?
Nothing. I’m, my brother is on the street in front of the house. He lost a favorite ball
of his and we can’t get it from the other side. Do you mind if we look around?
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Any chance you’ve seen my daughter back there?
Sir? I asked. He leaned against the railing. I moved my hand to block the sun.
It’s just that my daughter and her friend came into the house maybe twenty minutes
ago, her head bleeding, and here you show up.
The other side of the lake, I said again, pointing weakly behind me. Eddie was
walking along the side of the house now. I waved for him to come over.
That’s quite the throw, he said, standing up now.
I’ve thrown farther, Eddie said, as he moved next to me.
It was a stupid game, I said. We didn’t see them. I’m sorry. We’re sorry. Eddie, say
you’re sorry. Eddie looked up at the man. He was back to leaning against the railing. I’m
sorry. I didn’t mean to.
A ball wouldn’t do that. You have something against my daughter?
No, we both said in unison, quickly. No, I continued. It was just a stupid game.
The man stood back up. Right thing to do, he said. Coming over here to apologize.
Eddie pushed his elbow into my side. Above the man’s head I could see one of their
faces in the window. It was free of any gashes. She looked down at us and turned her head
back, clearly speaking to the other girl. Then the other face appeared in the window. She
was holding what looked like a small hand towel to her forehead. I wanted to run but I also
wanted them to say my name. I had put so much time into looking at them it was surreal
and discomfiting to have them look at me. They were older than I thought, maybe twenty.
They moved away from the window. Eddie was talking to the father now. I couldn’t tell if
they knew it was us, Eddie, who threw the rock. How would they know? Then again, it was
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pretty obvious. Eddie was talking to him about sports now. It seemed I was bearing the
entire weight of Eddie’s stupidity.
You sure you don’t want to get it, the man asked me suddenly over Eddie’s head. The
ball? The pond is just down there, you’re welcome to take a look. I hadn’t admitted it was a
rock.
It’s alright, I said. We’ll find another one. The sun was no longer over his shoulder
but I kept my hand above my eyes so he couldn’t see them.
Are you sure, said Eddie. Let’s go look. I love that ball. His confidence was still
uninformed, nebulous, stupid, without borders. It latched onto whatever was in front of it,
even if it was self destroying. He didn’t understand that this man wanted to chew us out for
hitting his daughter in the head with a pebble but for some reason he wasn’t. Of course
Eddie didn’t understand. Bad things didn’t happen to him. I had always thought he took our
mother’s death too lightly. Then again, I had always been jealous of his seemingly light
reaction.
You’re from the vacation camp over on the other side aren’t you?
Vacation camp? I thought. What the fuck was a vacation camp. Bungalow colony,
Eddie said, his foot up on the first step of the stairs leading up to the porch. Yes, I said.
That’s us. Eddie, mom wants us home. We need to go. Eddie turned to me and was about to
answer but his face twisted and he looked at me with a flash of terror. Yes, I said again, let’s
go. Mom wants us home.
Are you sure it was a ball, the man said, moving toward the stairs, his hands crossing
over each other on the porch railing as he walked. You sure it was a ball? he said again, his
tone tightening.
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I took Eddie by the arm and pushed him in front of me. What the fuck did you say
that for, he said as I pushed him harder. Just walk, I said. We need to go. The man was
peering at us from over the deck. Eddie turned to look at him. Did you forget why we came,
I said. Fucking idiot.
You sure it was a ball? the man called after us.
When we got onto the street I started running. I just wanted to be back in the
bungalow. I didn’t care if he came. I didn’t care if he called the cops. They would know what
to do there, my father would take care of us. He would shield Eddie. He would see to it that
nothing bad happened to us as long as we were in the bungalow.

Bingo

He’s a nice one offered Edith Schwartz to Shirley Myer as though they were window
shopping a pet store. They were sitting on Shirley’s front porch among her flower pots,
glazed mustards and blues obscured by more flowers than any passing child could count.
Edith’s arm was aloft and she was pointing without subtlety across the bungalow colony’s
sloping lawn to Judah Glasser, unremarkable grandson of recently deceased Debbie
Kimmelblat. Edith was wearing her house dress, a faded white smock of purple lilies and
white daisies. Shirley sat next to her in pleated khaki trousers and a short sleeve, camel
hair sweater, making them look like strangers on a subway car.
They watched pale Judah navigate a double stroller through the mown grass, over
rocks and through possum divots with the dragging effort twelve year old boys reserve for
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such tasks. He was delivering it to the racquetball court, where his older sister Rachy and
her twin babies were avoiding the heat in the shadow of the peeling green wall.

He’s a nothing said Shirley as she grabbed a few times for Edith’s finger.
A nothing? Who says a nothing? That’s Debbie’s son, Aaron. He’s a banker.
That’s Debbie’s grandson, Judah. Not Aaron. That boy is twelve years old. Banker?
Edith sat chewing her lip now while looking at the boy and flipping through her
mental rolodex that stretched from the Lower East Side to the North Fork and right up
route 45 to Holiday Bungalow Colony where she, Shirley and eighty other New York Jews
had been coming for fifty summers. Fifty summers they sat making matches, comparing
successes, drawing social lines, defending failures. But above all they made matches.
Making matches meant you knew what was what, that you had a good read on people and
your pulse on the community. Aside from the big three- bingo, money, number and success
of grandchildren- it was the yardstick by which all Holiday women were measured. Edith
hadn’t made a match in three summers, probably because she had been losing her mind.
Shirley felt all of her bungalow friends lost their minds long ago. She believed she was the
only sane one left but then so did everyone.

But how can you say that about Debbie’s grandson, said Edith, picking up the string.
Barely cold in the ground and you call her grandson, a nice Jewish boy, you call him a
nothing?
Debbie’s been gone two years, Edie. And about the boy, I meant his age. He’s a
nothing, a little pisher, just a boy. Are we setting up little boys and girls now?
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Two years dead is nothing, that’s what’s nothing. Someone should talk about my
grandson like that after two years I’m dead? She leaned over the arm of her metal chair and
spit an inch from Shirley’s white tennis shoe.
Shirley stood as if nothing out of the ordinary had transpired and took steps among
her flowers. They were arranged like an English garden, tiny overflowing aisles on a porch
slightly larger than the two of them. In the corner sat a watering can rusting like a classic
car. She picked it up, walked over to where Edith still sat and tipped the can. Ribbons of
water sent Edith’s spit dribbling through the black lines of the brown deck.

I think I’ll go for a walk said Shirley as she replaced the can.
Want I should come?
Shirley waved her hand then placed her gardening gloves on her seat. On the back of
each glove, a red rose wound itself around a stylized C for Cedars, her and Morty’s old
country club. She picked up a sun hat and placed it low over her eyes. Since the beginning
of winter, the sun had been giving her headaches. Her oncologist, Dr. Goldmintz, said some
light sensitivity was normal.

I’ll stop by later she said as she stepped down the stairs, but Edith was already
calling across the field in Judah’s direction, shouting candy, candy, candy while digging into
her pocket for a Werther’s.
Judah didn’t hear her, or, like most of the children that ran around all summer, pretended
not to.
Shirley walked up the narrow cement path that connected the horseshoe of
bungalows. She passed other women sitting on their porches in tight twos and threes. They
smiled and waved and all parties promised to stop by later. At the bottom of the slope,
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where the dry grass gave way to the racquetball court, Rachy was pushing her girls up the
field toward their bungalow, the stroller tilting and halting every few feet.
Shirley had come as an outsider to New York, a Jew but irreligious, wealthy, a legal
scholar’s daughter from Memphis. As a girl, she played football with her brothers in the
backyard of their Victorian. She met Morty Myer at NYU and, after seeing the city’s
wretched masses, decided nursing was the most efficient glove for her ambitions. Morty,
who was sitting in their bungalow reading another detective novel (he never came out
between ten and three,Too hot) had been two classes ahead of her and by the time they
married he was a budding forensic accountant, a tidy, upstanding occupation a girl like her
could sleep next to.
When she stepped out of the Jaguar that first time at Holiday, she began to cry.
Morty had promised a pool and a tennis court at their new summer home, never
mentioning it was actually summer homes. Dozens of them stamped out like barracks. Each
the size of a small camp bunk, painted white with brown trim, pitched grey roofs and two
steps leading up to a brown porch. Each sat no more than three feet from its neighbor.
Morty’s family had been bungalow people since the 1910s, when his immigrant father and
the rest of his block bought bungalows up at Schlisser’s to escape the typhoid.
Shirley’s destination was the small service road where all Holidayers parked their
cars. To get there one had to step off the narrow path and walk the length of the three foot
gap that separated each bungalow. Shirley hated this part. She passed clothing lines hung
with private wash and garbage bins overflowing with mixed recyclables. She tried not to
peer through windows, not for privacy’s sake but for the mess she knew was inside. Twice
Shirley had tried to ban clothing lines, citing their aesthetic offense and the very practical
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truth that every bungalow already had a washer and dryer. Twice she was turned down.
The colony liked things old, liked things used and tired and the same.
The service road featured seven yellow speed bumps that were large to the point of
absurd. Mount them with your car and for a moment you were on the nose of the space
shuttle, only to come down and scrape your bumpers, plural. Until this summer, Shirley
told herself that if she could best those hills and make half a dozen circles around the
colony, she could also lift herself off of the toilet before she had a heart attack, a fear she
had had since she turned fifty. Now, since her diagnosis was confirmed that past winter,
she knew her death was moving slower, more like the rising shriek of a teakettle. Still,
imminent demise was no excuse. She took off in the direction of the first bump and walked
as fast as she could without breaking a sweat.
As she passed the baseball diamond where they held the potluck kiddush every
Sabbath afternoon, she saw Geno on the far treeline riding his lawnmower. Shirley liked
Geno and his family. They reminded her of people who needed help and it had been years
since her had practiced nursing. Their lawn was cluttered with tires and sunbleached toys
and they lived in the crumbling house down by the overgrown, algal pond. The colony
rented the house to Geno and his family at a groundskeeper’s rate. Seeing Shirley from
across the field, Geno turned his mower and like a horse it bumped and shook him to her.
The sun was bright and she moved her brim even lower. As he girated toward her, his
white t shirt clung to his round stomach like wet burrata. He hadn’t lost weight despite
Shirley’s insistence eight months before.

Mrs. Meyer shouted Geno before removing his earmuffs. He smelled of grass
clippings and gasoline. I never see you anymore.
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I’ve been back and forth to the city. Duty calls.
Must be one heck of a sandwich, he laughed.
Geno and Shirley had a ritual in which the first weekend of every summer Shirley
would bring him more than a few pounds of cold cuts and two loaves of pumpernickel. She
had never asked if he or his family liked cold cuts but Geno and his wife accepted her gift
with a grateful if forced smile.

How are the kids, dear? Janet?
Ah, everyone’s good he said, wiping his forehead with the back of his gloved hand. I
hear they’re voting next week to clean the pond.
Two summers that pond lasted before someone put fish in it. The next summer the
fish were dead and now nobody can go near it. It’s nothing more than a testament to our
collective stupidity. This place, I tell you, it’ll be the death of me.
Ah, things aren’t too bad up here, are they? Sun, trees, good airGive these people something nice and they make mince meat.
A small silence hovered between them as Geno wiped the back of his neck and
thought about the work he did to keep the place looking better than minced meat. Ever
helpful, Geno shunted them back on track.

How’s Mr. Myer?
Holed up with his spies and mistresses.
He’ll come out one of these days. Hoping to avoid an insult from a different angle, he
put his earmuffs back on and started the engine.
The sudden noise shook a tremor behind her eyes that passed like a field mouse
down her optic nerve and nibbled into her skull. It was worse in her head than to anyone
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watching. It looked more like she was holding in a sneeze than anything fatal. Still, it didn’t
look good.

Mrs. Myer? Maybe you should get inside shouted Geno as he fiddled with his seat.
I’m just dying she said while patting his arm. The words were instantly ground up in
the engine.

What? he shouted from only inches away.
Dying, Geno. I’m dying she said, louder this time. Geno put his gloved thumb up and
gave a big nod as he released the clutch and started rumbling back to his unmown grass. As
if he had been waiting behind his bungalow for them to finish, Shirley watched as Mr.
Silowitz came scrambling up the road, calling to Geno with his arms waving overhead. Geno
had rolled a dozen feet and the two men were talking loudly at each other. Geno didn’t turn
off the engine in the way young Judah refused to hear Edith. She watched as the only other
person she told about her cancer aside from Morty shouted with Mr. Silowitz about the
toilet in his bungalow. She turned away from them and bore down on the next fluorescent
hill.
When she returned to the bungalow, Edith was gone and Morty was seated in his
reading chair whose fabric Shirley had chosen from Maison Toile on Madison Avenue. The
chair was pale pink and red gingham with blonde wood arms. A chest high stack of Morty’s
detective novels sat on a small side table, obscuring Shirley from her husband. Across from
the matching couch was a rocking chair with an embroidered green throw pillow that read

Golfers Never Diet... They Exist On Greens. A generous skylight lit the room. Shirley peered
at Morty over the books as she removed her shoes. His full head of white hair was bent
toward his chest and his reading glasses were low on his nose. He could have been sleeping
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except for his hand moving every half minute or so to turn the page. Eventually he looked
up.

Edith still outside?
No, Morty.
Did you speak to the kids?
I’m waiting for the day they call me.
He nodded absently and went back to his book. As she passed she bent and kissed
his hair, she loved his hair, thick, like a governor. She fluffed the pillows on the couch,
wiped dust from the cable box then went into their bedroom to put on something more
weather appropriate.
Shirley had long ago concluded that preparing elaborate Sabbath meals was a task
for a different type of woman, one who had a lot to give and never put it anywhere. All she
had to do over the next few hours was untwist some ties and slip things in and out of the
warming drawer, leaving her ample time to pursue more fulfilling activities. She had
walked and read and the smell of chlorine now made her nauseous so she sat on the edge of
her bed like a teenager home for the summer and out of entertainment. She pictured the
rest of the women heating up their already warm bungalows with baking breads and pots
of soup that no one needed in the muggy upstate summer. Just silly she said to Morty
countless times, who would have loved just that.
With nothing else to do, Shirley went to the window in the sunroom to watch the
Friday procession. Their bungalow was on the left side of the semicircle, near the
recreation hall and, like all bungalows it had an unobstructed view of the central lawn.
Hidden behind the shades, she watched with a yenta’s transparent interest as dozens of
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newly arrived grandchildren stepped into the sun from behind screen doors, fresh ice pops
in their hands whose dyed sticks she would pick up the following morning. Their laughter
quickly filled the grounds and mixed with the chittering robins in the elm above her porch.
Automatically she began constructing enough family trees to fill a small forest, connecting
this child with that cousin, that aunt to that bungalow. She often poo pooed the
matchmaking, believing a woman should be measured by harder won accomplishments,
but privately she was just as involved in the game as the other women of the colony, none
of whom were on their porches. They were inside, too, only they were flitting between hot
stoves, grandchildren and louvered windows, happily making matches, spoiling the
children and creating family flow charts that led out of the still bungalow time and into the
real world, the one that belonged to the children and their parents.
Harriet Teitelbaum and Masha Braun stopped by after dinner. Over glass mugs of
hibiscus tea, the three women considered the summer’s collage theme. Around the
recreation hall, spaced with a rector’s ruler, hung Holiday collages dating back to the
summer of 1968, when the bungalow was built by Sy and Ethel Mermelstein, both
deceased. Photos of posing Holidayers taken throughout the summer were cut into wild
shapes and pasted in overlapping frenzy, heightening the slow mania of a Holiday summer.
The crowded frames and private jokes written in colored marker made the summers, all
similar, all repetitive and slow, look like carnivals. Shirley had always thought the collages
were childish. As the years drew closer to the current summer, their children and six
grandchildren were in fewer collages until they disappeared altogether. After an hour of
idle banter, the three women decided they hadn’t used tropical in a few years and, had they
had a gavel, they would have struck it.
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Sabbath day passed reliably. Morty ambled to the recreation hall for morning
services, everyone gathered on the baseball diamond for kiddush and, stuffed, went back to
their bungalows to eat lunch. After the dishes, Shirley sat out on Bina Silowitz’s porch
beneath her sun hat with Bina, Edith and a few others who took her new hat as a dig at
their lack of latest fashions. Inevitably, the conversation came to Shirley’s children. Nobody
had seen them in some time. Wherever could they be? Her oldest, David, wished he could
be there but was working in the operating room. Nina was away. Iceland with the family. In
reality, she hadn’t spoken to her children since two Sundays before. At six, Shirley and
Morty ate creamed herring on onion rolls in their dimming sun room and thus another
idyllic Holiday Sabbath concluded.
Saturday nights were for bingo. Each bungalow received three bingo cards. If you
owned two bungalows, you received six cards and so on. So seriously did the women of
Holiday take bingo, some even speculated that bungalows had been purchased just for the
extra cards. On at least two occasions, they had. Bingo at the colony was an affair because it
was bingo but also because it was a chance for luck to balance life. Those less skilled in
small talk or whose children were underwhelming or who hadn’t made a match in a while
could win a much needed, if short lived, upper hand. As vice president, Rita Shneier
handled the money and thus was barred from play, instead spinning the cage and calling
the numbers. Cash from the annual dues, enough for ten rounds, was stacked high next to
the cage. Beneath exposed ceiling joists and the long-stationary disco ball, surrounded by
walls of happy memories, Shirley and the other women, all forty of them, studied their
bingo cards aloud, fretting about the bad ones, announcing to the room the promise of the
good. Those that had only one bungalow grew the faintest barbs when sitting next to a
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woman who had not three but six or even nine cards laid in front of her, the little
translucent orange windows sliding open or closed over their multitudinous letters and
numbers. Even during active game play the room never settled into full silence. Numbers
were sometimes called upwards of seven times while whoops of frustration, fervent damns
and even the occasional shit puffed like forced air out of their mouths. Cries of Bingo! were
met with an auditory umbrage followed by a tepid round of applause and an official
inspection by the vice president.
It was never stated outright that bingo was exclusively a women’s affair, but no man
had joined since the fall of Saigon, nor could they keep up if they had. Once Morty had
joined and, unable to hear the numbers, he gave up mid game and walked out of the room
exhausted. If you were to peer into the windows of every bungalow during bingo, you
would see the old men of Holiday in their most natural states. Grandfathers poring over
holy texts, grandfathers bathing grandchildren, grandfathers watching their baseball team,
grandfather Morty in his gingham seat, smudged vodka tonic glass sitting on the stack of
books that still pitted America against Russia, looking asleep except for his hand moving
every half minute or so to turn the page.
It was two hours before the game swung Shirley’s way. A few times she had felt
small pains in her head from all of the shouting but she was seated and felt well enough to
try and claim a victory. Finally, it was her time and she shouted Bingo! as loudly as she
could and as she shot from her chair she was smacked with a hammer of pain that took her
legs from under her. Edith had been sitting next to her and Shirley fell into Edith who then
fell into Evelyn who knocked into Gladys. Instantly the other women in the room were
around them and after everyone was put upright they realized it was Shirley who had
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started the tumble. Bina was already on the brown recreation room phone with the
hospital. This wasn’t the first time there had been an emergency precipitated by a
successful bingo. Everyone recalled aloud when two summers before Debbie Kimmelblat
had gotten bingo then fallen over one of the uneven floorboards, thus beginning her quick
trip to the grave. Shirley sat listening, laughing, cringing as hot, white light flooded her
closed eyes. Her hands were gripping her head which felt twice its size and was filled with
all the pressure that came with such an expansion. For a moment she was confused and
thought she was outside as a dozen cool breezes made with flapping kitchen towels gusted
against her face. From behind her she heard someone say Morty’s name then heard the
sound of running footsteps. The door to the recreation hall flung open and hit the side of
the building just how the children did during services, when the old men shushed them and
they would put their little hands over their mouths and try to hide their laughter.
The pain eased for a moment and Shirley opened her eyes. The room was too bright
and as her neck grew weak and her head fell back into Edith’s hands she saw their faces in
the disco ball above her, both their current faces and their younger ones, thousands of
them refracted in tiny collages across her mind, fifty summers for a whole life. She knew
they would clip her roses and prune her azaleas. They would bring Morty soups and roasts.
The would do his laundry and help him shop for groceries. Her face was blank with pain as
she closed her eyes and thought she might like to spend a few more summers at Holiday.
The Boy And The Bus
Michael rode the city bus only twice before. Once when he and his mother went
shopping and once when his father brought him to work.
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Everything was easier in this new town than back home, including the buses. There,
he was in public school and had to take two buses to get to school. Here, there was a school
bus and it was a Jewish school. There was a kosher pizzeria, his block was nice, he even had
a backyard. His family had moved in time for him to make friends before his bar mitzvah
that summer. Before moving, he worried he would have no friends at his bar mitzvah and
that his party, which he hadn’t thought about until his parents started telling him how great
theirs were, would be filled with distant uncles and cousins and old people, for the elderly
were the only Jews aside from his family in that old town. But now he had a new group of
friends and had lost count of how many sleepovers he had.
On Shabbos in his old town, Michael’s parents attempted to fill their house with the
spirit of community. His mother made large pots of chulent and pillowy challahs. His father
lead them in song and made long, winding speeches about that week’s Torah portion. They
invited the same rotation of aged guests, many of whom fell asleep in their fruit, all grateful
to have a little young blood in their week. Expectant smiles and rubs of the cheek, the
discussions about him and his generation as he spooned his soup, it put the weight of a
dying community on Michael. They asked him questions he did not know the answers to
and gave him answers to questions he had yet to conceive. The future of Judaism, all
wrapped up in Michael’s kind, unexpectant face. When the pageantry of Shabbos nights and
mornings was done, the silences were long. Michael quickly grew bored. It floated above
him in his room as he counted dust motes and grew tired of sleeping and reading. Looking
out at the street, it moved at the same speed as the rest of the week.
Michael’s parents were both working that Friday and Joseph lived across town, so
they said it would be alright for him to take the bus by himself. In his excitement, he packed
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his bag as soon as he arrived home and sat on his bed staring at the clock. The seeds of
social conscience were beginning to sprout and he had never been to Joseph’s house so he
did not know if it was okay to show up early. The other guys said they would get there
before Shabbos, which to him sounded like immediately before Shabbos. He opened the bus
schedule and slid his finger down the row of numbers until he confirmed again the
departure time for his bus. He would leave the house ten minutes before the bus arrived,
walk the two blocks to the stop, remove the bus fare from his pocket and board the bus. He
would get off at Main street and walk one block to Joseph’s house. Maybe one of his friends
would be on the bus with him, but he knew they all lived much closer to each other on the
other side of town.
At ten to the hour he took his bag, locked the house and walked the two blocks to
the bus stop. He removed the fare from his pocket and held it tight in his hand. He was
excited to throw the coins into the hopper like his father had. He checked his watch each of
the remaining minutes before the bus was scheduled to arrive. The teenage couple sitting
in the bus stop whispered to each other between kisses, appraising then ignoring him. The
time for the bus came and went. He felt a small sweat on his back. Michael had kept his
distance from the teenagers but now he must ask. They confirmed that the bus was late and
that it would come when it came. It happened sometimes, they said. There were no other
buses that stopped at this bus stop.
As the afternoon slid into the negative time of his bus ride, he began to calculate
how much time he had before Shabbos, a calculation he had never had to make which now
took up his whole brain. Unaware of what prompted him, he took off his yarmulkeh and
stuffed it into his pocket. He felt the breeze on top of his head and he felt exposed and
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uncomfortable, but he kept the worn velvet circle stashed as he worked through his
options. It was too long to walk and anyway, he wasn’t close enough with Joseph to arrive
early let alone late, not that early was an option anymore. And if his parents found out he
had walked an hour across town in the dark, who knows when the next sleepover would
be. If he took the bus and Shabbos started before he arrived, he could split the difference,
telling his parents he took the bus and telling Joseph that he walked. But riding the bus on
Shabbos would be a grave violation of Shabbos, which would be, well, he didn’t quite
understand what the punishment would be. He felt a sick feeling of freedom. He felt warped
and off balance, as though he had cheated on a test he knew the answers to and then lied
about it. His head hurt.
This is not to say Michael didn’t know of Shabbos and its meaning. In fact, he knew it
more intimately than many his age, having been taught its beauties by lovestruck old men
and women. There are facts in Michael’s life, like when he fell off his bicycle and smacked
his head on the pavement or when he almost drowned in the ocean. Pavement is hard.
Water is wet. Shabbos is Shabbos. All that it encompasses and prohibits is wrapped up in
its name, in the prayers and songs sung, in the greeting one Jew gives to another, in the
understanding that they are all upholding this ancient privilege together. It is impossible to
enumerate everything that Shabbos gives and takes. It is a universe unto itself, lovingly
poeticized in song, long settled in legal exactation, the sweetest meditation thousands of
years old, all stemming from God’s own resting hand. To break Shabbos would be a slap. A
sin. A lie. A cold, discombobulating act that would throw the rest of him into chaos.
The bus turned the corner. Staying home was the final option. It was the safest
option. Abandon his troubled perch, turn around and walk the two blocks home. No
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breaking Shabbos, no friends, a Shabbos with his parents like so many before. Maybe he
could walk to Joseph’s tomorrow. Perhaps his friends would find his story about the bus
amusing or sympathize and be frustrated with him. As the bus pulled up to the stop Michael
stared through it, change in one hand, overnight bag in the other. He looked tired, as though
he had just come off of that bus after a month on the road selling sewing machines. The
couple got on the bus and Michael stood. The driver shouted but Michael did not hear. The
driver honked the horn and shouted again. Michael looked toward his house then turned
and ran toward the door. He threw his change into the hopper and took the seat opposite
them.
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